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1. INTRODUCTION
MATLAB is a programming language and a data analysis environment that


requires more computer skills than e.g., Excel



but provides much more sophisticated ways to analyze data.

Although the course will be concluded with a short introduction to some image analysis functions
and programming, the major aim is to teach participants how to process experimental data in
MATLAB without any previous programming skills by providing practical examples. Still, most
functionalities of MATLAB require users to type commands instead of clicking around with the
mouse. Although this feature may frighten many potential users, consider the fact that Excel also
requires you to type functions e.g., for statistical calculations.
This is a course material, and the booklet should be read from the beginning to the end. A
large number of concise handbooks are available as an introduction to MATLAB, e.g.


MATLAB for Dummies (ISBN: 978-1-118-82010-0, approx. 400 pages)



Essential MATLAB for Engineers and Scientists (ISBN: 978-0-08-102997-8, approx. 400
pages)



Introduction to MATLAB for Biologists (ISBN 978-3-030-21336-7, approx. 200 pages)



MATLAB: A Practical Introduction to Programming and Problem Solving (ISBN: 978-0-12815479-3, approx. 600 pages)



Programming with MATLAB for Scientists: A Beginner’s Introduction (ISBN 978-1-49873828-6, approx. 250 pages)



Primary MATLAB for Life Sciences: Guide for Beginners (ISBN: 978-1-60805-805-1, approx.
250 pages)
Furthermore, comprehensive help is available from within the MATLAB application or

online on the Mathworks website (https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/). MATLAB Central
(https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/) provides a vivid discussion forum about problems
posted by MATLAB users and a large number of freely downloadable MATLAB functions and
programs with which the functionalities of the program can be extended. Furthermore, several
courses are available in MATLAB Academy (https://matlabacademy.mathworks.com/) ranging
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from foundational courses to advanced topics as well. Some of these courses are free, others are
available for a tuition fee.
MATLAB is specifically suggested for users who are interested in quantitative analysis of
research data, especially if


large amount of data is generated that is not amenable to evaluation in Excel



analysis is restricted to a subset of data points defined by conditional operations in which
case evaluation in Excel can become cumbersome.

For these kinds of researchers, an experiment does not end when the data is obtained, since
a major part of the undertaking is analyzing and making sense of data.
Although MATLAB is a commercial and rather expensive program, many universities,
including our university, the University of Debrecen, have campus-licenses for the program. If
your institution has such a license, you can freely download MATLAB by registering for a free
account associated with your institutional email address at https://www.mathworks.com/login.
The program can be downloaded and installed by clicking on the “download” symbol at
https://www.mathworks.com/login or https://www.mathworks.com/mwaccount/.

Campus licenses typically come with a free subscription to all courses available in MATLAB
Academy as well.
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2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF INTERACTING WITH MATLAB

After installation and starting MATLAB, the window shown above is displayed. This layout can be
customized by clicking on the “Layout” button (red circle). Contents of the current folder and the
selected file are shown on the left (green rectangle). Commands must be typed in the command
window occupying the central part of the screen (blue rectangle). Comprehensive help is available
if you type a search string in the upper right corner (yellow oval). Variables created and available
for processing are shown on the right in the MATLAB workspace (purple rectangle). In Excel, data
is typically entered into a table (spreadsheet), and the location of a cell storing a piece of data is
used for referencing the data (e.g., cell “C3”). MATLAB, on the other hand, stores data as
variables. Different types of MATLAB variables will be introduced later.
The user interacts with MATLAB by typing something in the command window.
1. If it is a numerical calculation, MATLAB performs the calculation:
>> 100+log(100)-sqrt(2)
ans =
103.1910
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2. You can assign values to variables by typing commands at the command prompt:
>> b=14
b =
14
>> c=15;

If a line is finished with a semicolon, results of the calculation or the assignment are not
displayed. Otherwise, the result will be shown below the command. In the two commands
above, a value of 14 was assigned to variable b, and since the command did not end with
a semicolon, the result is displayed. In the second line, a value of 15 was assigned to
variable c.
3. You can perform mathematical operations with variables stored in the MATLAB
workspace.
>> d=2*c
d =
30
>> e=b+c;

The principle that a semicolon suppresses output also applies here.
4. You can also type the name of MATLAB functions or programs that can be either built-in
MATLAB functions or commands (e.g. ‘sin’ and ‘plot’ in the examples below) or the names
of functions the user created (e.g. openpicture in the example below). At the end of the
tutorial, it will be explained how the user can create functions/programs. By saving the
function/program, the operations defined in the function can be carried out by typing the
name of the function/program.
>> sin(pi)
ans =
1.2246e-16
>> x=1:10;plot(x,2*x);
>> openpicture

While ‘sin’ and ‘plot’ are built-in MATLAB functions,
the ‘openpicture’ program was written by me, and
it is not available in MATLAB by default. Therefore,
MATLAB may show an error message if you try to
execute this command. In Section 3.2, the usage of
the colon operator, e.g., 1:10, will be explained.

When trying to interpret text typed at the command prompt, MATLAB checks if it is a
variable or if it is a command/function. Built-in MATLAB functions/commands are
automatically found and executed since MATLAB knows where to find them. The origin of
this feature is the ‘path’ variable that tells MATLAB in which folders it should try to find
9

the functions. Type ‘path’ at the command prompt and a long list of folders will be
displayed in which MATLAB tries to find the code of the function. When you would like
MATLAB to be able to find a user-defined function, there are two options:
1. You can navigate to the folder where the function is stored by either using the graphical
user interface in the upper-left part of the MATLAB window or by typing cd(folder_name)
at the command prompt:

cd('d:\Temp')

Notice that you have to put the folder name between parentheses and quotes. (Actually,
if the name of the folder contains only conventional characters, you can omit the quotes,
i.e. cd d:\Temp will work.)

2. You can add the folder where the function is stored by either typing addpath(foldername)
at the command prompt


addpath('D:\Peter\Matlab programs\Box plot')



or by right-clicking on the directory in the folder pane and selecting “Add to Path”.
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When typing commands or variables at the MATLAB command prompt, there are some useful
features that can make your life easier. Assign values to two variables with relatively long names:
>> newVariableWithLongName=123;
>> newVariableWithLongName1=125;

When you begin to type in the next line
the first characters of a variable or
command, and then press TAB,
MATLAB shows all possible command
and variable names it can complete
your text to.

press TAB

Furthermore, if you press the UP arrow in an empty command line, the command history will be
shown in a popup window. In this window, you can select one or more previous command and
execute them.
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In the example shown, the three
highlighted

commands

were

selected by holding the SHIFT button
pressed while navigating up and
down with the arrow keys. Nonconsecutive lines can be selected by
holding the CTRL button pressed and
clicking on command lines with the
mouse. The selected lines, shown on
a gray background, can be executed
by pressing ENTER.

If you would like to start with a clean state in MATLAB without exiting and restarting the program,
you can use the following functions:


clear: this command removes variables from MATLAB’s memory, i.e., the MATLAB
workspace. You can clear all variables from the workspace by clear according to one of the
syntaxes below:
>> clear
>> clear all

If you would like to clear a specific variable or a certain set of variables, you can do so by
listing the variables to be deleted according to one the syntaxes below:
>> clear a d
>> clear('a','d')



close: closes one or more figure windows. ‘close’ closes the current figure window, ‘close
all’ closes all figure windows, and ‘close(2)’ closes the figure window identified by the
figure handle ‘2’. More introduction to figures will be provided in chapter 6.



clc: This command clears the command window.
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3. VARIABLES AND VARIABLE OPERATIONS
Since the name of the program MATLAB stands for “matrix laboratory”, the concept of matrices
is key to how MATLAB handles variables. This principle will be essential for understanding how
certain operations with variables are performed. This chapter will not cover all the different
variable types available in MATLAB, but will only briefly introduce those that are most important
to ordinary users: numeric (double), logical, character (char), string, cell, table and structure.
Some of the key principles of how variables are handled using the array-processing power of
MATLAB will be introduced for numerical variables. Remember that MATLAB variable names are
case-sensitive.
3.1. Numeric variables, defining variables
Although there are several numeric data types available in MATLAB, if a numeric value is assigned
to a variable, by default it will be a double-precision variable type, or double for short. The
following command assigns a value of 2 to variable a followed by checking the variable type with
the command ‘whos’:
>> a=2;
>> whos('a')
Name

Size

a

1x1

Bytes
8

Class

Attributes

double

A single variable can not only store a single value, but an array of values as well. The following
command assigns the array [1 3 5] to variable b:
>> b=[1 3 5];
>> whos('b')
Name

Size

b

1x3

Bytes
24

Class

Attributes

double

Remember that square brackets must be used if an array of values is defined. The output of the
‘whos’ command shows that variable b is a 13 array.
>> c=[1 3 5;2 4 6];

The command on the left assigns a 2D array or
a matrix to variable c. Elements of the matrix
are provided row-wise. Elements in a single row
are separated by spaces or commas from each
other, and each row is separated by a
semicolon from the next row. The semicolon
outside the square bracket suppresses output.

>> whos('c')
Name

Size

c

2x3

Bytes
48

Class
double

>> size(c)
ans =
2

3

13

Instead of using the ‘whos’ command for checking the size of an array, you can use the ‘size’
command to obtain the size of an array. In the example above, the size of variable c is 23.
Alternatively, you can display the number of elements in an array using the ‘numel’ (number of
elements) command. Typing numel(c) will return a value of 6. You can easily display any variable
by double-clicking it in the workspace.
By observing this visual display and comparing it to the
reported size of the matrix, it is obvious that the fact
that the size of this matrix is 23 means that it has 2
rows and 3 columns. Alternatively, we can say that the
size of the first dimension is 2, and the size of the
second dimension is 3. You can define matrices with
an arbitrary number of dimensions in MATLAB.
Nomenclature of matrices:
A matrix is a rectangular array of elements, and
therefore the words ‘matrix’ and ‘array’ are
used interchangeably. Matrices with a single
row are called row vectors, whereas matrices
with a single column are called column vectors.
In MATLAB, you can create matrices of higher
dimensions, e.g., 3-D, 4-D, etc. matrices. You
need 3 or 4 indices to refer to an element in a
3-D and 4-D array, respectively.

In the spreadsheet-like display above, you can modify the values of individual matrix elements or
the size of the matrix (insert or delete rows or columns):
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We saw that the command b=[1 3 5] defines a 13 array, i.e. a row vector:

How can we define a column vector, i.e., a matrix with one column and several rows? The
following command achieves this aim:
>> d=[1 3 5]'
d =

The apostrophe character (‘) instructs MATLAB to

1

transpose the matrix, i.e., to interchange the row and

3

column indices.

5
>> e=b'
e =
1
3
5
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The following command also generates an identical result since the semicolons instruct MATLAB
to put the consecutive numbers into different rows of the matrix:
>> d=[1;3;5]
d =
1
3
5

Check the result of matrix transposition on variable c:
>> c
c =
1

3

5

2

4

6

>> c=c'
c =
1

2

3

4

5

6

In the example above, you can see that command c=c’ changes the value of variable c by assigning
the transpose of c to c itself.
New variables can also be created by right-clicking in the
workspace and selecting ‘New’.

You can also concatenate arrays using the comma (space) and semicolon operators:
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>> b2=[b,2*b]

In the first command on the left, array b2 is a row-

b2 =
1

3

5

2

6

10

wise concatenation of two arrays since the comma
tells MATLAB to put b and 2·b into the same row. The

>> b3=[b;2*b]
b3 =

command b2=[b 2*b] would have the same effect.
1

3

5

2

6

10

On the other hand, the semicolon in the second

>> b4=[b' 2*b']

command instructs MATLAB to put b and 2·b into

b4 =

separate rows.
1

2

3

6

5

10

In the third command, the apostrophe transposes b,
i.e. it converts it from a row vector to a column

>> b5=[b';2*b']

vector, and their concatenation with space tells

b5 =

MATLAB to put them side-by-side.
1
3

If b’ and 2·b’ are concatenated with a semicolon, the

5

second column vector (2·b’) will be placed into a new

2

row under the column vector b’.

6
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3.2. Accessing matrix elements and the colon (:) operator
Having learned the simplest way of assigning values to matrices, let us look at how we can access
individual elements of a matrix. Both in MATLAB and matrix algebra, the first and second
dimension of a matrix is the number of rows and columns, respectively. As opposed to many
programming languages, indexing of matrix elements begins from 1, and not from 0, in MATLAB.
Consequently, the element in the lower left corner of variable c above can be accessed by typing
c(3,1) at the command prompt since it is in the third row and in the first column:
>> c(3,1)
ans =
5
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>> r=[10 20 30]

Strictly applying the aforementioned principle implies that the second

r =
10

20

30

element of a row vector should be accessed like this:
r(1,2)

>> r(1,2)
ans =
20

However, in the case of a 1-D row vector the row number can be

>> r(2)

omitted from the indexing, i.e. r(2) will also return the second element.

ans =
20

In order to appreciate and understand the power of MATLAB in manipulating matrices and matrix
elements, let us create a somewhat larger matrix. The command ‘ones’ and ‘zeros’ generates
matrices with a defined size filled with ones and zeros, respectively. The commands below
generate 410 arrays of ones and zeros:
>> a=ones(4,10)
a =
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

>> b=zeros(4,10)
b =
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

>> c=ones(2)
c =
1

1

1

1

The first and second argument of ‘ones’ and ‘zeros’ defines the number of rows and columns of
the array, respectively. The last command c=ones(2) demonstrates that if only one argument is
provided, ‘ones’ will create a square matrix with the same number of rows and columns. The
same principle applies to ‘zeros’. Let us fill the first row of variable b with 10:
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>> b(1,:)=10
b =
10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The command above instructs MATLAB to take the first row of variable b, and the colon operator
tells MATLAB that every element in that row must be included and assigned the value of 10. Let
us assign values 1, 2, …, 9, 10 to the second row of b:
>> b(2,:)=1:10
b =
10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The second part of the command above (1:10) instructs MATLAB to take all integers from 1 to 10,
and assign it to the second row of b according to the first part of the command. Let us assign the
odd numbers beginning from 1 and ending with 19 to the third row:
>> b(3,:)=1:2:19
b =
10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The second part of the command generates an array beginning from 1, in increments of 2, all
the way up to 19. The last row of b will be filled with a decreasing array of numbers beginning
from 20:
>> b(4,:)=20:-2:2
b =
10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

Let us replace the last column of variable b with the double of the original values:
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>> b(:,10)=2*b(:,10)
b =
10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

20

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

38

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

4

The notation b(:,10) instructs MATLAB to take all the elements in column 10 of the matrix.
Another useful indexing term in MATLAB is ‘end’ that refers to the last element in a given
dimension of a matrix. In order to display the 2nd, 3rd and 4th element in column 5 of variable b
type the following command:
>> b(2:end,5)
ans =
5
9
12

In order to retrieve the 1st, 2nd and 4th element in column 2 of the array, type the following
command:
>> b([1 2 4],2)
ans =
10
2
18

The square brackets instruct MATLAB to generate an array. Without the square brackets, MATLAB
would interpret the input as a reference to a 4-D array. Since b is not such an array, an error
message would be shown saying that variable b does not have a 3rd dimension:
>> b(1,2,4,2)
Index in position 3 exceeds array bounds (must not exceed 1).

Error messages are usually displayed in red in MATLAB. Warning messages are displayed in
orange. A warning message does not stop code execution, but it is a notification about something
unexpected.
In summary, the colon operator can be used for generating array of numbers and for accessing
matrix elements:

20

a:c

a:b:c

array of numbers beginning from :
a, ending at c, in steps of 1

when used as an array index, it
indicates that all elements in that
dimension are to be taken
array of numbers beginning from A(2,3:2:end) when used as an array index, the
a, ending at c, in steps of b
colon operator on the left will select,
from the second row of A, columns 3,
5, 7, …, all the way until the last
column.
A(1:end-1,:) ‘end-1’ combined with the colon
operator as an array index refers to
the penultimate element along a
certain dimension, ‘end-2’ is the 3rd
last element, etc.

3.3. Relational operators and finding matrix elements that meet a condition: logical indexing
Relational operators compare numbers or array elements with each other:
<, >
<=, >=
==
~=

smaller than, larger than
smaller than or equal to, larger than or equal to
equal to
not equal to

It is important to realize that a single equal sign instructs MATLAB to assign a certain value to a
variable, while the double equal sign is a relational operator. The following commands
demonstrate relational operators:
>> a=20;
>> test1=a==20
test1 =
logical
1
>> test2=a<10
test2 =
logical

A value of 20 is assigned to variable a using a single equal
sign. The second line checks if variable a is equal to 20
(a==20), and assigns the result to variable test1. Since a is
indeed 20, the result is true (logical 1). The second relational
operation checks if a is smaller than 10, and assigns the
result (false or logical 0) to variable test2.

0
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If such a relational operation is performed with an array, the operation is carried out for each
array element:
>> b=[10 20 30;10 20 10]

A 23 array is assigned to variable b. The command

b =
10

20

30

b~=10 returns true if an array element is not equal

10

20

10

to 10. The result array, variable c, is a 23 array of

>> c=b~=10

logical trues and falses.

c =

‘~’ converts a Boolean false to true, and a Boolean

2×3 logical array
0

1

1

0

1

0

true to false.

If you provide a logical array (a matrix of true or false values) as the matrix subscript, MATLAB
returns those elements of the matrix whose corresponding values in the logical array are true,
e.g.

A row vector of 5 numbers is assigned to variable

>> d=[10 20 30 40 50]

d. The next command returns those elements of

d =
10

20

30

40

50

>> d([true false false true true])

d to which a true corresponds in the matrix
subscript. This principle is called logical indexing.

ans =
10

40

50

The logical array used in logical indexing can be generated by a relational operation.
>> b>=20

The first command returns a logical array in which an

ans =
2×3 logical array
0

1

1

0

1

0

element is true if the corresponding value in b is larger than
or equal to 20.

>> b(b>=20)
ans =

The second command returns those elements of b that are

20

smaller than or equal to 20, i.e., those elements to which a

20

‘true’ corresponds in the array b>=20.

30

The logical indexing array can also be provided as a variable, e.g.
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>> b(c)

The command b(c) returns those elements of b whose corresponding

ans =
20

elements in c are true. Which values in c are true? Those whose

20

corresponding value in b is not equal to 10. Therefore, this command

30

returns those elements of b that are not equal to 10.

In order to test
more complicated examples of logical indexing, let us generate four column vectors (weight,
height, age, sex), and combine them to form a matrix:
>> weight=[60 65 55 80 75]';

The first four commands generate column

>> height=[155 155 165 180 175]';
>> age=[30 40 30 50 45]';

vectors, and the last command combines

>> sex=[0 1 0 1 1]';

them to a 54 matrix.

>> properties=[weight,height,age,sex]
properties =
60

155

30

0

65

155

40

1

55

165

30

0

80

180

50

1

75

175

45

1

Let us display the properties of those people who are shorter than 160:
>> properties(:,2)<160

properties(:,2)

returns

the

second

ans =

column of properties.

5×1 logical array
1

properties(:,2)<160 returns a logical

1

array in which true corresponds to

0

heights smaller than 160. This array is

0

the logical indexing array.

0
>> short=properties(properties(:,2)<160,:)
short =
60

155

30

0

65

155

40

1

short=properties(properties(:,2)<160,:)
returns those rows of properties to
which a true corresponds in the logical
indexing array.

Multiple conditions can be combined with Boolean operators:


& – AND



| – OR
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>> criteria=properties(:,2)<160 & properties(:,4)==1
criteria =
5×1 logical array
0
1
0
0
0
>> shortsex1=properties(criteria,:)
shortsex1 =
65

155

40

1

In the example above, a logical array ‘criteria’ is defined whose elements will be true if a person
is shorter than 160 (test corresponding to the second column) and the corresponding sex ID in
the fourth column is 1. The second command returns those rows of the array properties to which
a true corresponds in the logical indexing array criteria, i.e., the properties of those persons are
returned who are shorter than 160 and whose sex ID is 1.

3.4. The ‘find’ function, linear indices and subscripts
Logical indexing described in the preceding section can be used to return a part of an array
meeting a certain condition (i.e., that part to which ‘true’-s correspond in the logical indexing
array). On the other hand, the ‘find’ function returns the indices of those array elements that
satisfy a certain condition. In order to understand how the function works, type the following at
the MATLAB command prompt:
>> find([true false true true])

It can be seen that find returns the indices of non-zero

ans =
4

elements of its argument array. Since a logical array

>> find([0 0 1 2])

can be generated by a relational operation, this

ans =

feature can be used to return the indices of those

1

3

3

4

array elements that satisfy a certain condition.
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>> a=[10 20 30 40];

a>20 returns a logical array in which true is present if the

>> a>20

corresponding element is larger than 20.

ans =

Consequently, find(a>20) returns the indices of those elements in a

1×4 logical array
0

0

1

1

that are larger than 20.

>> find(a>20)
ans =
3

4

In order to understand the difference between the ‘find’ function and logical indexing, check the
result of a(a>20):
>> a(a>20)

Logical indexing returns the elements themselves, not their indices.

ans =
30

40

Let us check how ‘find’ treats 2D arrays:
>> b=[1 2 3 4;11 22 33 44]
b =
1

1

3

2

5

3

7

4

2

11

4

22

6

33

8

44

>> find(b/2==round(b/2))
ans =
3

The relational operation b/2==round(b/2) checks if an
element of b divided by 2 is an integer, i.e., if b/2 is equal to
b/2 rounded to the nearest integer.
Find returns the linear indices of even numbers in b. Linear
indices are calculated by numbering array elements in the

4

1st column, and continuing the numbering in the 2nd, 3rd, etc.

7

columns. The red numbers next to the blue arrows show

8

these linear indices. The linear indices of even elements are
3,4,7 and 8 corresponding to number 2, 22, 4 and 44.

If you would like the ‘find’ function to return row and column numbers, i.e. matrix subscripts, you
have to specify that it is to return two outputs:
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>> [r,c]=find(b/2==round(b/2))
r =

The row and column subscripts of even numbers in b are
1
2

returned as r and c, respectively. In order to show the

1

“coordinates” of the even numbers in b, the two column vectors

2

are combined into a 42 matrix by the command rc=[r,c]. The

c =
2

result shows that even numbers are located in the 1st and 2nd row

2

of column 2, and in the 1st and 2nd row of column 4.

4
4

The following figure shows the relationship between linear indices and matrix subscripts:

For matrices with more than two dimensions, ‘find’ can only return linear indices.

3.5. Arithmetic operations with variables, elementwise operators
Basic arithmetic (+, –, *, /) and power operations as well as more complex functions (e.g., log
(that is the natural logarithm), sine, cosine, etc.) are performed by MATLAB as you would normally
do them, according to their precedence. If the variables the calculations are to be performed with
are matrices, MATLAB processes the whole matrix according to certain conventions. In order to
understand these rules, let us define two matrices:
>> a=[1 2;3 4],b=[10 11;12 13]
a =
1

2

3

4

10

11

12

13

b =
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If addition or subtraction is performed with the two matrices, the operations are carried out for
every element of the array, i.e., elementwise.
>> a+b
ans =
11

13

15

17

>> a-b
ans =
-9

-9

-9

-9

The figure above explains what elementwise addition is. This feature
demonstrates the power of MATLAB in processing matrices efficiently. In
most programming languages, one has to resort to using loops, i.e., one
has to write a program to instruct explicitly the computer to take every
element of both arrays, add them, and store them in another array or
display them.

Most MATLAB functions, e.g., sin, cos, log, processes their input elementwise. Consequently,
sin(a) calculates the sine of every element of matrix a:
>> sin(a)

Please note that MATLAB assumes that the input to
trigonometric functions is provided in radians, not degrees.

ans =
0.8415

0.9093

0.1411

-0.7568

A somewhat unexpected result is obtained if matrix a is multiplied with matrix b:
>> a*b
ans =
34

37

78

85

The reason for the unexpected result is that matrices are multiplied according to certain rules
that is explained in the figure below:

To obtain the upper left number in the result matrix, every element in the first row of matrix a
must be multiplied elementwise with values in the first column of matrix b. More generally, the
number in row i and column j of the result matrix is the elementwise product of every element in
row i of matrix a and column j of matrix b. Consequently, matrix multiplication can only be carried
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out if matrix a has the same number of columns as the number of rows in matrix b. Another
property of matrix multiplication is that a*bb*a. This way of matrix multiplication is useful in
solving a system of linear equations. If you are interested more on this topic, you can obtain more
info at the following Wikipedia links: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matrix_multiplication,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_of_linear_equations#Matrix_solution).
If you would to multiply every element in a with the corresponding element in b, i.e.
elementwise multiplication, you have to instruct MATLAB to do so. This can be achieved by placing
a dot before the multiplication sign:
>> a.*b
ans =
10

22

36

52

Elementwise multiplication with the ‘.*’ operator produces the
“expected” output.
In order to divide two matrices elementwise, or raise matrix a elementwise to the powers
specified in matrix b, the operations must be performed with the elementwise operators:
>> a./b
ans =
0.1000

0.1818

0.2500

0.3077

>> a.^b
ans =
1

2048

531441

67108864

In order to perform elementwise operations with two matrices, they have to have the same
number of rows and columns. More recent versions of MATLAB try to apply elementwise
operations even in cases when the dimensions of the two matrices do not match.
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>> c=[10 20];
>> a.*c

In the first example on the left, the first column of a in
multiplied with 10 (the number in the first column of c),

ans =
10

40

and the second column of a is multiplied with the number

30

80

in the second column of c (20). In the second example (in

>> d=[10 20]'

which d is a column vector), the first row of a is multiplied

d =
10

with the number in the first row of d (10), and the second

20

row of a is multiplied with the number in second row of

>> a.*d

d (20). In the third example, an error message is shown

ans =
10

20

since MATLAB cannot understand what your intentions

60

80

are.

>> f=[1 2 3;4 5 6;7 8 9];
>> a.*f
Matrix dimensions must agree.

In summary, it can be concluded that array operations made possible by the colon, relational and
elementwise operators, and by logical indexing are very powerful tools in MATLAB that enable
users to process large matrices very efficiently. In other programming environments, these
operations are typically carried out by loops, i.e., stepping through all elements of a matrix oneby-one. Such loops require interpretation of commands for every array element, which
significantly slows down data processing. Processing of large data sets without writing programs,
i.e., without loops and a combination of if-then-else commands, requires the application of the
aforementioned MATLAB tools, which not only make the code much more compact, but they also
significantly speed up data processing.
3.6. Different ways of filling arrays with values
There are many such situation when it is necessary to fill an array with numbers. Although
MATLAB is very flexible, and the intended size of an array does not have to be specified when
using the array for the first time, programs and calculations run much faster if an array is
initialized, i.e., the number of elements to be stored in the array is specified. If the intended size
of a matrix is 104, it makes sense to initialize it by one of the following commands:
>> a=zeros(10,4);
>> b=ones(10,4);
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that fill the array with zeros or ones.
In other cases, the array is to be filled with a series of numbers increasing or decreasing
according to a certain rule. There are two different ways to achieve this aim in MATLAB. One can
use the colon operator, introduced in section 3.2, which can not only be used for specifying a
range of array elements, but also for specifying a range of numbers.
>> array1=1:4

The examples on the left demonstrate the principle of

array1 =
1

2

3

4

Basically, the colon operator defines a loop according

>> array2=1:3:10
array2 =
1

using the colon operator to fill an array with values.

to the following syntax:
4

7

10

>> array3=1:4:10

x:y:z instructs MATLAB to begin the series at x, go in

array3 =

steps of y all the way up to or down to z.

1

5

9

>> array4=20:-2:16
array4 =

20

18

16

Alternatively, you can also use the linspace function to fill an array with a series of numbers:
y

=

linspace(x1,x2)

– this command returns a row vector of 100 evenly spaced numbers

between x1 and x2.
y =

linspace(x1,x2,n)

– this command returns a row vector of n, evenly spaces elements

between x1 and x2.
It is also often required to repeat a row or column already filled with numbers. One can
use the repmat function to achieve this aim.
repmat(a,[d1,d2,…]) – this command repeats array a d1-times

>> a=[10 20 30]
a =

along the first dimension, d2-times along the second
10

20

30

dimension, etc.

>> a1=repmat(a,[2 1])

In the example one the left, a is defined as a row vector.

a1 =
10

20

30

repmat(a,[2 1]) repeats this row vector twice along the first

10

20

30

dimension, whereas the second example instructs MATLAB to

>> a2=repmat(a,[1 2])

repeat the array twice along the second dimension.

a2 =
10

20

30

10

20

30

30

Repeating certain rows or columns of a matrix can also be achieved by the powerful matrix
indexing tools of MATLAB:
>> a3=a(ones(1,2),:)
a3 =
10

20

30

10

20

30

>> a4=a(ones(1,2),[3 1])
a4 =
30

10

30

10

This command instructs MATLAB to take the first row of a
twice. Although this syntax may look odd at first sight, it
becomes more obvious if the output of the ‘ones’ command
is spelled out: ones(1,2) generates a row vector of two 1s:
ones(1,2)  [1 1]
a3=a([1 1],:) – this command tells MATLAB to take the first
row twice since 1 is repeated twice in the first position
specifying the rows. The colon operator is required to repeat
the whole row.
If only a part of a row is to be repeated, the required
columns must be specified, like in the second example.

3.7. Other important variable types
In previous sections, we mainly discussed the standard numerical data type, double precision or
double, of MATLAB that is used for most numerical calculations. Here, you are going to get
introduced to several other variable types that may be of interest for even MATLAB-beginners.
This list is non-comprehensive since other variable types also exist, which are summarized in the
online documentation (https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/data-types.html) and also in
the MATLAB help.
a. Logical variable
Logical variables can only assume a value of 0 and 1 corresponding to Boolean false and true,
respectively. This variable type was briefly introduced in the section about logical indexing
(section 3.3). Such a variable type is produced as a result of relational operations:
>> a=[8 11;9 12];
>> b=a>10
b =
2×2 logical array
0

1

0

1

>> whos('a'),whos('b')
Name

Size

a

2x2

Name

Size

b

2x2

Bytes
32
Bytes
4

Class

Attributes

double
Class
logical
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Attributes

It must be pointed out that an array containing only 0s and 1s is not a logical array by definition,
and it may only be used for logical indexing if its type is indeed logical:
>> c=[1 0;0 1];
>> a(c)
Array indices must be positive integers or logical values.
>> whos('c')
Name

Size

c

2x2

Bytes
32

>> a(c==1)
ans =
8
12
>> a(logical(c))
ans =
8

Class

Attributes

double

In the examples on the left, an array, c, containing zeros and ones is
defined. The command ‘a(c)’ attempts to use array c for logical
indexing, but an error message reveals that c is not a logical array.
The ‘who(‘c’) command reveals that c is indeed a numerical array. In
order to use it for logical indexing, it has to be converted to a logical
array by a relational operation (‘c==1’ which returns a true for every
value of c that equals 1), or by explicitly instructing MATLAB to
convert it to a logical variable (‘logical(c)’).

12

Logical arrays filled with falses and trues can be generated by the commands ‘false’ and
‘true’, respectively. The numbers in the parentheses after the command determine the size of the
logical array created. If they are followed by a single number, e.g. ‘false(3)’, a square matrix is
created. If they are followed by more than one number, these numbers determine the size of the
corresponding dimension of the output array:
>> false(2)
ans =
2×2 logical array
0

0

0

0

>> false(2,3)
ans =
2×3 logical array
0

0

0

0

0

0

>> true(2,4)
ans =
2×4 logical array
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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b. Character and string variables
There are two different variable types for working with text. Text to be stored in a character array
or a string variable must be enclosed by single quotes and double quotes, respectively:
>> q='Hello, World';
>> w="Hello, World";
>> whos('q'),whos("w")
Name

Size

Bytes

q

1x12

24

Name

Size

Bytes

w

1x1

166

>> q(2)
ans =
'e'
>> w(2)
Index exceeds the number
>> w(1)
ans =

The text ‘Hello, world’ is stored in the
character array q and in the string
variable w. Checking their properties
Class Attributes
with the ‘whos’ command confirms
their different types. Each element in a
char
character array contains a single
Class Attributes
character. The q(2) command returns
string
the second character stored in q. A
string variable, on the other hand,
contains an array of characters. Since
the whole text is stored in variable w,
there is no second array element of w,
of array elements (1). an error message is displayed after
entering w(2). The text stored in w can
be retrieved by typing ‘w(1)’ or ‘w’ at
the command prompt.

"Hello, World"

You can create an array of strings for storing several text items:
>> r=["Hello","world";"2nd","line"]
r =
2×2 string array
"Hello"

"world"

"2nd"

"line"

>> r(1,2)
ans =
"world"

It is possible to concatenate character arrays as
demonstrated by the following example:
>> c1='He ';
>> c2='said ';
>> c3=': ''hello''';

Three character arrays named c1, c2 and
c3 are defined. c3 is interesting since it
contains a single quote. In order to tell
MATLAB that a single quote is not the end
of the character array, it must be preceded
(‘protected’) by another single quote. The
three single quotes at the end of c3:
c3=’: ‘’hello’’’;

quote marking the
end of the array

>> cAll=[c1,c2,c3,', and left the room.']
protecting quote

cAll =

'He said : 'hello', and left the room.'
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quote after hello

You can also concatenate string variables or character arrays using the ‘strcat’ function:
>> strcat("Hello ","world")
ans =
"Hello world"

You can initialize a string array by the ‘strings’ function, which works in a similar way to the ‘ones’
or ‘zeros’ functions:
>> s=strings(2,3)

The command on the left creates an empty 23

s =

string array.

2×3 string array
""

""

""

""

""

""

In order to compare strings with each other, you have to use the ‘strcmp’ (string compare)
function.
>> char1='word';char2='work';
>> char1==char2

Comparing two character arrays using the ’==’ operator

ans =
1×4 logical array
1

1

1

0

>> strcmp(char1,char2)
ans =
logical

compares the arrays characterwise.
The ‘strcmp’ functions compares the character arrays as a
whole.
The same principle applies to strings as well.

0

c. Cell variable
There are instances when different types of data, e.g., numbers and text, have to be stored in an
array. This is exactly what cell arrays have been invented for. An empty cell array can be generated
by the cell command:
>> a=cell(3,4)
a =
3×4 cell array

If you would like to modify or retrieve the content of a certain cell, you have to enclose the
variable name in curly brackets:
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>> a{1,1}=1

Make sure that 1,1 is enclosed by curly
brackets: {1,1}.

a =
3×4 cell array
{[

1]}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

Compare the results of referencing a cell with round or curly brackets:
>> a{1,1}

In the first example on the left, the command
a{1,1} returns a number, the number in the
>> q=a{1,1};whos('q')
upper left cell. If you assign the output to
Name
Size
Bytes Class
Attributes variable q, and then check what kind of
variable q is, you can see that it is numeric. If,
q
1x1
8 double
on the other hand, you type a(1,1) at the
>> a(1,1)
command prompt, the command also returns
ans =
the upper left cell, but this time the returned
1×1 cell array
value is not the content of the cell, but the cell
{[1]}
itself. It follows from the above reasoning that
>> a(1,1)*20
if you intend to perform calculations with a
number stored in a cell, you have to access it
Operator '*' is not supported for operands
using curly brackets (2nd example on the left).
of type 'cell'.
An attempt to perform a calculation with
>> a{1,1}*20
a(1,1) leads to an error since a cell is
ans =
attempted to be multiplied by 20, which is not
20
interpreted.
Using the colon operator, you can reference a range of cells in the array:
ans =

1

>> a(2:3,1)={2,3}
a =
3×4 cell array
{[1]}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{[2]}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{[3]}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

Placing 2,3 in curly brackets, {2,3},
indicates that you generate a cell
array. Therefore, you have to
assign it to a cell array, this is why
a(2:3,1) contains round brackets.
The
command
a{2:3,1}={2,3}
would result in an error message.

Every cell in a cell array can contain any kind of variable. In the next example, the second column
is filled with the names of persons stored in character arrays (the names are enclosed by single
quotes), and the third column is filled with the marital status stored in strings (enclosed by double
quotes).

{'Paul','Rebeca','Lucy'} –

the names
placed in curly brackets result in a cell array.
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>> a(:,2)={'Paul','Rebeca','Lucy'}
a =
3×4 cell array
{[1]}

{'Paul'

}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{[2]}

{'Rebeca'}

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

{[3]}

{'Lucy'

{0×0 double}

{0×0 double}

}

>> a(:,3)={"married";"single";"single"}
a =
3×4 cell array
{[1]}

{'Paul'

}

{["married"]}

{0×0 double}

{[2]}

{'Rebeca'}

{["single" ]}

{0×0 double}

{[3]}

{'Lucy'

{["single" ]}

{0×0 double}

}

>> strcmp(a(:,2),'Paul')
ans =
3×1 logical array
1
0
0
>> [a{:,1}]==1
ans =
1×3 logical array
1

0

You can use the array handling capability of the ‘strcmp’
function to find character arrays matching a reference string.
a(:,2) returns a cell array, i.e., the second column of the cell
array with the names, and ‘strcmp’ compares each cell in this
cell array to ‘Paul’.
In order to perform logical operations with numerical values
stored in cell arrays, you have to convert the cell array to a
numerical array. a{:,1} returns three distinct values, the
numbers in the first column of the cell array. Enclosing it in
square brackets converts them to a numerical array.

0

A cell in a cell array can also contain arrays, even cell arrays. In the example below, the last column
is filled with 52 matrices storing the number of different grades the three persons have:
>> a(:,4)={[1 0;2 0;3 0;4 1;5 3],[1 0;2 0;3 1;4 3;5 1],[1 2;2 2;3 1;4 0;5 0]}
a =
3×4 cell array

{[1]}

{'Paul'

}

{["married"]}

{5×2 double}

{[2]}

{'Rebeca'}

{["single" ]}

{5×2 double}

{[3]}

{'Lucy'

{["single" ]}

{5×2 double}

}

Although the size of the arrays stored in the fourth column is 52 in every cell, there is no such
requirement for the contents of individual cells.
Let us assume that you have five microscopic images, and you defined regions of interests
(ROI) in the images whose mean intensities are to be stored in a variable. If you know in advance
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that exactly 10 ROIs will be defined in every image, you can store the result in a numeric array,
which can be initialized as follows:
>> rois=zeros(10,5);

What if you do not know the number of ROIs to be defined in an image. An easy solution is to
define a cell array of five cells, which will store the ROI data of each image:
>> rois2=cell(1,5);

Individual cells can then be filled with the mean intensities of single ROIs:
>> rois2{1}=[142 85 294 144];
>> rois2{3}=[484 95 92 199 847 734 294];
>> rois2{4}=245;
>> rois2{5}=[39 959 1048 572 94 805];
>> rois2
rois2 =
1×5 cell array
{1×4 double}

{0×0 double}

{1×7 double}

{[245]}

{1×6 double}

The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th images contain 4, 0, 7, 1 and 6 ROIs, respectively. By typing ‘rois2’ at
the command prompt the cell array is displayed, but the content of individual cells is not
necessarily shown. If you double click the cell array in the Workspace window, the cell array will
be displayed, but again the contents of individual cells are not always shown. You must doubleclick the cell to display its content in a separate tab:

d. Table variable
The table variable type is also useful for storing mixed type, tabular data in a column-wise fashion.
There are several ways of creating a table in MATLAB.
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If files are imported into MATLAB (see chapter 3.8 for more detail), the default variable
type into which the data is imported is usually a table.



Alternatively, you can generate a table with the table command:

>> IDs={'A23','C94','H95'}';

Four arrays of different types
(character array, logical and
>> room=[12 43 23]';
numerical) are created. The
>> WBCcount=[6800 8040 7390]';
apostrophe at the end of the
>> patientData=table(IDs,surgery,room,WBCcount) lines creating these variables is
necessary so that the arrays are
patientData =
column vectors. In the last line,
3×4 table
MATLAB is instructed to create a
table
variable
named
IDs
surgery
room
WBCcount
_______
_______
____
________
‘patientData’ from the four
variables.
{'A23'}
false
12
6800
>> surgery=[false true true]';

{'C94'}
{'H95'}

true
true

43
23

8040
7390

The variables are stored column-wise, and the column headers display the variable names. You
can access and change several properties of the table using the dot notation that will also be used
for structure variables introduced in the next section. Type patientData followed by a dot and
press TAB, and select ‘Properties’ from the popup menu. Then, type another dot, press TAB, and
select ‘VariableNames’ from the popup list:

Obviously, you can type the whole line on your own, but these kinds of shortcuts can significantly
speed up typing. Once you finished entering the whole line in one way or another, declare the
new variable names:
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>> patientData.Properties.VariableNames={'IDs','operation','ward','WBC'};
>> patientData

After checking the table with the
‘patientData’ command, you can see that
the variable names have been altered.
Variable names in tables can only contain
characters that are allowed in variable
names (no space, no dash).

patientData =
3×4 table
IDs
_______

operation
_________

ward
____

WBC
____

{'A23'}
{'C94'}
{'H95'}

false
true
true

12
43
23

6800
8040
7390

The Properties field of the table structure contains other useful features, e.g., you can assign
names to individual rows:
>> patientData.Properties.RowNames={'Greg','Anthony','George'}
patientData =
3×4 table

Greg
Anthony
George

IDs
_______

operation
_________

ward
____

WBC
____

{'A23'}
{'C94'}
{'H95'}

false
true
true

12
43
23

6800
8040
7390

Since a MATLAB table is basically a 2-dimensional array with some extra features, you can access
data stored in it using the same principle you would use for retrieving data from regular MATLAB
arrays:
>> patientData(:,[2 3])

From the examples on the left, you can see that

ans =

using round brackets for referencing part of a

3×2 table

Greg
Anthony
George

operation
_________

ward
____

false
true
true

12
43
23

>> patientData{:,[2 3]}

table retrieves data as a table. If, on the other
hand, you use curly brackets, data will be
retrieved in the data type of the variable, e.g.,
in the second example on the left, the result is
returned as a numerical array.

ans =

0

12

1

43

1

23
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You can add extra variables to the table at any time:
>> patientData.systolic=[143 124 153]';

This example also shows you that you can

>> patientData.diastolic=[83 74 92]'

also reference different variables using the

patientData =

dot notation.

3×6 table

Greg
Anthony
George

IDs
_______

operation
_________

ward
____

WBC
____

{'A23'}
{'C94'}
{'H95'}

false
true
true

12
43
23

6800
8040
7390

systolic
________

diastolic
_________

143
124
153

83
74
92

You can also retrieve different variables of the table by specifying the variable names as a cell
array enclosed in curly brackets:
>> patientData(:,{'WBC','systolic'})
ans =
3×2 table
WBC
____
Greg
Anthony
George

systolic
________

6800
8040
7390

143
124
153

You can perform operations between variables stored in a table, and assign the results to a new
column (variable) of the table:
>> patientData.pulsePressure=patientData.systolic-patientData.diastolic;
>> patientData.pRatio=patientData.systolic./patientData.diastolic
patientData =
3×8 table
IDs
_______
Greg
Anthony
George

operation
_________

ward
____

false
true
true

12
43
23

{'A23'}
{'C94'}
{'H95'}

WBC
____

systolic
________

diastolic
_________

143
124
153

83
74
92

6800
8040
7390

pulsePressure
_____________
60
50
61

pRatio
______
1.7229
1.6757
1.663

You can see in the example above that you must use elementwise operation (e.g. ‘./’) to divide
the numbers patientwise. (Since subtraction is elementwise by definition, the dot is not necessary
before the minus sign.)
You can combine the dot notation and array numbering when referencing a value in the table:
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>> patientData.WBC(2)
ans =
8040

If you double-click the table variable in the Workspace pane, the table will be displayed:



Right-clicking on the column header (variable name) brings up a menu using which you
can delete the variable, copy it to the clipboard, etc.



By double clicking the column header you can rename the variable.



You can select a part of the table, copy it to the clipboard and paste it to Excel.

You can extract the data stored in a table using the ‘table2array’ command.
>> t=table([1;2;3],[4;5;6]);
>> tdata=table2array(t)
tdata =
1

4

2

5

3

6

e. Structure variable
Structure variable is a flexible variable type in which variables can be stored and referenced by
their names. Let us store student data in a structure array according to the following diagram:
student
name

Lucy Morgan

ID

QB84KP

exam

5

essay

86

‘name’, ‘ID’, ‘exam’ and ‘essay’ are called
fields of the structure.

You can create such a structure in two different ways:
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using dot notation:
>> student.name='Lucy Morgan';
>> student.ID='QB94KPX';
>> student.exam=5;
>> student.essay=96
student =
struct with fields:
name: 'Lucy Morgan'
ID: 'QB94KPX'
exam: 5
essay: 96



using the struct command:

>> student=struct('name','Lucy Morgan','ID','QB84KPX','exam',5,'essay',86)
student =
struct with fields:
name: 'Lucy Morgan'
ID: 'QB84KPX'
exam: 5
essay: 86

The example above shows that structure variables can also store mixed variable types.
Two methods can be used for accessing the values stored in different fields of a structure:


dot notation:
>> student.name
ans =
'Lucy Morgan'



using the getfield command:
>> getfield(student,'exam')
ans =
5

You can also use the dot notation to modify the field of an existing structure:
>> student.name='Lucy Philips'
student =
struct with fields:
name: 'Lucy Philips'
ID: 'QB84KPX'
exam: 5
essay: 86
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It would not be MATLAB, if structures could not be concatenated to an array. Such a simple
structure array is shown in the diagram below:
students(1)

students(2)
name

Lucy Morgan

name

John Smith

ID

QB84KPX

ID

PH84SJR

exam

5

exam

4

essay

86

essay

74

Such a structure array can be created with the following lines of code:
students(1).name='Lucy Morgan';
students(1).ID='QB84KPX';
students(1).exam=5;
students(1).essay=86;
students(2).name='John Smith';
students(2).ID='PH84SJR';
students(2).exam=4;
students(2).essay=74;

If you double click the variable ‘students’ in the MATLAB workspace, you can visualize the
structure of the structure array:

Alternatively, you can also create an empty structure array with the following command:
studentsV2(2)=struct('name',[],'ID',[],'exam',[],'essay',[]);

The empty square brackets indicate that the field should remain empty. By creating a structure
with an index of 2, MATLAB understands that a structure array is to be created.
When typing text into a field, make sure to
enclose it by single quotes (character array)
or double quotes (string).
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This approach has two advantages:


from a practical point of view, it may be easier to fill the structure array with values
created in this way since double clicking the variable ‘studentsV2’ in the MATLAB
workspace will show the empty structure array that can be filled with values by simply
typing into the table.



By creating the second structure in the structure array, you create the whole structure
array in one step, i.e., you initialize the structure array. This approach is superior to
creating every array element one by one (e.g. students(1).name=… and then
students(2).name=…) because MATLAB can reserve the memory for the whole structure
array in one step.

The dot notation can also be used for referencing fields of a structure array:
>> students(2).ID
ans =
'QB84KPX'

It is sometimes necessary to retrieve the same field from the whole structure array, e.g., the
grades or IDs of all students. The structure variable must be enclosed by square brackets to return
the field values in a numeric array, or by curly brackets to return the field values in a cell array:
>> grades=[students.exam]
grades =
5

4

>> IDs={students.ID}
IDs =
1×2 cell array
{'QB84KPX'}

{'PH84SJR'}

3.8. Conversion between numerical and text variables
It is commonly required to convert a string variable to a numerical one or the other way around.
A large number of MATLAB functions are available from converting different variable types to
other formats that are summarized at https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/data-typeconversion.html. Here, only the most important such functions are summarized.
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a. Converting a number to a text
>> a1=1;a2=2;

Variables ‘a1’ and ‘a2’ contain the numerical IDs of

>> name1=[name,'_',num2str(a1)]
name1 =

certain measurements, and you would like to
generate variable names, e.g., for MATLAB tables,

'expression_1'
>> name2=[name,'_',num2str(a2)]

containing the word ‘expression’ followed by ‘_’

name2 =

and the numerical ID. The ‘num2str’ function in the
last two commands generates the required

'expression_2'

character arrays.
Alternatively, you can convert a number to a string using the ‘string’ function:
>> name1=strcat(name,'_',string(a1))

The ‘string’ function converts the numerical

name1 =

variable ‘a1’ to a string, and the ‘strcat’ function

"expression_1"
>> name2=strcat(name,"_",string(a2))
name2 =

concatenates the three strings into one string.
Enclosing ’_’ by single or double quotes does not

"expression_2"

make a difference.
b. Converting a string to a number

The variable ‘numtext’ contains the number 10

>> numtext='10';

as a character array. So that you can perform

>> number=str2double(numtext);
>> number^2

calculations with the numerical value stored in

ans =

‘numtext’, you have to convert it to a number

100

using the ’str2double’ function.

3.9. Changing the dimensionality of arrays
It may sometimes be required to change the dimensionality of an array, e.g., to convert a 1-D
array to 2-D or the other way around. The reshape function changes the size and shape of an
array. For example, let us create a row vector of values between 1 and 12, and reshape it:
>> a=1:12
a =
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

>> a34=reshape(a,[3 4])
a34 =
1

4

7

10

2

5

8

11

3

6

9

12
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8

9

10

11

12

>> reshape(a34,[2 6])
ans =
1

3

5

7

9

11

2

4

6

8

10

12

>> reshape(a34,[2 7])
Error using reshape
Number of elements

must not change.

Use [] as one

of the size inputs to

automatically
calculate the appropriate size for that dimension.

The first command creates a 112 array, and the first reshape command, reshape(a,[4 3]),
converts it to a 34 array, while the second reshape command, reshape(a34,[2 6]), converts the
previous array to a 26 matrix. The first input argument of the reshape command is the array to
be converted, whereas the second argument, which is an array itself, specifies the size of each
dimension of the output matrix. The product of the sizes of each dimension must be equal to the
number of elements in the array. Since this is not the case in the last reshape command above,
reshape(a34,[2 7]), it results in an error message.
It is commonly required to convert a multidimensional array to a one dimensional vector.
You can use the reshape command or the colon operator to achieve this aim:
>> alin=reshape(a34,[1 12])
alin =
1
2
3
4
>> alin2=a34(:)
alin2 =
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
>> size(alin),size(alin2)
ans =
1
12
ans =
12
1

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

The first command converts the 34 matrix
to a row vector according to the syntax of
the reshape function.
The second command, a34(:), puts all
elements of the array one after the other
along the first dimension resulting in a 121
array. The sizes of the result matrices are
also shown by the outputs of the size
functions at the bottom.
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3.10. Importing and exporting variables
MATLAB can import and export variables in several different ways. In this tutorial, three
approaches will be introduced: saving and importing variables using (i) MATLAB-specific MAT files
or (ii) using text files; and (iii) using the clipboard for the same purpose.

a. MAT files
In the MATLAB workspace, select the variables to be
exported, right-click and select “Save as” in the popup
menu. The variables will be saved into a MAT file that is a
MATLAB-specific file type.

The same option is available by clicking on the “Save Workspace” button in the toolbar.

If you click on the MAT file in the Current folder pane, its
content will be displayed underneath. If you double-click
the MAT file either in the Current folder pane in MATLAB
or in the file manager of the operating system, all variables
stored in the file will be imported into the MATLAB
workspace. Alternatively, you can import a subset of the
variables if you select the ‘MAT’ file, and then double-click
on a variable in the “Details” pane under the ‘Current
folder’ pane.

You can also programmatically load and save variables using MAT files.
save('myMatFile','a','b')
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The above command saves variables ‘a’ and ‘b’ in the a MAT file named ‘myMatFile.mat’. The
command
load('myMatFile.mat')

loads all the variables stored in the file ‘myMatFile.mat’ to the MATLAB workspace. Alternatively,
the command
load('myMatFile.mat',’a’)

will only load variable ‘a’ from the file. You can add multiple variable names after the file name:
load('myMatFile.mat',’a’,’b’)

b. Text files
You have to use the ‘save’ MATLAB command to save variables to the disk. The syntax of the
command is the following:
save(filename,variables,format specification)

E.g., if you would like to save variables ‘a’ and ‘b’ into a TXT file named ‘variables.txt’, enter the
following at the command prompt:
>> save('variables.txt','a','b','-ascii')

In the absence of the format specification (‘-ascii’), the default file format is the MAT file discussed
in the previous paragraph. You can obtain help about the syntax of the command by typing ‘save’
into the Help field in the upper right corner.
An advantage of this approach of saving variables is that the output is not a MATLABspecific file. However, the variables are saved without their variable names. Consequently, you
will not know which numbers correspond to which variable.
You can import the contents of certain file types into a MATLAB variable. You can load data easily
from a TXT file or from Excel files. If you double-click the file name of a TXT file in the folder pane
in MATLAB, you can view its content:
Variables ‘a’ and ‘b’ cannot be identified
in the text file.
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If you right-click on the file in the folder pane, and select “Import data…”, the following dialog box
is displayed:

In the circled input boxes, you can specify which range of the variables are to be imported and
what the output variable type should be. The imported cells are identified in by letters and
numbers, just as in Excel. The variable type can be table, numeric matrix, cell array, etc. If you
click on “Import selection” in the right part of the dialog box and select “Import data”, the file will
be imported into the workspace with the variable name identical to the file name. You can rename
the variable by right-clicking it in the workspace and selecting “Rename”.
Text files can also be loaded using the ‘load’, ‘importdata’ and ‘readtable’ commands.
Change the current folder to ‘Chapter14_Data’, and load the ‘DataToPlot.txt’ and
‘DataToPlotWithHeader.txt’ files. Alternatively, you can provide the full path to the text files to
the commands. ‘DataToPlot.txt’ contains a two-column, comma-separated list of numbers,
whereas ‘DataToPlotWithHeader.txt’ is a two-column, TAB-separated array of numbers with a
header row.
Command
a=load('dataToPlot.txt');
a=importdata('dataToPlot.txt');
a=importdata('dataToPlotWithHeader.txt');

Effect
‘a’ will be a two-column numerical array
‘a’ will be a two-column numerical array
‘a’ will be a structure variable in which the
numbers and the header are stored in separate
fields:

a=readtable('dataToPlot.txt');

‘a’ will be a table variable with default variable
names (row names)
‘a’ will be a table variable in which the variable
names are from the first row of the TXT file

a=readtable('dataToPlotWithHeader.txt');
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More information about the options available for these commands can be obtained by typing
‘load’, ‘importdata’ or ‘readtable’ in the Help field in the upper right part of the MATLAB window.
c. Clipboard
By double-clicking a variable name in the Workspace pane, the content of the variable will be
displayed in an Excel-like spreadsheet, from which you can copy and paste values to any other
program. Similarly, numbers pasted into the system clipboard, from e.g., Excel, can be pasted to
a MATLAB variable once it is viewed in the Excel-like display window. You can create a new
MATLAB variable by right-clicking in an empty area in the Workspace pane and selecting “New”.
Enter the desired name of the variable, double-click it and paste the values into it.
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4. Basic statistical functions in MATLAB
Evaluation of experiments involves calculation of some kind of descriptive statistics. In this
chapter, some simple statistical functions will be briefly introduced. Calculation of descriptive
statistics with large datasets, especially if only a certain subset is to be involved in the evaluation,
is much faster in MATLAB than in Excel if logical indexing, discussed in chapter 3.3, is used. This
feature of MATLAB will be demonstrated again in Chapter 5.
4.1. Calculating the mean of an array
Let us define a 1-D and a 2-D array of numbers:
>> a=[1 2 3;4 5 6;7 8 9]
a =
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

>> b=[10 20 30]
b =
10

20

30

The mean function calculates the average (arithmetic mean) of arrays:
>> mean(b)

The result of mean(b), i.e., the mean of a 1-D array is trivial.
The second command, mean(a), calculates the mean of
matrix a along the first dimension:

ans =
20

dimension 2

ans =
4

5

6

dimension 1

>> mean(a)

4

5

6

mean of the 1st column

mean of the 3rd column

If you would like to control along which dimension ‘mean’ calculates the average, you have to
specify it:
>> mean(a,2)

mean(a,2) calculates the mean of a along the second dimension.

ans =
2
5
8
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It is commonly required to calculate the mean of all the numbers in a 2-D or higher dimensional
array. The following four approaches reach this aim:


The mean(a(:)) command calculates the mean of the whole of array

>> mean(a(:))

a, since a(:) converts the 2-D array into a 1-D array as demonstrated

ans =

by the second command on the left. You can also see that elements

5
>> a(:)

are taken dimension-wise by the a(:) command, i.e., first, all

ans =

elements along the first dimension with the index of the second
1
4

dimension equaling 2, then, the index of the 2nd dimension jumps

7

to 2, and all elements in the 2nd column are retrieved, etc.

2
5
8
3
6
9

>> mean(mean(a,1),2)
ans =
5

The command mean(a,1) calculates the mean of a along
the first dimension as demonstrated by the second
command on the left.
>> mean(mean(a,1),2)

>> mean(a,1)
ans =

456
4

5

6

mean of [4 5 6] along the 2nd dimension=5


You can issue the mean command with the ‘all’ option:
>> mean(a,'all')
ans =
5



You can use a command dedicated for this purpose, mean2:

>> mean2(a)
ans =
5
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4.2. Calculating the sum of arrays
The sum of an array can be calculated with the ‘sum’ function. The principle of the syntax of ‘sum’
is very similar to that of ‘mean’. If the array is one-dimensional, the sum of all elements is
calculated:
>> sum(b)
ans =
60

For arrays of higher dimension, the second argument of the function specifies the dimension
along which to calculate the sum:
>> sum(a,1)

The command ‘sum(a,1)’ calculates the sums column-wise,

ans =
12

15

18

whereas ‘sum(a,2)’ sums the elements row-wise.

>> sum(a,2)
ans =
6
15
24

If you would like to sum all elements in a two-dimensional array, you have options similar to
what is available for the ‘mean’ function:
>> sum(a,'all')
ans =
45
>> sum(sum(a,1),2)
ans =
45
>> sum(a(:))
ans =
45

4.3. Calculating the standard deviation
The std function calculates the standard deviation of an array:
>> std(b)
ans =
10
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If issued without any further input values, ‘std(b)’ calculates the standard deviation of b according
to the following formula:
n

SD 

x

x

2

i

i 1

n 1

where n is the number of elements, xi and x are the array elements and the mean of the array,
respectively. The formula above returns what is called the standard deviation of the sample. If
you would like to calculate the standard deviation of the population according to the formula:
n

SD 

x

x

2

i

i 1

n

you have to specify a second input parameter for the ‘std’ function:
>> std(b,1)
ans =
8.1650

The second argument of the function is called the weight. If it is 1, the
denominator will be n, if it is zero (or omitted), the denominator of the

>> std(b,0)

SD formula will be n-1. If an input parameter for a function is omitted in

ans =

MATLAB, a certain default value will be used. The default value of the

10

weight of the ‘std’ function is 0.

If you would like to specify along which dimension of a 2-dimensional array the standard deviation
is to be calculated, a third input parameter must be provided:
>> std(a,[],2)

std(a,[],2) calculates the standard deviation along the 2nd dimension,
i.e. the standard deviation of every row will be calculated. The empty
1
square brackets in the second place indicate that the default value
1
for the second argument is to be used, which is 0. The same result
would be obtained by issuing the ‘std(a,0,2)’ command. The ‘all’
1
rd
>> std(a,[],'all') modifier in the 3 place instructs MATLAB to calculate the standard
deviation of all elements in the array according to the formula in
ans =
which the denominator contains n-1.
ans =

2.7386

The ‘std(a(:))’ and the std2(a) commands also calculate the standard deviation of all elements in
the array. However, the command ‘std(std(a,[],1),[],2)’, which first calculates the standard
deviation column-wise, then the row-wise standard deviation of the first result, does not yield
the SD of all elements. Try to think it over why.
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>> std(a(:))
ans =
2.7386
>> std(std(a,[],1),[],2)
ans =
0

4.4. Calculating the variance of an array
You can use the ‘var’ function to calculate the variance of an array. Variance is the square of
standard deviation. Input parameters of the ‘var’ function are identical to those of the ‘std’
function.
>> var(b)

‘var(b)’ calculates the variance of b, whereas ‘var(a,[],1)’ calculates

ans =

the variance of a along the first dimension using the default weight of

100

0.

>> var(a,[],1)
ans =
9

9

9

4.5. Calculating the median of an array
In order to calculate the median of an array, you have to issue the ‘median’ command. Input
parameters of the median function are identical to those of the mean function.
>> median(b)

‘median(b)’ calculates the median of the one-dimensional array b.

ans =
20
>> median(a)

‘median(a)’ calculates the median of the two-dimensional array a

ans =

along the first dimension (since the second input parameter defining

4

5

6

the dimension along which the median is to be calculated is missing,

>> median(a,2)
ans =

therefore the default value of 1 is used).

2

‘median(a,2)’ calculates the median of every row of the two-

5

dimensional array a (i.e. median along the second dimension).

8
>> median(a,'all')
ans =

‘median(a,’all’) calculates the median of all elements of the twodimensional array a.

5
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4.6. Percentile of an array
In order to calculate the percentile of an array, you have to use the ‘prctile’ function. The
command ‘prctile(X,n)’ returns the nth percentile of array X. n has to be specified as a percentage,
not as a decimal fraction:
>> prctile(b,25)

‘prctile(b,25)’ returns the 25th percentile of b, while ‘prctile(b,50)’

ans =
12.5000

returns the 50th percentile of b, which is identical to the median.

>> prctile(b,50)
ans =
20
>> median(b)
ans =
20

In order to calculate the percentile values along a specified dimension of a 2-dimensional array,
a third input parameter must be specified, similar to how this principle was used in the statistical
functions introduced previously:
>> prctile(a,25,2)
ans =
1.2500
4.2500

‘prctile(a,25,2)’ calculates the 25th percentile of a along the
second dimension, while ‘prctile(a,25,’all’) calculates the 25th
percentile of all elements in a.

7.2500
>> prctile(a,25,'all')
ans =
2.7500

4.7. Calculating the histogram of an array
In order to demonstrate how to calculate histograms load the ‘intensities’ variable from the file
‘Section 4.7_Intensities.mat’, which can be found in the folder ‘Chapter 4_Data’. Refer to chapter
3.8 for how to load a MAT file. Briefly, you either double-click the MAT file in the ‘Current folder’
pane of MATLAB, or right-click on it and select ‘Load’, or you can issue the ‘load('Section
4.7_Intensities.mat')’ command assuming your current folder is where the MAT file is present.
There are two different approaches to generating a histogram in MATLAB. In the first one,
calculation of the histogram and generation of a graph are performed by the same function,
whereas in the other one, the calculation and plotting are performed separately, and you have to
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use commands to be described in Chapter 6 for generating a plot. The first approach involves
issuing the ‘histogram’ command. With just one single input parameter, histogram(X) calculates
the histogram of the array stored in X.
>> histogram(intensities)

‘histogram(intensities)’ calculates the
histogram of values stored in the
variable ‘intensities’. The histogram
bins are determined automatically by
MATLAB.

You can specify the number of bins used for calculating the histogram by providing a second
input argument for the histogram function:
>> histogram(intensities,10)

The ‘histogram(intensities,10)’
command plots the histogram of
‘intensities’ using 10 intervals.
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If you would like to have even more control over the X-scale of your histogram, you can specify
the bins to be used directly. If the second argument of the histogram function is not a single
number, but an array of numbers, then this array will be used as the left edge of the bins. You can
generate the array of bins by (i) manually entering a list of numbers; (ii) the linspace function; or
(iii) using the colon operator.
These two commands generate a histogram of ‘intensities’ on a range between 500 and 5000
with a bin width of 100.
>> x=500:100:5000;

These two commands generate a
histogram of ‘intensities’ on a range
between 500 and 5000 with a bin width
of 100. The bins and the corresponding
frequency values are determined
according to the following figure:

>> histogram(intensities,x)

x(1)

x(2 )_ ……

1st bin:
number of
intensities in the
range
x(1)intensity<x(2)

x(end-1) x(end)

last bin:
number of intensities in
the range
x(end-1)intensityx(end)
(the last bin also contains
the right edge)

Consequently, if the length of the array
specifying the bins is n, there will be n-1
bins.

The advantage of this approach is that you do not have to issue two separate commands for
calculating and plotting the histogram, but this feature comes at the price of not having direct
access to the calculated histogram values. The ‘histcounts’ function gets around this shortcoming.
Issuing the ‘histcounts’ command with just one input parameter calculates the histogram with
automatically determined bins:
>> histcounts(intensities)
ans =
Columns 1 through 11
1

3

0

13

19

29

60

91

99

138

124

30

14

6

8

2

0

2

Columns 12 through 22
133

105

84

39
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If you would like to plot the histogram, you have to store the returned values in a variable, and
then plot it. Although plotting will be covered in Chapter 6, one of the graphing functions, plot,
will be used now to display the histogram:
>> counts=histcounts(intensities);
>> plot(counts)

With the first command, the histogram is
calculated using automatically determined
bins, and it is stored in variable ‘counts’. The
second command plots the histogram. It can
be seen immediately that there is problem
with the graph. Although the intensity values
are in the range between 1000 and 3000, the
histogram shows otherwise. The origin of the
problem is that the plot function only plots
the consecutive values stored in ‘counts’
(that can be seen in the previous figure)
without “knowing” the corresponding bin
values.

In order to plot a correct histogram using this approach, the automatically determined bins must
also be stored as the second output argument of the ‘histcounts’ function:
>> [counts,bins]=histcounts(intensities);
>> plot(bins,counts)
‘[counts, bins]=histcounts(intensities)’ stores the
Error using plot
frequency values and the bin edges in variables
Vectors must be the same length.
>> size(bins),size(counts)
‘counts’ and ‘bins’, respectively.
ans =
The first and second input arguments of the plot
1
23
function are the X values and the Y values of the
ans =
1
22
graph. The ‘plot(bins,counts)’ command results in
>> plot(bins(1:end-1),counts)
an error message whose origin is the different sizes

of the two arrays. As explained previously, if the
number of bin edges is n (23 in this case), the
number of bins will be n-1 (22 in this case).
Therefore, ‘counts’ is to be plotted as a function of
only the first n-1 bin values. It would be even more
appropriate to plot the frequency values against
the center values of every bin:
halfwidth=(bins(2)-bins(1))/2;
plot(bins(1:end-1)+ halfwidth,counts)
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If you would like to have more control over the X axis of the histogram, you can specify the
number of bins for the ‘histcount’ function as well:
>> [counts,bins]=histcounts(intensities,10);
>> plot(bins(1:end-1),counts)

You can specify the X scale explicitly by providing the bin edges like for the ‘histogram’ function.
In this case, it does not make sense to store the bin edges; therefore, only a single output
argument of the ‘histcount’ function is stored:
>> x=linspace(1000,3000,30);
>> counts=histcounts(intensities,x);
>> plot(x(1:end-1),counts)

The first command generates an array
ranging

from

1000

to

3000.

The

difference between consecutive x values
is determined such that the number of
elements in x is 30.
The second command calculates the
histogram according to the bins specified
in x, and the last command plots the
histogram.
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4.8. Calculating 2-D histograms and the correlation between two variables
It is common that the correlation between two variables is to be explored. A graphical way of
observing correlations is to plot the 2-D histogram of two variables. Such an array, named
‘intensities2d’, containing two columns of variables has already been retrieved when you loaded
the ‘Section 4.7_Intensities.mat’ MAT file. Observe the variable by double-clicking on it in the
workspace.
Similar to regular histograms, 2-D histograms can also be calculated and plotted in one
step, using the ‘histogram2’ function, or in two steps, using the ‘histcounts2’ function followed
by an appropriate plotting function.
The ‘histogram2’ function requires at least to input parameters, the two variables whose
2-D histogram is to be plotted. If only these two input parameters are provided, the bins will be
determined automatically:
>> histogram2(intensities2d(:,1),intensities2d(:,2))

The

command

generates

the

2-D

histogram of two variables. The first
variable

is

the

first

column

of

intensities2d:
intensities(:,1)
The second variable is the second column
of intensities2d:
intensities2d(:,2)

If a third input parameter is specified, it will determine the number of bins:
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>> histogram2(intensities2d(:,1),intensities2d(:,2),100)
>> histogram2(intensities2d(:,1),intensities2d(:,2),[20 80])

The command on the left generates a 2-D histogram with 100 bins in both the X and Y directions,
whereas the command on the right devides the scales for the first and second variables into 20
and 80 bins, respectively. If you click and drag the graph, you can rotate it. You can also directly
specify the X and Y scales of the 2-D histogram by providing two extra input parameters.
>> xscale=linspace(prctile(intensities2d(:,1),5),prctile(intensities2d(:,1),95),100);
>> yscale=linspace(prctile(intensities2d(:,2),5),prctile(intensities2d(:,2),95),100);
>> histogram2(intensities2d(:,1),intensities2d(:,2),xscale,yscale)

First, we generate the X and Y scales
between the 5th and 95th percentiles
of the corresponding variables by
dividing this range into 100 divisions.
The third command plots the 2-D
histogram according to the X and Y
scales just generated.
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You can use the ‘histcounts2’ function to return the frequencies and the bins, which can be used
for further calculations or plotting. ‘histcounts2’ with just two input parameters calculates the
2-D histogram using automatically determined bins that are returned as the second and third
output arguments of the function.
>> [counts2,x,y]=histcounts2(intensities2d(:,1),intensities2d(:,2));
>> bar3(counts2)

You can see that the X and Y scales of the 3D
bar chart do not correspond to the values of
the variable since the plotting function only
received the height of the bars in the variable
‘counts2’.

You can have MATLAB display the correct scales using the following two commands:
>> set(gca,'xticklabel',x(1:end-1))

Chapter 6 will provide detailed

>> set(gca,'yticklabel',y(1:end-1))

explanation for how to modify
chart properties.
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You can also specify the X and Y scale for the histogram calculated by the ‘histcounts2’ function.
One extra arguments specifies the number of bins of the axes. If this extra argument is an array
of two numbers, these two numbers specify the number of bins for the X and Y scales:
>> [counts2,x,y]=histcounts2(intensities2d(:,1),intensities2d(:,2),[40 60]);
>> bar3(counts2)

The X and Y scales of this 2-D
histogram are divided into 40 and
60 bins, respectively.
The X and Y scales of this graph have
not been modified to correspond to
the intensity values in the variable
‘intensity2d’.

By providing two extra input parameters, the scales can be explicitly specified:
>> scale1=linspace(1400,1600,20);
>> scale2=linspace(240,360,20);
>> counts2=histcounts2(intensities2d(:,1),intensities2d(:,2),scale1,scale2);
>> bar3(counts2)
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You can see in this and the previous graphs that the two variables are correlated. The extent of
correlation can be expressed quantitatively by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient
using the ‘corr’ function:
>> corr2(intensities2d(:,1),intensities2d(:,2))
ans =
0.5865

The correlation coefficient of
0.5865 confirms that the two
variables are indeed correlated.

4.9. Minimum and maximum of arrays, sorting arrays
If you would like to return the smallest value in an array, you can use the ‘min’ MATLAB function.
With just one input parameter, it returns the smallest number in the array provided as the first
input argument. If you would like to determine the smallest number along certain dimensions of
an array, you have to specify the dimension along which to search as the third input parameter.
If the global minimum of a higher dimensional array is to be determined, you have to provide ‘all’
as the third input parameter:
>> min(intensities)
ans =

‘min(intensities)’ returns the smallest number in
the variable ‘intensities’.

880.3887
>> min(intensities2d,[],1)
ans =

You have to specify an empty, 2nd input argument
before specifying along which dimension the ‘min’

1.0e+03 *
1.4664

0.2641

function is to search for the smallest numbers.

>> min(intensities2d,[],'all')

With the ‘all’ modifier, ‘min’ returns the global

ans =

minimum of the 2-D array ‘intensities2d’.

264.1416

You may wonder what the role of the second input argument of ‘min’ is. If two input arguments
are provided, ‘min’ performs an elementwise comparison between the arrays provided as the
first and second input argument, and returns the smaller element. Therefore, the size of the
output will be the same as the size of either one of the inputs:
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>> min(intensities2d(1:10,1),intensities2d(1:10,2))
ans =

‘min(intensities2d(1:10,1),intensities2d(1:10,2))’

310.7264
317.9537

performs elementwise comparison between the

307.3421

first 10 elements in the 1st and 2nd column of

308.0728

‘intensities2d’, and returns the smaller

317.4562
311.3475

elements.

317.1766
310.7849
294.0951
300.3925
>> min(intensities2d(1:10,:),[],2)
ans =
310.7264

The same result is obtained by
‘min(intensities2d(1:10,:),[],2)’.

317.9537
307.3421

Try to think it over why.

308.0728
317.4562
311.3475
317.1766
310.7849
294.0951
300.3925

The principle and syntax of determining the largest elements using the ‘max’ MATLAB function is
the same as described for the ‘min’ function.
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The ‘sort’ function performs sorting of array elements.
>> sort(intensities(1:3))
ans =

If the only input argument of
‘sort’ is a 1-D array, it simply
sorts the elements of the array in
ascending order.

1.0e+03 *
1.1723
2.0113
2.4002

If the only input argument of
‘sort’ is a multidimensional
array, ‘sort’ performs sorting
along the first dimension, i.e.
along
the
columns
of
‘intensities(1:3,:)’.

>> sort(intensities2d(1:3,:))
ans =

sorted

1.0e+03 *
1.5052

0.3073

1.5087

0.3107

1.5210

0.3180

>> sort(intensities2d(1:3,:),2)

If you would like to sort by rows
in a 2-D array, you have to
specify that sorting is to be
performed along the second
dimension by providing a second
input argument.

ans =
1.0e+03 *
0.3107

1.5052

0.3180

1.5210

0.3073

1.5087

You can modify the direction of sorting using any of the previous syntaxes by adding another input
parameter at the end of the parameter list:
>> sort(intensities(1:3),'descend')
ans =
1.0e+03 *
2.4002
2.0113
1.1723
>> sort(intensities2d(1:3,:),2,'descend')
ans =
1.0e+03 *
1.5052

0.3107

1.5210

0.3180

1.5087

0.3073
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The ‘sort’ function can not only return the sorted array, but also the indices of the sorted
elements:
>> [sortedInt,indices]=sort(intensities);

If you double click the ‘indices’ variable in the MATLAB workspace, you can see its content:
The ‘indices’ variable tells us that the first and second element in the
sorted array is at position 734 and 846, respectively, in the original array.

While the ‘sort’ function sorts every row or every column of a 2-D matrix, the ‘sortrows’ function
sorts rows of the matrix based on elements in a certain column. This is useful when rows contain
data belonging to a certain person, and the contents of individual rows are to be kept unmodified.
In order to demonstrate the behavior of the ‘sortrows’ function, create two data arrays
containing the classes and grades of students:
>> class=[2 5 3]';
>> grades=[4 3 5]';
>> data=[class grades];
>> datatable=table(class,grades)
datatable =
3×2 table
class

grades

_____

______

2

4

5

3

3

5

The following commands demonstrate how to use the ‘sortrows’ function:
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>> sortrows(data)
ans =

‘sortrows’ issued with just one input parameter will

2

4

sort the rows of ‘data’ according to values in the first

3

5

column, which is the classes of students in this

5

3

>> sortrows(data,2)

example.
If you would like the matrix to be sorted row-wise

ans =
5

3

according to the second column, you have to specify it

2

4

with the second input argument.

3

5

>> sortrows(datatable,'class')

If the 2-D data array is a MATLAB table variable, then

ans =
3×2 table

you can specify the column based on which rows are to

class

grades

_____

______

2

4

3

5

5

3

be sorted by providing the variable name of the
column.

Using any of the previous syntaxes, you can add the ‘descend’ modifier to the end of the argument
list to instruct MATLAB to perform sorting in descending order.
>> sortrows(datatable,'class','descend')
ans =
3×2 table
class

grades

_____

______

5

3

3

5

2

4

4.10. Handling of incalculable results by functions
MATLAB functions can return values that indicate that

 the calculation could not be performed, e.g., the operation 0/0 is undefined. Upon
performing this operation, MATLAB returns NaN (not a number):
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>> 0/0
ans =
NaN

 although the calculation could be performed, the result is such that it is difficult to process
further, e.g., division by zero returns infinity:
>> 10/0
ans =
Inf

Let us define two arrays, a and b, and divide them elementwise followed by calculation of the
mean of the ratio:
>> a=[4 0 10 3];

The result of calculating the mean is NaN

>> b=[0 0 3 2];

since one of the elements in array c is NaN.

>> c=a./b
c =
Inf

NaN

3.3333

1.5000

>> mean(c)
ans =
NaN

Although the result of the mean function makes sense, it obviously hinders calculation of
meaningful results for the last two array elements. MATLAB offers several ways to get around this
problem:


Many statistical functions in MATLAB, including mean,
>> mean(c,'omitnan')
ans =

std, var, median, sum, accept the modifier ‘omitnan’ at

Inf

the end of the input argument list. ‘omitnan’ instructs

>> mean(c(2:4),'omitnan')

MATLAB to omit NaN values from the calculation. While

ans =
2.4167

mean(c) returns NaN, mean(c,’omitnan’) returns infinity,

>> mean(c(2:4))

since the first value in c is infinity. The mean of the

ans =

subarray containing the 2nd, 3rd and 4th elements of c is

NaN

NaN without the ‘omitnan’ modifier, but a meaningful
result is returned with the ‘omitnan’ modifier.
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Several functions detecting the state of variables, files, etc. are available in MATLAB. These
functions are summarized in the online help:
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/is.html
Two such functions, ‘isnan’ and ‘isinf’, check if the argument is not-a-number or infinity,
respectively. A combination of these functions with logical indexing can restrict a
calculation to those values that actually make sense:
>> ~isnan(c) & ~isinf(c)
ans =
1×4 logical array
0

0

1

1

>> mean(c(~isnan(c) & ~isinf(c)))
ans =
2.4167

‘~isnan(c) & ~isinf(c)’ returns a
logical array which contains TRUE if
 an element in c is not a NaN (~isnan;
‘~’ corresponds to NOT)
 AND if it is not infinity (~isinf). ‘&’
corresponds to the AND Boolean
operation.
Consequently, calculation of the mean is
only performed for the last two elements
of c.
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5. Review exercises: the MATLAB-way and the Excel-way of data processing
The file ‘MicroarrayExpression H0351.1016.csv’ in the folder ‘Chapter 5_Data’ contains the gene
expression levels of 58,692 genes in 501 different regions of the brain downloaded from
https://human.brain-map.org/static/download (dataset ID: H0351.1016). Rows and columns of
the microarray dataset correspond to different genes and different samples (brain regions),
respectively. The first column contains the probe ID. Due to the very large size of this dataset
(~500 MB), the file ‘MicroarrayExpression H0351.1016_100.csv’ contains data for the first 100
genes only. The genes and the brain regions are described in the ‘Probes.csv’ and
‘SampleAnnot.csv’ files, respectively. The ‘csv’ extension stands for ‘comma-separated values’,
and it is a file format that is often used for platform-independent exchange of data, and it can be
opened by MATLAB and Excel. Perform the following tasks:
1. Load the microarray data into a MATLAB table variable named ‘micro’ (the full or smaller
one depending on the memory of your device).
2. Load the ‘Probes.csv’ and ‘SampleAnnot.csv’ files into MATLAB and name the
corresponding variables table variables ‘probes’ and ‘samples’, respectively.
3. Rename the first column of the table to ‘probe_id’.
4. Rename the remaining columns of the table according to the ‘well_id’ column of
‘samples’.
5. Name the table rows according to the ‘probe_name’ column of ‘probes’.
6. Extract the numerical data from the table ‘micro’ to a numerical variable named
‘microdata’ for further calculations. Get rid of the first column of ‘microdata’ since it
contains the probe_id.
7. Determine the mean expression level of each gene, and store it in the variable
‘meanGlobal’. Hint: a row of the table contains the expression data of a single gene.
8. Determine the SD of the expression level of each gene across different samples, and store
in the variable ‘sdGlobal’.
9. Retrieve the mean expression level of the gene that has the smallest SD. Retrieve the
name of this gene from the ‘gene_symbol’ column of ‘probes’. Retrieve the number of the
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row in which data for this gene can be found. Hint: use logical indexing by comparing every
element is ‘sdGlobal’ to the smallest value in ‘sdGlobal’.
10. Prepare a histogram of the expression level of the first gene (first row of the microarray
data) in different samples. Let the bins range between the 5th and the 95th percentile of
the expression levels of this particular gene. Let the number of bins be equal to 30.
11. Normalize the histogram, i.e., plot the relative frequencies instead of the frequencies.
12. Determine the median expression level of the gene stored in the first row, but limit the
calculation to those samples only in which the expression level of the gene stored in the
second row is below 1. Hint: use logical indexing. Generate the logical indexing array by
determining in which positions the expression level of the 2nd gene is less than 1.
13. There are two samples in the dataset with a structure ID of 9207 corresponding to the
“principal sensory nucleus of trigeminal nerve, left”. Determine the ratio of expression of
all genes in the two samples corresponding to this anatomical location. Determine the
mean of the ratios.
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Solutions to the problems using MATLAB:
1. Double click the file in the ‘Current folder’ pane of MATLAB and import it. Rename the
variable to ‘micro’ in the ‘Workspace’ pane after importing it.
2. Import the files by double clicking them. Rename them in the ‘Workspace’ pane.
3. micro.Properties.VariableNames{1}='probe_id';
4. micro.Properties.VariableNames(2:end)=string(samples.well_id);
5. micro.Properties.RowNames=probes.probe_name;
OR
micro.Properties.RowNames=probes.probe_name(1:100); (if using the smaller table)

6. microdata=table2array(micro);
microdata=microdata(:,2:end);

OR
microdata=table2array(micro(:,2:end));

OR
microdata=micro{:,2:end};

(the curly brackets extract the numbers from the table)

7. meanGlobal=mean(microdata,2);
8. sdGlobal=std(microdata,[],2);
9. meanGlobal(sdGlobal==min(sdGlobal))
probes.gene_symbol(sdGlobal==min(sdGlobal))
find(sdGlobal==min(sdGlobal))

10. low=prctile(microdata(1,:),5);
high=prctile(microdata(1,:),95);
x=linspace(low,high,30);
y=histcounts(microdata(1,:),x);
plot(x(1:end-1)+(x(2)-x(1))/2,y);

(by adding (x(2)–x(1))/2 to the bin values the

plot function will display the center of the bins)
11. y2=y/sum(y);
plot(x(1:end-1)+(x(2)-x(1))/2,y2);

12. lowExp2=microdata(2,:)<1;
median(microdata(1,lowExp2))

13. i9207=find(samples.structure_id==9207);
ratio9207=microdata(:,i9207(1))./microdata(:,i9207(2));
mean(ratio9207)
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Solutions to the problems using Excel:
1-2. Open the CSV files in Excel.
3. Insert a row above the first row, and enter ‘probe_id’ into cell A1.
4. Copy the contents of the ‘well_id’ column from the ‘SampleAnnot.csv’ file into the clipboard,
and paste it to the top row of the microarray dataset beginning from cell A2 using ‘Paste special’
and ‘Transpose’.
5. Insert a new column to the left of the table, and copy-paste the ‘probe_name’ column from
‘Probes.csv’ into this new column.
6. Irrelevant in Excel.
This is how the top left part of the Excel sheet is supposed to look:

7. Type the following function into a new column right of the dataset: =MEAN(C2:SI2). Copy-paste
this cell to all relevant rows of this column.
8. Type the following function into another new column: =STDEV.S(C2:SI2). Copy-paste this cell to
all relevant rows of this column.
9. Determine the smallest SD by typing the following function into an empty cell: =MIN(SL2:SL101)
(assuming the calculated SDs are in the range SL2:SL101).
Type the following function into the row of the first gene: =IF(SL2=$SM$2,1,""). Copy-paste this
cell to all relevant rows in the column. This function will return 1 if the SD, stored in cell SL2, is
equal to the smallest SD, stored in cell SM2.
Determine the index of the cell in the previous column (containing the IF function) containing a
“1” by typing the following function into an empty cell: =MATCH(1,SN2:SN101)
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Display the mean of the row whose index was retrieved by the MATCH function:
=INDEX(SK2:SK101,SO2) (assuming the MATCH function was entered into cell SO2, and the means
are stored in cells SK2:SK101).
10. Determine the 5th and 95th percentile of the expression level of the first gene by typing the
following

functions

to

two

empty

cells:

=PERCENTILE.EXC(C2:SI2,0.05)

and

=PERCENTILE.EXC(C2:SI2,0.95). Generate the bin scale:


Write the 5th percentile into an empty cell, and the 95th percentile into another cell that is
29 cells below the previous one. Select this range, and select Fill>Series, and the step value
will be automatically calculated. If not, then calculate it manually: (95th percentile – 5th
percentile) / 29. Click OK.



Write the 5th percentile into an empty cell. Determine the difference between consecutive
bins: =(SQ4-SQ3)/29 (assuming the 5th and 95th percentile is in cells SQ4 and SQ3,
respectively. Enter this formula into the cell below the one containing the 5th percentile:
SS3+$SS$1 (assuming the first bin is in cell SS3, and the step value was calculated in cell
SS1). Copy-paste this value to the cells underneath.

Select all the cells right of the bin values:

Enter the following function: =FREQUENCY(C2:SI2,SS3:SS32)
C2:SI2 – expression levels of the first gene
SS3:SS32 – bins of the histogram
Finish entering the function by CTRL-SHIFT-ENTER. Pressing this button combination generates an
array formula, a less commonly known feature of Excel. An array formula in Excel processes an
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array of values and may generate the output as an array of numbers. You can plot the histogram
now.
11. You can normalize the histogram by entering the following function right of the histogram:
=ST3/SUM($ST$3:$ST$32). Copy-paste this cell to all rows of this column corresponding to the
histogram.
12. Into a row under the microarray data, enter the following formula: =C3<1 (assuming row C
contains the expression data of the 2nd gene). Copy-paste this cell to all columns under the
microarray data.
Perform conditional sum of those expression levels of the first gene for which the previous
function returns TRUE:


=SUMIF(C103:SI103,TRUE,C2:SI2) (assuming the IF function checking the expression levels
of the 2nd gene are in cells C103:SI103, and the expression levels of the first gene are in
cells C2:SI2.



Count the number of samples in which the expression level of gene 2 is less than 1:
=COUNTIF(C103:SI103,TRUE)



Divide the two previous cells by each other to obtain the conditional mean.

13. The columns of the Excel sheet corresponding to the sample are I and L (the 7th and 10th
column containing microarray expression data).


Into an empty column right of the dataset, type the following formula: =I2/L2.



Copy-paste it into all relevant rows.



Calculate their average: =AVERAGE(SW2:SW101) (assuming the ratios are in cells
SW2:SW101).

Alternatively, you can perform this calculation in a single step using the array formula
functionality of Excel. Type the following formula into an empty cell: =AVERAGE(I2:I101/L2:L101).
If you enter it as an array formula by hitting CTRL-SHIFT-ENTER, the formula will calculate the
average of the ratios in any version of Excel. Processing this input as an array formula instructs
Excel to process the argument, I2:I101/L2:L101, elementwise, i.e., to divide every element in the
first array (I2:I101) by the corresponding element in the second array (L2:L101). If you simply hit
enter after typing this formula, older versions of Excel will generate an error message. More
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recent versions of Excel realize that the only way to process this input meaningfully is to interpret
it as an array formula, and will do so even without hitting CTRL-SHIFT-ENTER.

It can be safely concluded that handling and processing large arrays of data, especially if
conditional expressions are to be considered, can easily become cumbersome in Excel, whereas
the same calculations can be performed in MATLAB by typing one or two commands.
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6. Plotting
MATLAB is extremely rich in different kinds of plotting functionalities ranging from simple plots
to publication quality graphs. In this chapter, plotting will only be considered to the extent that is
sufficient to visualize experimental results in a simple way without exact control of how the graph
looks.
6.1. Preparation of data for plotting
Let us load the data in the file ‘flow_data.txt’ in folder ‘Chapter 6_Data’. The file contains
flow cytometric data of 49,280 cells. Five parameters, FSC (forward scatter), SSC (side scatter),
FITC and DAPI fluorescence intensities and the time corresponding to each measurement were
recorded. Using the default settings of the import tool, a table variable named ‘flowdata’ with
five columns (five variables) is created in the workspace.
Using the histogram command generate a
histogram of DAPI intensities. One of the
commands below does the job:
histogram(flowdata.DAPI)
histogram(flowdata{:,4})
Remember that curly brackets must be used
according to the second syntax to return data
in the fourth column as a numeric array
instead of a table.
There are clearly two subpopulations of cells, with low and high DAPI fluorescence intensities.
The latter corresponds to cells with increased membrane permeability. Let us prepare a histogram
of the FITC fluorescence intensities according to the following specifications:


include only those cells whose DAPI fluorescence intensity is less than 40,000 (eliminating
the ‘high-DAPI’ population of cells with increased membrane permeability)



define the histogram bins between the 5th and 95th percentile of FITC fluorescence
intensities of all cells



use 100 bins



normalize the histogram
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>>
>>
>>
>>

fitc=flowdata.FITC(flowdata.DAPI<4e4);
x=linspace(prctile(flowdata.FITC,5),prctile(flowdata.FITC,95),100);
y=histcounts(fitc,x);
y=y/sum(y);

As discussed previously, the number of elements in y will be one fewer than in x. For plotting, the
number of elements in the arrays specifying the X and Y coordinates has to be the same.
Therefore, let us generate a new variable containing the X scale for the plot:
xPlot=x(1:end-1);

Let us also generate another histogram of FITC intensities, using cells with DAPI intensity above
40,000 this time, followed by normalizing the histogram:
y2=histcounts(flowdata.FITC(flowdata.DAPI>4e4),x);
y2=y2/sum(y2);

With these preparations, let us look at how to plot the histograms.
6.2. Plotting with the plot function
Plot the first histogram in variable y against the X scale generated for plotting:
plot(xPlot,y)

According to the syntax of the plot function,
the second argument is plotted as a function
of the first one. If only one single argument
is provided, a line plot is generated, i.e., the
values in the variable provided in the first
argument are plotted one after the other.

Let us plot the second histogram.


If the command ‘plot(xPlot,y2)’ is issued, the graph will be plotted in the same window
replacing the original plot. This is the default behavior of MATLAB plot windows, i.e., new
graphs will replace the old ones.



If you would like to plot the second histogram in a new window, you have to create a new
figure window first using the ‘figure’ command:
figure;
plot(xPlot,y2);
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If you would like the second plot to be added to the same graph, you have to instruct
MATLAB to hold the old plot:
>> hold on;
>> plot(xPlot,y2)

The new graph is plotted by a different
color automatically.

6.3. Customizing the appearance of a graph using command-prompt options
Define a chart title, labels for the horizontal and vertical axes, as well as a legend:
>> title('My first graph')
>> xlabel('fluorescence intensity')
>> ylabel('Relative frequency')
>> legend({'live cells','dead cells'})

You can see that a legend can be specified using a cell
array of characters or strings.

The plot command can be issued to plot several plots at the same time. If the second argument
of the plot function is a matrix, every column is plotted against the X axis specified by the first
argument:
>> bothY=[y' y2'];
>> plot(xPlot,bothY);

bothY is a 2-column matrix, and the plot command
plots both columns as a function of xPlot.

If you would like to specify line or symbol properties using the syntax above, a reference to the
plot has to be returned:
>> p=plot(xPlot,bothY)
p =
2×1 Line array:
Line

p contains a reference to two line objects, i.e., the two
line plots, whose characteristics can be adjusted as
explained at the end of this current section.

Line
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Alternatively, you can specify the multiple plots by providing the corresponding X and Y data in
pairs.
The command
plot(xPlot,y,xPlot,y2)plots y as a function of

xPlot, and y2 as a function xPlot using default
formatting, i.e., the argument list contains the X and Y
arrays in a pairwise fashion.
plot(xPlot,y,'o--r',xPlot,y2,'-g')plots
the same arrays according to specifications enclosed in
single quotes (this is shown on the left).

The following three tables summarize how the line style, the marker appearance and the color
can be specified using the line and marker specifications enclosed in single quotes:
Line Style

Description

'-'

Solid line

'--'

Dashed line

':'

Dotted line

'-.'

Dash-dotted line

Marker

Resulting Line

Description

'o'

Circle

'+'

Plus sign

'*'

Asterisk

'.'

Point

'x'

Cross

'_'

Horizontal line

'|'

Vertical line

's'

Square

'd'

Diamond

'^'

Upward-pointing triangle

'v'

Downward-pointing triangle

'>'

Right-pointing triangle

Resulting Marker
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Marker

Description

'<'

Left-pointing triangle

'p'

Pentagram

'h'

Hexagram

Color Name Short Name
'red'

'r'

'green'

'g'

'blue'

'b'

'cyan'

'c'

Resulting Marker

Appearance

'magenta' 'm'
'yellow'

'y'

'black'

'k'

'white'

'w'

Using this information, let us analyze the line and marker specifications of the plot command:
plot(xPlot,y,'o--r',xPlot,y2,'-g')





‘o- -r’
o

o – circle symbol

o

-- – dashed line

o

r – red color

o

- – solid line

o

g – green color

‘-g’

MATLAB provides means to control many plot characteristics:
plot(xPlot,y,'s','linewidth',2,'linestyle','--','markersize',10,'color',[0 0
1],'markeredgecolor',[1 0 0],'markerfacecolor',[0 1 0])
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's'

– square symbol

'linewidth',2

– a line width of 2 points
– dashed line

'linestyle','--'
'markersize',10

– marker size of 10 points

'color',[0 0 1]

– plot color specified using RGB indices. The numbers in the square brackets

specify the red, green and blue intensity of the color. The numbers range between 0 and 1.
Therefore, this color specification corresponds to blue. [1 1 0] would correspond to yellow, i.e.,
the additive mixing of red and green.
'markeredgecolor',[1 0 0]

– the edge of the marker is red

'markerfacecolor',[0 1 0]

– the fill color of the marker is green.

There are even further ways for specifying plot appearance. The following command not only
plots two lines, but also returns a reference to the plot objects:
p=plot(xPlot,y,xPlot,y2);

p is a 21 array with the first and second elements pointing at the first and second plot,
respectively. Using variable p, one can modify all properties of the plot:
p(1).LineWidth=5;

The previous command sets the line width of the first graph to 5 points. If you press the TAB
button after typing ‘p(1).’, all the available options will be shown in a popup window:
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These adjustable options are identical to those that can
also be specified directly in the plot command by namevalue arguments, i.e., a name followed by a value, e.g.,
‘linewidth’,2

6.4. Specifying plot appearance using the graphical user interface
A somewhat more user-friendly way to control the appearance of graphs makes use of the
graphical user interface of the graph window. After plotting a graph, you can modify graph
properties by clicking on “Figure Properties” under “Edit”:
>> plot(xPlot,y,xPlot,y2)

After selecting the plot whose properties you would like to modify, these characteristics can be
modified in another window, the Property Inspector:
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If you click on the axis, you can specify axis properties:

The window specifying axis properties can also be opened by clicking on “Axes Properties” under
“Edit” in the figure window. Probably the most frequently adjusted property of an axis is the axis
range, which can be adjusted under “Rulers” in the Property Inspector.
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6.5. Generating a plot using the graphical user interface of MATLAB
If you switch to the “PLOTS” tab of MATLAB and select variables in the Workspace, you can
generate plots by clicking on the different plot symbols in the menu:

If only two variables are selected, and if you click on “plot”, the two variables will be plotted
against each other. The order in which the variables were selected determines which one will be
the X and Y variable: the first and second selected will be used as the X and Y array, respectively.
An added benefit of this approach is that the MATLAB commands required to achieve what you
are doing with the graphical user interface are displayed in the command window (green circle).
If more than two variables are selected in the Workspace, multiple plots can be generated
in one step:

Selecting the “Plot as multiple series vs. first input” icon (red circle), the second and third variable
selected will be plotted against the first one (assuming three variables were chosen).
Let us plot two trigonometrical functions with different X scales in the same graph. These
commands generate two sine functions with different frequencies and X scales with different
intervals:
>> xnew1=0:0.01:2*pi;
>> ynew1=sin(xnew1);
>> xnew2=0:0.1:2*pi;
>> ynew2=sin(2*xnew2);
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Select ‘xnew1’ and ‘ynew1’ in the Workspace in this order, then click on the ‘Plot’ icon to
generate the graph.



Type ‘hold on’ at the command prompt. Alternatively, set the “Next plot” property in the
Property Inspector to “Add”.



Select ‘xnew2’ and ‘ynew2’ in the Workspace, then click on the ‘Plot’ icon again.
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6.6. Hierarchy of figures, axes and plots, object properties
MATLAB refers to graphical objects using handles. If you plot a graph, a figure window or figure
object is created that is referenced by a handle. The figure object contains an axes object, which
in turn contains the plot objects according to the following hierarchy:

Plot one of the sine functions:
>> plot(xnew1,ynew1)

The plot is created in a window that has a number. This number is the handle of the figure window
or figure object. You can return the handle of the current figure window with the ‘gcf’ (get current
figure) command:
>> gcf
ans =
Figure (1) with properties:
Number: 1
Name: ''
Color: [0.9400 0.9400 0.9400]
Position: [681 559 560 420]
Units: 'pixels'
Show all properties

You can obviously store the output of the ‘gcf’ function in a variable, and then query the status of
the figure using the ‘get’ function:
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>> fh=gcf;
>> get(fh)
Alphamap: [1×64 double]
BeingDeleted: off
BusyAction: 'queue'
ButtonDownFcn: ''
Children: [1×1 Axes]
Clipping: on
CloseRequestFcn: 'closereq'
Color: [0.9400 0.9400 0.9400]

The ‘get(fh)’ command returns
all properties of the figure
whose handle is stored in the
variable ‘fh’. The same result
would be obtained using the
‘get(gcf)’ command as well. The
red circle shows that the figure
contains a ‘child’, an ‘Axes’
object.

Colormap: [256×3 double]
ContextMenu: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
CreateFcn: ''
CurrentAxes: [1×1 Axes]
CurrentCharacter: 'r'
CurrentObject: [0×0 GraphicsPlaceholder]
CurrentPoint: [0 0]
DeleteFcn: ''

If you would like to get the handle of an axis, the following options are available:


The handle of the current axes object can be returned with the ‘gca’ (get current axes)
command.



You can return the ‘children’ property of the current figure or any figure you wish:
>> ah=get(fh,'children')
ah =
Axes with properties:
XLim: [0 7]
YLim: [-1 1]
XScale: 'linear'
YScale: 'linear'

The ‘ah=get(fh,’children’) command returns
the reference (handle) to the children objects
of the figure, whose handle is stored in the
variable ‘fh’, and stores them in ‘ah’. The only
child of ‘fh’ is an Axes object. Only a subset of
all properties of the Axes object is shown. In
order to show all of them, click on the ‘all
properties’ link.

GridLineStyle: '-'
Position: [0.1300 0.1100 0.7750 0.8150]
Units: 'normalized'
Show all properties

You can query the status of any property of the Axes object using the ‘get’ command.
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>> get(ah,'xlim')

The ‘xlim’ and ‘ylim’ properties refer the range of the X and Y scales,

ans =

respectively. These properties are case-insensitive (‘xlim’, ‘XLIM’,
0

7

‘XLim’ are identical).
You can not only reveal properties of the axis, but you can also change them using the ‘set’
function.
>> set(ah,'xlim',[0 8])

This command changes the range of the X scale to [0 8], i.e.,
the lowest and highest displayed value is 0 and 8,
respectively.

Besides the ‘set’ function, you can also use the dot notation to adjust or query figure and axis
properties. All properties shown by the ‘get(ah)’ function are fields of the Axes object, which can
be referenced by the dot notation. The function ah.YLim=[-2 2] adjust the range of the Y axis to
[-2 2]. The command ah.YLim queries the status of the Y range. This syntax is case-sensitive.
If you type ‘ah.’ and then press ‘TAB’, all the available fields
that can be modified will be shown in a popup window. If you
continue typing, e.g. ‘ah.YL’, and then press ‘TAB’ now, only
those properties will be shown that begin with ‘yl’.
While the ‘children’ property of an object holds the objects contained in the object, e.g.,
an ‘Axes’ object present in a ‘Figure’ object, the ‘Parent’ property shows which object is the parent
of the object in question. The parent of the axis ‘ah’ can be returned using the following
command:
>> get(ah,'parent')
ans =
Figure (1) with properties:
Number: 1
Name: ''
Color: [0.9400 0.9400 0.9400]
Position: [1441 919 560 420]
Units: 'pixels'
Show all properties

The ‘Parent’ property can be used to specify in which graph a certain plot is to be plotted:
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>> set(ah,’nextplot’,’add’);
>> plot(xnew1,zeros(numel(xnew1),1),'parent',ah)
>> plot(ah,xnew1,zeros(numel(xnew1),1))

The last two lines achieve the same. It can be seen that the parent of the plot, i.e., the axis in
which it is plotted, can be specified by providing the axis handle as the first argument of plot, or
at the end as a name-value argument pair.
The first line above shows an alternative way of defining how a new plot is added to a
figure. It is determined by the ‘nextplot’ property of the ‘Axes’ object. The default value of
‘nextplot’ is ‘replace’ resulting in a new plot deleting and replacing the previous one. If the
‘nextplot’ property is changed to ‘add’, the new plot will be displayed in the same axis, i.e., this
behavior is identical to what the ‘hold on’ command achieves.

6.7. Adding text or lines to a chart
In order to show how to add text and lines to a graph, let us generate a plot of the sine function:
>> x=linspace(0,2*pi,100);
>> y=sin(x);
>> plot(x,y)

You can add text using the ‘text’ command, which has three input arguments. The command
text(x,y,yourtext);

will add the text ‘yourtext’ at position [x,y] to the graph.
You can draw lines on to a graph using the ‘line’ command according to the following syntax:
line(X,Y,’color’,colorCode);

X is an array of X coordinates, Y is an array of Y coordinates. The command will draw the line
from [X(1), Y(1)] through [X(2), Y(2)] all the way through [X(end), Y(end)]. The color of the line
can be specified using an RGB color triplet or using the shortcuts discussed in the previous
section. Let us add a text and a cross to the previous graph:
>> dx=0.1;
>> currAxis=gca;
>>
yscaling=currAxis.DataAspectRatio(2)/currAxis.DataAspectRatio(1)*currAxis.Plot
BoxAspectRatio(1)/currAxis.PlotBoxAspectRatio(2);
>> line([x(50)-dx x(50)+dx],[y(50) y(50)],'color','red')
>> line([x(50) x(50)],[y(50)-dx*yscaling y(50)+dx*yscaling],'color','red');
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>> txt = '\leftarrow sin(\pi) = 0';
>> text(pi,sin(pi),txt);

The ‘DataAspectRatio’ and ‘PlotBoxAspectRatio’ properties define the aspect ratio of the plot.
>> currAxis.DataAspectRatio
ans =
3.5000

1.0000

1.0000

>> currAxis.PlotBoxAspectRatio
ans =
1.0000

0.7903

0.7903

Refer to section 6.7 for accessing axis and
figure properties.
Variable ‘yscaling’ is used in the following
PlotBoxAspectRatio shows the relative
actual size of the graph in the X, Y and
Z directions. The width of the current
graph is 3.5-times its height.

code to make sure that the physical lengths
of the lines drawn in the X and Y directions
are identical.
A special character, a left arrow, is displayed

DataAspectRatio shows the relative length of the
data units on the X, Y and Z scales. One unit on
the X axis of the current graph is 3.5-times
shorter than on the Y axis.

by the ‘text’ command. You can find more
information

on how to

add special

characters to graph labels at the following
link:
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/creating_plots/greek-letters-and-special-charactersin-graph-text.html
Like the ‘plot’ command, the ‘line’ command also accepts arguments specifying in which Axes
object the line should be displayed. It can be specified as the first argument, or after the X and Y
coordinates as a name-value argument pair:
>> line(currAxis,[x(50)-dx x(50)+dx],[y(50) y(50)],'color','red');
>> line([x(50)-dx x(50)+dx],[y(50) y(50)],'color','red',’parent’,currAxis);

6.8. Generating plots with error bars
Load the ‘error_data.mat’ file in the folder ‘Chapter 6_Data’. The file contains X and Y values as
well as the standard deviations in variables x, y and errors, respectively. Plot y as a function of x
and display the error bars:
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>> errorbar(x,y,errors)

You can achieve the same effect by selecting the three variables in the Workspace, and clicking
on the ‘errorbar’ icon in the plot tab:

You can access and modify all properties of this figure, axes and plot as discussed in the previous
sections.
6.9. Generating a vertical bar chart
Load the ‘bar_data.mat’ file from the folder ‘Chapter 6_Data’. The file contains two series of data
named ‘series1’ and ‘series2’ and three categories, stored as a cell array, to be used as the labels
of the horizontal axis. Plot the data in ‘series1’ as a vertical bar chart:
>> bar(series1)
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If the ‘bar’ function has only one input
parameter, it will use it as the height of
the bars.

If you would like to display groups of bars, you have to provide the input argument as a 2-D array
in which the series to be plotted are stored column-wise:
>> bar([series1' series2'])

The argument of the ‘bar’ function is
[series1’ series2’]. Both ‘series1’ and
‘series2’ are row vectors. The apostrophe
operator transposes them, i.e., they are
converted to column vectors, and they
are placed side-by-side.

In order to use the values stored in ‘labels’ as the X axis labels, you have to convert the ‘labels’
variable to a categorical variable, and use it as the first input parameter of the bar command:
>> labelcat=categorical(labels);
>> bar(reordercats(labelcat,labels),[series1' series2'])
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The ‘labelcat=categorical(labels)’
command converts the cell array ‘labels’
to a categorical variable. In order to
prevent the bar function from using a
sorted list of the categories, use the
‘reordercats’ function. The command
‘reordercats(labelcat,labels)’ reorders the
categories in ‘labelcat’ according the
order specified in ‘labels’.

You can also use the graphical user interface of MATLAB to generate a grouped bar plot. Generate
the 2-column matrix, bothseries, and the categorical variable, labelcat2, and then select them in
the Workspace (first ‘labelcat2’, and then ‘bothseries’) followed by clicking on the ‘bar’ symbol in
the PLOT tab:
>> bothseries=[series1' series2'];
>> labelcat2=reordercats(labelcat,labels);
>> bar(labelcat2,bothseries,’DisplayName’,’bothseries’)
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If ‘bar’ has two input parameters, the first is used as the X variable, and the second one contains
the height of the bars. If the second parameter is one-dimensional, only a single bar series is
plotted, if it has multiple columns, bar series are plotted column-wise.
If you take a closer look at the contents of variable ‘labelcat’ and compare it to the labels
of the X axis, you can see how to display special, Greek characters in the graphs:
The backslash symbol instructs MATLAB to
consider the characters after it as a description or
markup corresponding to a special character.

You can also add subscripted characters using this markup syntax:
>> legend({'drug_1','drug_2'})

The legend({'drug_1','drug_2'}) command adds
a legend to the figure with the numbers 1 and 2
in subscripts.
If you do want the underline symbol to be
displayed, you can instruct MATLAB to stop
interpreting it using the ‘interpreter’,’none’
combination of property-value modifier:
legend({'drug_1','drug_2'},‘interpreter‘,‘none‘)

For a complete list of how to add Greek letters and special characters to figures, please consult
the following web page: https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/creating_plots/greekletters-and-special-characters-in-graph-text.html
Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to create a bar chart with error bars in MATLAB.
The following page describes how to achieve it with one bar series:
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/creating_plots/bar-chart-with-error-bars.html
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6.10. Several graphs in the same figure
MATLAB provides a convenient way of putting several graphs next to each other in the same
figure window using the ‘subplot’ command. ‘subplot’ is followed by three input parameters:
subplot(m,n,p)


an mn grid is created with m rows and n columns



and the pth position is selected, i.e., the next plotting command will generate a plot at the
pth position. MATLAB numbers subplot positions by row. The first subplot is the first
column of the first row, the second subplot is the second column of the first row, and so
on.

The following lines of code generate four figures in the same window:
>> subplot(2,2,1)
>> plot(xnew1,ynew1)
>> subplot(2,2,2)
>> plot(xnew2,ynew2)
>> subplot(2,2,3)
>> bar(series1)
>> subplot(2,2,4)
>> bar(series2)

position 1

position 2

The positions of axes
are numbered rowwise.

position 3

position 4
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If you would like to modify the properties of these graphs, you have the same options as discussed
previously:
 You can click on click on “Edit>Figure Properties” or “Edit>Axes Properties”, and modify the
properties in the “Property Inspector”.

 You can use the ‘subplot’ function to return a handle to the axes object specified, and then
modify the axis properties using either the set function or the dot notation:
>> ah3=subplot(2,2,3);
>> set(ah3,'xlim',[-1 5])
>> ah3.YLim=[0 5];

The first command selects the 3rd axis,
and returns its handle in the ah3 variable.
The second and third commands set the
range of the X and Y scales, respectively.
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6.11. Plotting a 2-D histogram in a 3-D chart
Let us return to the flow cytometric data stored in the ‘flow_data.txt’ file. If this variable is not
available, import it again generating a ‘flowdata’ table variable. Generate X and Y scales and
calculate a 2-D histogram:
>> xscale=linspace(0,256000,100);
>> yscale=linspace(0,25600,100);
>> freq=histcounts2(flowdata.FSC,flowdata.SSC,xscale,yscale);

The output of the ‘histcounts2’ function, stored in variable freq, is a 2-D array containing the
number of cells falling into a certain two-dimensional bin. You can visualize this 2-D histogram
using the ‘bar3’ or ‘surf’ functions:

If you hover your mouse over the graph and select the rotation symbol (red circle), you can rotate
the histogram in 3-D. The problem with both plots is that the axis divisions do not correspond to
the scales used for generating the histogram because the ‘surf’ and ‘bar3’ functions use the row
and column indices of the variable freq as the X- and Y-coordinates. (It is an obvious behavior
since no other input parameter was provided that could specify the axes.) In order to generate
the axes for the plots, use the ‘meshgrid’ function:
>> [xg,yg]=meshgrid(xscale(1:end-1),yscale(1:end-1));
>> surf(xg,yg,freq)
>> xlabel('FCS');ylabel('SSC');zlabel('frequency')
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‘meshgrid’ generates two, 2-D outputs, designated
xg and yg, that can be used as the X-scale and the
Y-scale, respectively, of the ‘surf’ function. The
reason for eliminating the last values from the
xscale and yscale variables is the same as discussed
in Sections 4.7 and 6.1. The three commands in the
last row add labels to each axis.
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7. Saving your workflow, live scripts
Algorithms and evaluation pipelines are valuable and usually worth saving. MATLAB provides
several ways for saving lists of commands. One of the options, which is going to be discussed in
Chapter 13, is to collect the commands of your evaluation in a function that is stored on your disk.
In this section, other ways for saving your workflow will be introduced.
1. Every executed command is saved in the ‘History’ in MATLAB, which can be viewed by
pressing the UP arrow at the command prompt. This feature has already been introduced
in Chapter 2.
2. Since the command window contains text, it can simply be selected and copied to the
system clipboard, followed by pasting it to a word-processing program.
The ‘diary’ function enables the user to log every command in a file. Logging begins by issuing
the ‘diary on’ command. Every subsequent command will be saved into a file in the current
folder. The default name of the file is ‘diary’. Logging continues until the ‘diary off’ command
is issued. If you would like to save the log into a file with a different name, you can type e.g.,
‘diary mycommands.txt’, and logging starts immediately to a file named ‘mycommands.txt’.
>> diary on

Content of the ‘diary’ file:

>> a=3;

a=3;
b=3*a
b =

>> b=3*a
b =

9
x=linspace(0,2*pi,100);
y=sin(x);
plot(x,y)
diary off

9
>>
x=linspace(0,2*pi,100);

As you can see, everything
you typed and the
MATLAB output generated
in the command window
are saved. However, the
graph is not saved in the
diary.

>> y=sin(x);
>> plot(x,y)
>> diary off
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3. A major disadvantage of the previous three approaches is that graphical output is not
saved. This shortcoming is remedied by ‘Live Scripts’. A Live Script can be created by
clicking on the ‘New Live Script’ button in the Home tab.

This new text editor window will pop up in which
you can start typing your live script.

There are two different kinds of lines: text and code. The status of the current line can be
toggled by clicking on the ‘Text’ or ‘Code’ button (blue ovals in the figure above).
Commands typed in the live script are executed if the ‘Run’ button is clicked (green oval
in the figure above). Variables created in the live script will appear in the MATLAB
workspace, and plots will be generated in the live script itself.
The live script can be divided into sections by clicking on the ‘Section Break’ button
(orange oval in the figure above). Sections can be run separately by clicking on the ‘Run
Section’ button. You can evaluate an arbitrary section of your code by selecting it, followed
by pressing F9, or selecting “Evaluate Selection in Command Window” in the popup menu
that is displayed after a right-click on the selected line(s).
The live script can be saved. The name of the live script must not contain special
characters or a space. If the live script is loaded (e.g., by clicking on ‘Open’, black oval in
the figure above), all the commands and plots will be restored. However, the variables are
not saved with the live script. They can be saved as a MAT file separately (see section
3.10a).
A sample live script named ‘Sample_Live_Script.mlx’ is available in the folder
‘Chapter 7_Data’.
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8. Fitting
Let us assume you have a certain number of known quantities (input variables) and another set
of measured quantities (output variables). Furthermore, there exists a presumed relationship, the
model, describing how the output variables depend on the input variables. The model is a function
with adjustable parameters. Given a set of known, input variables and a set of measured output
variables, the aim of fitting is to find those set of model parameters with which the model function
predicts the measured output variables from the known input variables in the best possible way.
The model parameters are also called fitted parameters. Since fitting has evolved to a branch of
science about which books are written, it will be impossible to summarize it in a single chapter.
Therefore, the discussion will be limited in several respects.
 Only such models will be considered in which there is one input and one output variable.
The number of adjustable, fitted parameters can be more than one.
 There are a huge number of approaches to finding the “best possible fit” both in terms of
the underlying principles and in the way they are implemented. Since MATLAB is extremely
rich in such methods, only four, simple approaches will be discussed in detail. You can read
more about the fitting capabilities of MATLAB on the following pages:
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/data_analysis/programmatic-fitting.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/lsqcurvefit.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/optimization.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/fmincon.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/fminunc.html
https://www.mathworks.com/products/global-optimization.html
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8.1. The principle of least-squares fitting
It was stated in the previous section that fitting is a procedure aimed at finding those model
parameters that result in a model approximating the measured, dependent variable in the best
possible way using the known independent variables as input. In this section, the principle of
defining the “best possible” fit will be explained.

Although the figure above explains the procedure for fitting a line, which is also known as linear
regression, the principle remains the same for more complicated problems. The blue points
constitute the measured data set, ‘x’ and ‘y’ are the independent and dependent variables,
respectively. The task is to find a line that fits the measurement data points the best possible way.
The model equation in linear regression has two parameters, the intercept (b) and the slope (a)
of the line:

y fit ,i  a xi  b
In order to find the best fit, the difference or deviation between the measured ‘y’ values and the
predicted or fitted ‘y’ values calculated from the known ‘x’ values and the model parameters
(slope and intercept) is determined for each observation, then squared. The sum of all squared
deviations is called the sum of squares, which is often abbreviated by SS. During least-squares
fitting, the sum of squares is minimized by varying the model parameters.
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The graph on the left shows how the sum of
squares (SS) depends on the intercept and the
slope. The aim when fitting a line is to find the
pair of slope and intercept values for which
the SS is the smallest. This results in the “best
possible fit” of the line to the measured data
points, and it is shown by the red dot on the
left. In linear regression, it is possible to
determine the fitted parameters, i.e. the
fitted parameters minimizing SS, by a closedform expression, i.e., by an equation for both
the slope and the intercept.

initial points

In most fitting problems, there does not exist
a closed-form solution for the problem, and
an iterative procedure must be applied. It
involves the following loop:
Guess initial parameters

Calculate SS

Find new parameters that
reduce SS

The figure above demonstrates the
iterative procedure. If the current SS is not
good enough (smaller than a chosen, small
number), the algorithm determines in
which direction the model parameters
must be changed so that SS is reduced. If
the initial guess is the orange point, the
iterative procedure progresses to find the
smallest possible SS value. If, however, the
initial guess is the light green point, the
algorithm will be trapped by a local
minimum, i.e., it will not be able to find the
globally best fit. This problem emphasizes
the importance of finding good initial
guesses in iterative optimization problems.

Is SS good enough (smaller
than a chosen, small
number) ?

yes
STOP
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no

8.2. Implementation of fitting in MATLAB
Load the sample data set, ‘Data for fitting.mat’ in the folder ‘Chapter 8_Data’, containing data for
four different fitting problems:
 fitting a line: c and od contain the concentrations and the corresponding optical densities
of a solution, respectively, which will be used for fitting a line.
 fitting Guassians to flow cytometric histograms: x – fluorescence intensity axis of a flow
cytometric histogram; y1 and y2 contain histograms with one and two normally distributed
peaks, respectively.
 fitting exponential functions to fluorescence decay data: t – time scale for fluorescence
decay; i1 and i2 – a one-exponential and a double-exponential decay curves, respectively.
 fitting a saturation curve to equilibrium binding data: cAb – concentration of an antibody;
sat1 – binding of the antibody to a single saturable site.

a. Fitting a line using ‘polyfit’
-

Plot the concentrations and corresponding optical densities stored in variables c and od,
respectively, using ‘o’ markers.

-

Fit a line using ‘polyfit’. ‘polyfit’ is a command fitting a polynomial to the data. A
polynomial is described by the following equation:

y  p1 x n  p2 x n1  p3 x n 2  ...  pn 1
A line is a first degree polynomial:

y  p1 x  p2
The syntax of polyfit is as follows:
p=polyfit(x,y,n) where x and y are the independent and dependent variables, respectively,
and n is the degree of the polynomial. The output variable p contains the polynomial
coefficients according to the equations shown above.
-

Once you obtain the coefficients, plot the fitted line in the same graph.
>> plot(c,od,'o')
>> p=polyfit(c,od,1)
p =
0.0378

-0.0064
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>> hold on
>> plot(c,polyval(p,c),'r-'))

The slope of the line is 0.0378, and its yintercept is -0.0064.

b. Fitting using the ‘Basic Fitting’ option of the plot window
Plot the concentrations and corresponding optical densities stored in variables c and od,
respectively, using ‘o’ markers again, in a new plot window. In the plot window, select ‘Basic
Fitting’ under ‘Tools’.

A new window will appear in which different kinds of simple fitting models can be selected. Select
‘Linear’, and line will be immediately fitted, and the fitted line will be plotted as well:
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Under “ERROR ESTIMATION”, you can specify how the residuals are plotted. The residuals are
the differences between the measured and fitted Y values. If there is a systematic tendency in
the residuals, e.g., all of them are positive, or in any way they do not seem to be random
numbers, you have to consider if the applied model is indeed correct.
c. Fitting using the ‘Curve Fitting Toolbox’
The previous two approaches outlined in points a and b were quite limited in their capabilities.
The Curve Fitting Toolbox, on the other hand, is a versatile, still easy to use, graphical user
interface-controlled application that can be run by typing ‘cftool’ at the MATLAB command
prompt. A new window displaying the toolbox itself will be opened, which is shown in the next
figure. In the upper left part (red oval) the independent (X) and dependent (Y) variables can be
selected using a dropdown menu. The toolbox is also capable of performing 3D fitting with two
independent variables that is beyond the scope of this tutorial. The model can be specified in the
upper right area (green oval).
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In the example above, a line was fitted to the ‘od’ vs ‘c’ plot providing identical results to the
previous methods. In the results section (blue rectangle), you can not only find the fitted
parameters, but also their 95% confidence intervals displayed in parentheses after the parameter
values. Another important piece of information are the R-square and adjusted R-square
parameters that characterize how good the fit is. The closer they are to 1, the better the fit is.
In the simple approaches summarized in points a and b, it was not possible to constrain
any of the parameters, e.g., it was not possible to specify that the line must cross the origin, which
is equivalent to constraining the intercept to 0. Such constraints are quite common in fitting. In
this example, constraining the intercept to 0 is equivalent to saying that the OD of the solvent is
0. If you click on ‘Fit options’ (purple oval), the following dialog box is displayed:
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In this dialog box, you can specify lower and upper bounds for the
fitted parameters. In this example, the lower and upper bounds for
parameter p2, i.e., the intercept, are zero, resulting in this parameter
being 0 in the fitted model. The fitted line and the results in the blue
rectangle are immediately updated.

Another advantage of the Curve Fitting Toolbox is that the session can be saved into a file with an
‘.SFIT’ extension in the ‘File’ menu, and it can be reloaded after relaunching the toolbox.
Let us experiment with the Curve Fitting Toolbox, and fit normal distributions to flow
cytometric histograms stored in variables x, y1 and y2. Select x and y1 as the X and Y variables in
the Curve Fitting Toolbox, and ‘Gaussian’ and ‘1’ as the model type and the number of terms,
respectively. By setting the number of terms to 1, you specify that you would like to fit one normal
distribution to the data set.

The window in the lower left part shows the results. The equation that was fitted to the data is
the following:
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2

Y  a1 e

 x b1 


 c1 

Consequently, b1 and a1 are the mean and amplitudes of the fitted normal distribution,
respectively. c1 is characterizes with width of the curve, and it is related to the standard deviation
(SD) of a normal distribution according to the following formula:
SD 

c1
2

It is quite common that subpopulations partially overlap each other. In such cases, it is
very difficult to estimate the peak of individual subpopulations, and it is even more challenging
to determine relative sizes of the subpopulations. Such a measurement is demonstrated by the
histogram stored in variable y2. Select y2 as the Y variable and specify that you would like to fit
two peaks (terms). The initial attempt of the program results in an apparent good fit with a
nonsense result in that the amplitude of one of the peaks is negative (this may or may not happen
when you try since it depends on the initial guesses (start points) of the fitting process:

In order to fix this issue, click on “Fit Options”, and specify that the fitted parameters must be
larger than 0, i.e., their lower bound is 0:
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In general, you can modify the fit results and get
rid of nonsense results by


adjusting the lower and upper bounds of
the parameters, i.e., the range within
which the parameter is optimized



changing the initial guesses (start points)
of the fit (see the figure on page 103 for
an explanation)

This change results in a meaningful fit result:

The two vertical red lines in the figure above display the means of the two distributions. If you
look at left one, you would have most likely positioned it a little bit more to the right. This issue
shows that “fitting by eye” can result in distorted results. Fitting with an algorithm can also
provide accurate estimates for the fraction of the two subpopulations. The total number of events
in one of the peaks can be calculated according to the following formula:

ac 
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where a and c are the amplitude and SD-like parameter of the fitted curve, respectively.
Consequently, it can be calculated that the first histogram accounts for ~67% of the total cell
count:

21.54  71.89
a1c1

 0.67
a1c1  a2c2 21.54  71.89  12.05  63.52
Fitting an exponential function to a fluorescence decay curve follows the same logic. Select
t and i1 as the X and Y variables, respectively, ‘exponential’ as the model type, and set the number
of terms to 1. The amplitude and exponential coefficients of the fit are 155 and -0.31, respectively.

Change the Y data to i2, and the fitting result is displayed. If you leave the number of terms 1, the
fit will exhibit a problem that becomes more apparent if you plot the residuals (by turning this
option on where the red oval shows). The green circle shows the parts of the fit in which the fitted
single-exponential function shows a systematic (i.e., non-random) deviation from the data, i.e.,
the fitted line is either larger or smaller than the measured data in relatively large parts of the
graph:
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The fact that there is a systematic deviation between the fit and the measured data is also
supported by the residual plot shown in the bottom left part of the window. If the residual plot is
smoothed, the systematic deviation becomes even more apparent:
The blue plot shows the residuals, whereas
the red one displays the smoothed residual
plot. Smoothing will be introduced in Chapter
9. The red plot shows conspicuously that the
residuals are non-random (if they were
random, the smoothed plot would be zero).

The figure below shows how the fit results can be exported to the MATLAB workspace for further
processing, e.g., this is how smoothing of the residuals was carried out.
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In order to eliminate the systematic error in the fit, set the number of terms to 2. A meaningful
fit is obtained if the upper bound for the exponential coefficients is set to 0:

Finally, let us experiment with fitting a custom equation to a data set. This approach is
needed when the model you would like to use is not available in the predefined list of MATLAB.
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In the first such example, the data represents equilibrium binding of an antibody to a saturable
binding site that can be described by the following equation:

bound  m

c
c  Kd

where m, c and Kd are the maximum binding, the concentration of the antibody and the
dissociation constant, respectively. Choose cAb and sat1 for the X and Y data set, “Custom
equation” for the model type, and type the equation as shown in the figure below (you have to
replace ‘c’ by ‘x’ in the equation above, since the independent variable is ‘x’; you could use ‘c’ as
the independent variable if you change the overall model specification to ‘y=f(c)’).

The dissociation constant is found to be 4.615 (g/ml).

d. Brief introduction to fitting with the ‘fit’ function
The ‘fit’ function provides the same functionalities as the Curve Fitting Toolbox, but it has to
be used from the command prompt. Only the simplest implementation of fitting using the ‘fit’
function

will

be

explained.

For

more

information

https://www.mathworks.com/help/curvefit/fit.html
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consult

the

online

help:

Let us fit a line to the optical density vs. concentration data set stored in the variables ‘od’
and ‘c’. The first step is to define the model using the ‘fittype’ command, which is followed by
‘fittype’ creates a fit object that contains the
description of what to fit and how. Although
>> f=fittype('a*x+b');
‘fittype’ can have a number of input
>> coeffnames(f)
parameters, in this example only the model
ans =
equation is defined.
2×1 cell array
The command ‘coeffnames(f)’ returns the
names of the coefficients (fit parameters)
{'a'}
present in fit object ‘f’. This is required
{'b'}
because the start points to be used by the
>> fr=fit(c',od',f,'startpoint',[0.1 0])
‘fit’ function has to be specified in this order.
fr =
The first and second input parameters of ‘fit’
General model:
are the X and Y variables of the data set to be
fr(x) = a*x+b
fitted, respectively. Since it expects column
Coefficients (with 95% confidence
vectors, c and od have to be transposed. The
third input parameter is the fit object that
bounds):
a =
0.03785 (0.03352, 0.04218) can be followed by name-value descriptors.
In this case, the initial guesses for the slope
b =
-0.006388 (-0.03372, 0.02095)
and intercept are defined to be 0.1 and 0,
respectively. If initial guesses are not
provided, random start points are used.

issuing the ‘fit’ command itself:

As it can be seen the results are very similar to those obtained with the previous approaches.
As the next example, let us fit the double-exponential fluorescence decay stored in
variables t and i2.
>> f2=fittype('a*exp(-t/tau1)+b*exp(-t/tau2)','independent','t');
>> coeffnames(f2)

In this example, the exponential coefficients

ans =

are defined as time constants, which are

4×1 cell array
{'a'

}

reciprocals of what the predefined MATLAB

{'b'

}

function available in the Curve Fitting Toolbox

{'tau1'}

uses.

{'tau2'}

>> fr2=fit(t',i2',f2,'startpoint',[100 100 1 1])

Initial guesses for a, b,

fr2 =
General model:

tau1 and tau2 are 100,

fr2(t) = a*exp(-t/tau1)+b*exp(-t/tau2)

100, 1 and 1, respectively.

Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
a =

1095

(-6.521e+08, 6.521e+08)
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b =

-907.9

(-6.521e+08, 6.521e+08)

tau1 =

0.445

(-138.2, 139.1)

tau2 =

0.4446

(-167.9, 168.7)

As you can see fitting results in a nonsense value for b. In order to solve this problem, let us
define lower and upper bounds for the parameters. The order of the numbers in the square
brackets follows the order in the output of the ‘coeffnames’ function:
>> fr2=fit(t',i2',f2,'startpoint',[100 100 1 1],'lower',[0 0 0
0],'upper',[Inf Inf Inf Inf])
fr2 =
General model:
fr2(t) = a*exp(-t/tau1)+b*exp(-t/tau2)
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
a =

247.3

(242.5, 252.1)

b =

45.51

(40.55, 50.48)

tau1 =

0.2042

tau2 =

1.06

(0.1976, 0.2108)
(0.9766, 1.143)

This approach results in identical results to those provided by the Curve Fitting Toolbox.
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You can visualize the fitting using the following commands:
plot(t,i2,'.');hold on;plot(fr2)

Using the output of ‘fit’, you can directly access the fit results, e.g.:
Using dot notation, you can access the
>> fr2.tau1
fitted parameters by typing the output of
ans =
‘fit’ followed by a dot and the name of the
0.2042
parameter you are interested in.
>> confint(fr2)
confint(fr2) returns the lower and upper
ans =
limits of the 95% confidence interval for
242.5298
40.5474
0.1976
0.9766 the parameters. The first and the second
252.0503
50.4774
0.2108
1.1431 lines are the lower and upper limits,
respectively.
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9. Smoothing
Smoothing is a tool for reducing noise in a dataset for presentation, or for revealing tendencies
that are obscured by noise. While it is acceptable to use this tool for presenting data, it is required
to state what kind of smoothing/noise reduction procedures were applied. The approaches
described in this chapter only represent a small fraction of the smoothing tools available in
MATLAB. Smoothing can also be applied to two-dimensional dataset, e.g., images, or datasets of
higher dimensionality. Only smoothing of one-dimensional datasets will be considered in this
chapter.
9.1. Principle of smoothing
Smoothing reduces noise by replacing each value with the mean (or some other ‘mean-like’
statistic) of a certain number of elements around the current element. The number of elements
that are used to calculate the new value of the current element is variably called the filter size,
window size or span.
In the example on the left, the measured,
noisy dataset is plotted by the blue circles. In
order to calculate the smoothed value of the
sixth element (the one at which the arrows
point), the mean of five elements (those
shown in filled blue; two to the left, two to
the right and the current element itself) is
calculated. Consequently, the filter size is 5.
The smoothed dataset is shown by the red
triangles.
9.2. Implementation of smoothing in MATLAB
Load the MAT file ‘Data for smoothing.mat’ found in the folder ‘Chapter 9_Data’. The MAT file
contains two datasets:


x,y – a noisy square wave similar to the one shown in the figure above



t, res – residuals of the single-exponential fit as a function of time from Chapter 8.
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a. Smoothing with the ‘smooth’ and ‘medfilt1’ functions
The ‘smooth’ function implements a moving average (or mean) filter explained in the figure
above. The syntax of the command is the following:
With just one single input argument, the function smooths ‘y’
ys=smooth(y)
ys=smooth(y,windowsize) with a moving average filter with a default window size of 5. An
optional second argument can specify the window size of the
moving average filter, which must be odd so that window spans
symmetrically around the reference value..
The syntax of the ‘medfilt1’ function is identical to that of ‘smooth’, but it calculates the
median of the elements around the current element instead of the mean.
If one input argument is provided, the function smooths ‘y’
ys=medfilt1(y)
with a moving median filter with a default window size of 3. An
ys=medfilt1(y,windowsize)
optional second argument can specify the window size of the
moving median filter.
Let us plot the noise square wave stored in y against x, and then smooth y with a moving
average filter with two different window sizes, 3 and 7. Let us plot the smoothed datasets in the
same graph. Then, let us smooth the noise data using median filtering with the same, two window
sizes. Let us plot the median filtered and the original data in a new plot. Place the two plots
showing the moving average and median filters side-by-side using subplot.
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(x,y,'o')
ymean3=smooth(y,3);
ymean7=smooth(y,7);
hold on
plot(x,ymean3,'rv-')
plot(x,ymean7,'g^-')
legend({'noisy','window=3','window=7'})
title('Mean filter')
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(x,y,'o')
ymed3=medfilt1(y,3);
ymed7=medfilt1(y,7);
hold on
plot(x,ymed3,'rv-')
plot(x,ymed7,'g^-')
legend({'noisy','window=3','window=7'})
title('Median filter')
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Comparison of the average and
median filters reveals that
 the larger the filter size is, the
more noise is removed
 the median filter preserves
edges. Compare the green curves
produced by the mean and
median filters. The sharp rise and
decline at X=5 and X=10 are
smoothed out by the mean filter,
whereas they are preserved by
the median filter.

b. Smoothing using the ‘filter’ function
MATLAB provides a very flexible command, ‘filter’, with which arbitrary filters can be
implemented. It is quite common that a moving average filter is used in a way in which more
weight is given to elements close to the current element. Such a filter can be implemented using
‘filter’. Syntax of the command is the following:
ys = filter(b,a,y)

ys – the smoothed dataset
y – dataset to be smoothed
a – in the simple implementation explained here, it is always 1.
b – an array specifying the filter:

The figure on the left shows the filter design, [1 1 1 1 1]/5, implementing the moving average
filter. In this case, each element is multiplied by one, giving equal weight to all elements covered
by the filter. The figure on the right shows the filter design giving more weight to the central
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elements. So that the filter does not reduce or amplify the signal, the sum of the filter values must
be normalized to 1. As it can be seen the filter values are multiplied elementwise by those
elements of the data that fall under the filter. Filtering carried out by the ‘filter’ command
introduces a shift in the filtered dataset relative to the original one, in the example shown above,
the filtered data will be shifted by two positions to the right. The following lines of code smooth
the data in ‘y’ with the filter shown in the figure on the right, and reposition the filtered data:
>> f=[1 3 5 3 1];
>> f=f/sum(f);
>> yf=filter(f,1,y);
>> plot(x,y,'o');
>> hold on;
>> plot(x,yf,'rv-')
>> plot(x(1:end-2),yf(3:end),'g^-')

The filter is stored in variable f.
It is normalized to 1.
The command
plot(x(1:end-2),yf(3:end),'g^-')

repositions it to its original location by shifting
it by two positions to the left.

>> legend({'noisy','filtered','filtered, repos.'})

As a practice, smooth the residuals stored in variable res with a moving average filter with a
window size of 9, and plot the original noisy and the smoothed data as a function of time, stored
in variable t, in the same graph.
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>> plot(t,res,'.')
>> hold on
>> plot(t,smooth(res,9),'r','linewidth',2)
>> legend({'original','smoothed'})

c. Filtering using block processing
The previous implementations of smoothing preserved the number of points in the dataset, and
reduced noise by averaging neighboring values. MATLAB offers another method for smoothing
that is based on pooling elements, i.e., summing neighboring values and reducing the number of
elements in the dataset. The procedure is called block processing, and comprehensive help is
available online: https://www.mathworks.com/help/images/ref/blockproc.html. Here, only a
brief introduction will be given.
Block processing requires the definition of a block processing function, fun and fun2 in the
example below. Chapter 13 will describe in detail how to define functions in MATLAB. The block
processing function accept a block structure as input (‘block_struct’ in the example below). Field
‘data’ of this structure contains the data itself that is to be processed by the function. ‘fun’
calculates the sum of the block, whereas ‘fun2’ returns the mean of the block. The command
‘blockproc’ performs the block processing itself. It requires three input arguments:


the first one specifies the data to be processed



the second one defines the size of the block to be processed. In the examples
below, a 15×1 block is processed, i.e., fifteen columns and one row. Such a
specification of the block is required because the principle can also be applied to
2D datasets, e.g., images. Since the data to be processed, ‘res’, is a column vector,
the block size must also define a column.



the third input argument is the reference to the block processing function, called
the function handle.
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In the example below, the two block processing functions, ‘fun’ and ‘fun2’, are applied to
the data stored in ‘res’. If the result graph is compared to the previous graph in which ‘res’ was
smoothed with the ‘smooth’ command, you can see that block processing indeed pooled the data
since the output is coarser.
>> fun = @(block_struct) sum(block_struct.data);
>> respooled=blockproc(res,[15 1],fun);
>> fun2 = @(block_struct) mean(block_struct.data);
>> respooled2=blockproc(res,[15 1],fun2);
>> plot(t,res,'.');
>> hold on;
>> plot(t(1:15:end),respooled,'r-')
>> plot(t(1:15:end),respooled2,'g-','linewidth',2)
>> legend({'original','sum','mean'})

9.3. Practice smoothing and data processing with a COVID dataset
Import the data in the Excel file ‘COVID_data_HUN.xlsx’ found in the folder ‘Chapter9_Data’
into a table variable. The table contains four columns:


date



daily number of new cases in Hungary



daily number of deaths in Hungary



daily number of recoveries in Hungary
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Let us perform the following tasks:
1.

There are weekly patterns in how new cases are reported. To eliminate this weekly
pattern, calculate the 7-day moving average of the daily number of new cases.

2.

Plot the unsmoothed and smoothed daily number of new cases in the same coordinate
system.

3.

Calculate the cumulative number of people contracting COVID, i.e., total number of
people who have contracted the disease up to the given day (including the day itself).

4.

Calculate the number of COVID positive people as a function of time.

5.

Calculate the cumulative number of deaths as a function of time.

6.

Determine the fraction of people who have died of COVID as a function of time using
the cumulative number of COVID positive people and the cumulative number of COVIDrelated deaths you calculated previously. Plot it as a function of the date.

7.

Calculate and plot the number of people who have died of COVID on any given day
divided by the average number of COVID positive persons during the three-week period
preceding the day considered.

Solution:
1.

newcaseSmooth=smooth(COVIDdataHUN.DailyNumberOfNewCases,7);

2.

>> plot(COVIDdataHUN.Date,COVIDdataHUN.DailyNumberOfNewCases);
>> hold on;
>> plot(COVIDdataHUN.Date,newcaseSmooth);
>> legend({'unsmoothed','smoothed'})
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3.

This task can be solved with the ‘cumsum’ function of MATLAB that calculates the
cumulative sum of its input:
cumcovid=cumsum(COVIDdataHUN.DailyNumberOfNewCases);

4.

covidPos=cumcovid-cumsum(COVIDdataHUN.DailyNumberOfDeaths)cumsum(COVIDdataHUN.DailyNumberOfRecoveries);

In the command above, the cumulative sum of recoveries and the cumulative sum of
deaths is subtracted from the cumulative sum of COVID positive people.
5.

cumdeath=cumsum(COVIDdataHUN.DailyNumberOfDeaths);

6.

deadperc=cumdeath./cumcovid;
plot(COVIDdataHUN.Date,deadperc)

7.

filterDef=ones(21,1)/21;
covidPosMean=filter(filterDef,1,covidPos);
plot(COVIDdataHUN.Date,COVIDdataHUN.DailyNumberOfDeaths./covidPosMean)
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10.

Extending the image analysis capability of MATLAB: DipImage and

BioFormats
Since an image is a 2D or 3D array of numbers, all operations that MATLAB can do with ordinary
numerical arrays are applicable to images as well. Furthermore, MATLAB also has dedicated
image analysis functions, most of which are beyond the scope of this tutorial. This chapter
describes two non-MATLAB extensions that enhance the image analysis functionality of MATLAB.
10.1. BioFormats
The built-in function in MATLAB for opening images, which will be introduced in Chapter 12, can
handle most of the general image file formats, e.g., TIFF, BMP, JPG, but cannot open files
generated by digital microscopes. A plug-in, BioFormats, has been created for opening proprietary
microscopy file formats. The plug-in is currently available at the following link:
https://www.openmicroscopy.org/bio-formats/
In order to enable MATLAB to open these image files, the MATLAB Toolbox has to be
downloaded:
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Unpack the ‘bfmatlab.zip’ file to a folder and add it to the path using the ‘addpath’
command (see Chapter 2). For the most convenient use of the functionality offered by
BioFormats, include this command in the startup.m file so that the folder containing BioFormats
is automatically added to the path every time MATLAB is started (see Chapter 11 for a description
of the startup.m file). A brief introduction to how to open image files using BioFormats will be
given in Chapter 12.
10.2. DipImage
DipImage is a MATLAB toolbox developed by the Delft University of Technology, and it is available
on the following page: https://diplib.org/. Its major features are the following:


It adds several functions to the image analysis capabilities of MATLAB. These functions
will not be considered in this tutorial.



It provides a graphical user interface making access to the DipImage functions easier.



It creates a new variable class, named dip_image, for storing images. This variable
provides several significant advantages compared to the native MATLAB variables, e.g.,
double, for manipulating and displaying images, which will be briefly considered in
Chapter 12.

Do not download the latest release, but download the latest, stable and full release of the
toolbox:
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Download the ZIP file, unpack it to a folder. In the following example, the ZIP file was unpacked
to the folder c:\MATLAB_R2020b\dipimage, and it contains the following subfolders:
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In order to use the toolbox, you have to run the following two commands:
addpath('c:\MATLAB_R2020b\dipimage\common\dipimage');
dip_initialise;

It is a good practice to add these two commands to the startup.m
file (see Chapter 11).

You have to add the
‘common/dipimage’
subfolder
within
the
‘dipimage’ folder to the
path followed by running
the dip_initialise command.

After executing the two commands above, you can use the image
analysis functions of DipImage and the dip_image variable type. In order to use the graphical user
interface, type ‘dipimage’ at the command prompt after the aforementioned two commands
have been executed.
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11.

Customizing MATLAB with the startup.m file

When MATLAB starts, it automatically executes a file named ‘startup.m’ (‘m’ is the extension
associated with MATLAB script/program files). The usual folder where the startup.m file is saved
is your default work folder, whose location is stored in the ‘userpath’ MATLAB system variable.
By typing ‘userpath’ at the command prompt, you can figure out where you should create your
startup.m file.
>> userpath
ans =
'C:\Users\Peter\Documents\MATLAB'

In this section, you are going to be briefly introduced into how to generate a simple startup
file. More detailed description of how to write MATLAB functions is available in Chapter 13.
In order to open the editor, click on ‘New’ in the home tab,
and then select either ‘Script’ or ‘Function’. By selecting
‘Script’, an empty page will be opened, while selecting
‘Function’ will result in a page having some basic components
required for defining a MATLAB function. Since the startup.m
file does not require any of these components, create an
empty script by clicking on ‘Script’:
This is the empty window you will see:

It is up to the user to decide what kind of commands are to be included in the startup file.
It is quite common to


add folders to the MATLAB path using the ‘addpath’ command
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initialize or run programs/toolboxes that you would like to use on a regular basis, e.g.,
the DipImage toolbox introduced in Chapter 10.

A script performing the aforementioned tasks is shown below:
addpath('d:\Peter\Matlab programs','c:\MATLAB_R2020b\bfmatlab',...
'c:\MATLAB_R2020b\dipimage\common\dipimage');
dip_initialise;
dipsetpref('imagefilepath','c:\MATLAB_R2020b\dipimage\images');

The first command, addpath, adds three folders to the MATLAB path. As you can see, the
folder names are enclosed by apostrophes and listed one after the other between parentheses.


The first folder is the location where user-written MATLAB programs are stored. If this
folder is present in the MATLAB path, these programs can be executed by typing their name
at the command prompt without changing the current folder to the directory where they
are stored.



The second folder is the location where the BioFormats package was saved. By adding this
folder to the MATLAB path, we make sure that commands available in BioFormats for
opening and saving images are recognized by MATLAB.



The third folder is the directory of the DipImage toolbox. By adding this folder to the path,
DipImage can be used.
You can see three dots at the end of the first line. It tells MATLAB that a line of code continues

on the next line. If a line happens to be too long, you can divide it into several lines for easier
reading.
The second command, dip_initialise, initializes the DipImage toolbox, while the third one,
dipsetpref, sets the DipImage folder where images downloaded with DipImage are stored.
Since DipImage conflicts with certain MATLAB functions, it is advisable to load it conditionally.
Such conditional operations will be discussed in Section 13.4.
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After you finish typing the commands, click on ‘Save’ and save the file into your ‘userpath’
folder with the name ‘startup.m’ so that it is executed upon starting MATLAB.
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12.

Simple operations with images
The image analysis capabilities of MATLAB are obviously beyond the scope of this tutorial.

The aim of this current chapter is to highlight the most basic operations with images. Interested
readers are referred to a comprehensive book on the topic:


Digital Image Processing Using MATLAB (ISBN: 978-0-98208-541-7, approx. 1000 pages)

12.1. Variable types of images
An image is a 2D or higher dimensional array of numbers in which the numbers represent
intensities. Therefore, there is no need to introduce any new variable type for storing images,
MATLAB stores imported images in one of the numeric variable types introduced in Chapter 3.
The DipImage toolbox, briefly introduced in Chapter 10, comes with a new variable type named
dip_image. There are some important differences between an image stored in a MATLAB numeric
variable or in the dip_image variable format, but these will be summarized when working with
sample images.
12.2. Opening images
The built-in MATLAB function for opening an image is imread. The syntax of command is very
simple:
a=imread(path_to_image_file);
The previous command will open the image file stored at the specified path in a variable named
a. imread can open most widespread image file formats, but it is unable to cope with the specific
image files generated by most digital microscope systems. It is very important to finish the
command line with a semicolon. Without the semicolon, the variable, i.e., the thousands or
millions of numbers constituting the image, will be immediately displayed at the command
prompt. There are five sample images in the folder ‘Chapter 12_Data’. Open the files ‘DAPI.tif’
and ‘pSer.tif’, and store them in variable named ch1_matlab and ch2_matlab, respectively:
>> ch1_matlab=imread('dapi.tif');
>> ch2_matlab=imread('pSer.tif');

By typing whos(‘ch1_matlab’) at the command prompt, you can see that the variable is indeed a
MATLAB double-precision numeric variable:
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>> whos('ch1_matlab')
Name

Size

ch1_matlab

1024x1024

Bytes
8388608

Class

Attributes

double

It is easy and sometimes convenient to convert these MATLAB numeric variables into the
dip_image format by issuing the command dip_image:
>> ch1_dip=dip_image(ch1_matlab);
>> ch2_dip=dip_image(ch2_matlab);
>> whos('ch1_dip')
Name

Size

ch1_dip

1024x1024

Bytes
8390036

Class

Attributes

dip_image

It is possible to open an image directly into a dip_image variable using the DipImage command
readim. The syntax of the command is basically identical to that of imread:
>> ch3_dip = readim(’pTyr.tif');

You can also issue the readim command from the graphical user interface of the DipImage
toolbox, which can be started by typing the ‘dipimage’ command at the command prompt. By
selecting ‘Read image (readim)’ from the File I/O menu, specifying the file using the ‘Browse’
button, and providing the name of the variable into which the image is to be imported, the file
will be opened after clicking on the ‘Execute’ button:

You can convert a dip_image variable type to a double using the command ‘double’:
>> ch3_matlab=double(ch3_dip);

Open the fourth file, ‘beads.tif’, in the same folder using any of the previous approaches,
and make sure that it exists both as a MATLAB double variable and a dip_image variable type.
Name these variables ‘bead_matlab’ and ‘bead_dip’.
>> bead_matlab=imread('beads.tif');
>> bead_dip=dip_image(bead_matlab);
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The fifth and last image, Membrane+trimer.czi, is a two-color, 3D color stack, i.e., a 4D
data set (3 space dimensions + 1 color dimension). It contains 23 confocal sections recorded in
two channels, i.e., altogether 46 images. It is a proprietary image file format of Zeiss confocal
microscopes, and neither imread, nor readim can handle it. ‘bfopen’ of the BioFormats package
can open most such microscopy file formats:
>> stack=bfopen('Membrane+trimer.czi');
Reading series #1
..............................................
>> whos('stack')
Name

Size

stack

1x4

Bytes
60328810

Class

Attributes

cell

Checking the variable type of stack reveals that it is a cell array. Double-clicking it in the
Workspace pane, the four cells are displayed. Clicking on the first cell also reveals that the first 23
cells contain the 23 sections of the first channel, while the second 23 sections correspond to the
second color:

It is actually possible to extract the image stack from this cell array. The following combination of
commands extracts the 23 confocal sections corresponding to the first color:
>> stack_matlab=[stack{1}{1:23,1}];
>> stack_matlab=reshape(stack_matlab,[512 512 23]);

Interpretation of the first command: The first cell of stack is a cell array itself, and we are
extracting from this first cell the first 23 cells in the first column. The fact that we place this
expression in square brackets ensures that it will be extracted to an array.
Interpretation of the second command: the result of the first command is an array of size
512×11776. We need an array of size 512×512×23. Using the reshape command (see section 3.9),
we change the dimensionality of the array.
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In order to make using the bfopen command more user friendly, I have written a graphical user
interface-controlled program, openpicture, also available in the folder Chapter 12_Data. The
program is also available at the following internet address:
https://peternagyweb.hu/Matlab/openpicture/openpicture.p
openpicture automatically upgrades itself from the internet. It can open all image file formats
recognized by MATLAB, DipImage and BioFormats.
By typing ‘openpicture’ at the command prompt, the graphical user interface of the
program is displayed. Select ‘DipImage’ as the output type, browse to the file
‘Membrane+timer.czi’, and open it to two stacks corresponding to the two colors:

12.3. Displaying images
Before getting acquainted with the technical details of displaying images, it is mandatory to
understand the concept of mapping, i.e., how a certain pixel intensity is displayed. In a gray-scale
image, the displayed colors change from black through different shades of gray all the way to
white as the intensity increases. The displayed color of a pixel is determined by the range of the
display scale. In the figure below, a pixel intensity of 128 appears gray if the display intensity
ranges from 0 to 255 (0 – black, 255 – white). However, if the display intensity ranges between 0
and 4095, the same pixel value of 128 appears almost pitch black according to this second
mapping.
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In order to display an image stored as a dip_image variable, simply type the name of the variable,
and it will be shown in a figure window. Display the image ch3_dip:
>> ch3_dip
Displayed in figure 14

By default the image is displayed on a
scale ranging from 0 to 255. Since the
maximum value in this image is much
smaller than 255, the image appears dim.

You can change the display scale by selecting “Mappings” in the figure window. Several mapping
types are available:
-

linear: black and white corresponds to the lowest and highest intensities in the image, i.e.,
the display scale is adjusted so that it encompasses the whole intensity range in the image.
Such a linear-stretched display of the same image is shown in the figure below:
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-

Percentile stretch: black and white correspond to the 5th and 95th percentile of the
intensity values. This option stretches the display scale even more.

-

Log stretch: the logarithm of intensities determines the color of the pixels. This is useful
for displaying largely different intensities. The aim of this scale is similar to a
semilogarithmic scale, e.g., in flow cytometric plots.
Percentile stretch
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Log stretch

Now, let us experiment with displaying a 3D stack of images. Type ‘stack1_dip’ at the command
prompt. The image appears very bright. By clicking on a pixel in the image, you can display the
intensity of the selected pixel:
The intensity of the selected pixel is 1498.
The selected pixel is at position 245,366 in
the zeroth slice of the stack (stacks are
numbered from zero in an image stack
stored in a dip_image variable type). These
pieces of information are displayed in the
upper left corner (red oval). You can modify
the image display so that not so many pixels
are saturated by applying a linear-stretched
or a percentile stretched mapping.

Since this a 3D stack, it is often required to change the displayed slice, i.e., to move along the Z
axis. After selecting “Step through slices” under “Actions” (or pressing CTRL-O), you can move
between slices in different ways:
- Left-clicking and right-clicking on the image
increases or decreases, respectively, the number
of the currently displayed slice.
- You can also move the displayed slice by pressing
the left mouse button over the image and
dragging your mouse up and down.

In 3D image stacks, you can choose between global stretching or slice-by-slice stretching.
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If “Global stretch” is chosen under
“Mappings”, linear or percentile stretching
is applied globally, i.e., the maximum and
minimum of the whole image stack (in
linear stretching), or the 5th and 95th
percentile of the whole image stack (in
percentile stretching) is calculated, and
these determine the lowest and highest
values of the display scales. If “Global
stretch” is not chosen, the max-min or
5th/95th percentile values are calculated for
the displayed slice.

If you would like a mouse click to display pixel values again, i.e., to revert to the original
behavior, you have to click on “Pixel testing” under “Actions” in the figure window (or press CTRLI).
Displaying an image stored as a MATLAB numerical variable is performed differently. If
you simply type the name of the variable in such a case, the numerical values will be displayed in
the command window instead of the image in a figure window. In order to display the image, type
imshow(variable_name) at the command prompt, e.g., to display the image in variable
ch3_matlab:
>> imshow(ch3_matlab)
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You can change the display scale by providing a second input argument. The second input
parameter is a two-element vector specifying the lowest and highest values in the displayed
range.

>> imshow(ch3_matlab,[0 255]);

imshow(ch3_matlab,[prctile(ch3_matlab,5
,'all') prctile(ch3_matlab,95,'all')])

The example on the left stretches the display on an 8-bit scale, while the image on the left is
percentile stretched between the 5th and 95th percentile values. The figure window generated by
imshow is different from the one created by displaying a dip_image variable.
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 You can zoom and pan the
image by scrolling your mouse
wheel or dragging your mouse.
You can change the mouse
behavior by clicking on the icons
above the upper right corner of
the image (red rectangle).
 In order to display color
information, you have to click on
the second icon (blue in the red
rectangle), and click on a pixel.
The X and Y coordinates are
displayed alongside the color
code ([R, G, B] [1 1 1] in the
example on the left).
 To delete these data tips, right
click on them, and then select
“Delete current data tip” or
“Delete all data tips” from the
dropdown menu.
The RGB triplet specifies the color of a pixel, as explained in the figure below:

The first, second and third numbers in the RGB triplet specify the intensity of the red, green and
blue intensities, respectively, on a scale ranging between 0 and 255, or between 0 and 1. This
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latter convention is used in MATLAB. You can see how to interpret these triplets on the left side
of the figure, while the colorful cube on the right displays the corresponding colors. In MATLAB,
different shades of gray are specified by RGB triplets in which all three numbers are equal.
RGB triplet
Corresponding color
[0 0 0]
[0.25 0.25 0.25]
[0.5 0.5 0.5]
[0.75 0.75 0.75]
[1 1 1]
In order to display a slice of a 3D stack stored in a MATLAB numeric variable, you have to extract
the slice first, and then issue the imshow command:
>> imshow(stack_matlab(:,:,10));

12.4. Saving images
The imwrite function of MATLAB saves images to a file according to the following syntax:
imwrite(variable_to_write, filename_with_full_path, format);
‘format’ is the abbreviation of the image file format (‘bmp’, ‘tif’, ‘jpg’, ‘gif’ and ‘png’ specify the
corresponding image formats). Let us save the image in variable ch1_matlab into a file named
‘first_channel.tif’ as a TIFF file:
>> imwrite(ch1_matlab,'first_channel.tif','tif');

Saving of dip_image variables is performed by the writeim function according to the following
syntax:
writeim(variable_to_write, filename_with_full_path, format, compression);
The syntax of this command is almost identical to the previous one, except for


the format specifications. ‘tif’, ’jpeg’, and ‘gif’ are the allowed from among the widespread
image file formats. Furthermore, ‘icsv1’ and ‘icsv2’ are also accepted and specify ‘Image
Cytometry Standard’ file formats (version 1 and version 2). Such files can be handled by
professional image processing software tools, but not by most commercial photo/image
editors.



the last argument, compression. It is a Boolean variable, if it is ‘true’, the image will be
compressed in the file, if it is ‘false’, it will be saved without compression. Its default value
is ‘true’, so if it is not explicitly provided, the image will be compressed. In order to save
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the image in variable ch1_dip into a file named ‘first_channel.jpg’ as a JPG file, type the
following command:
>> writeim(ch1_dip,'first_channel.jpg','jpeg',0);

Both ‘imwrite’ and ‘writeim’ overwrite any previous file having the same name as specified in the
command.
You can also use the ‘writeim’ function from the graphical user interface of DipImage.

12.5. Simple arithmetic operations and statistical calculations with images
Simple arithmetic (+,–,*,/) and statistical operations on images are carried out with the same
commands and operators as with numbers. The need to cover these topics again stems from the
fact that these operators work somewhat differently on images stored as MATLAB numeric
variables or as dip_image variables.
The way in which arithmetic and statistical calculations are carried out with images stored
as MATLAB numerical variables is due to the fact that images are 2D, 3D or even higher
dimensional numerical arrays. If your intention is to carry out an arithmetic operation with two
images, you most likely want to add, subtract, multiply or divide the images on a pixel-by-pixel
basis, i.e., elementwise according to MATLAB terminology. Addition and subtraction are carried
out pixelwise or elementwise by definition. However, if you multiply or divide two images, stored
as MATLAB numerical variables, by each other using the ‘*’ and ‘/’, MATLAB will perform these
operations according to the rules of matrix multiplication or matrix division. Let us divide the level
of serine phosphorylation (ch2_matlab) by the level of tyrosine phosphorylation (ch3_matlab):
>> a=ch2_matlab/ch3_matlab;
>> imshow(a)
>> b=ch2_matlab./ch3_matlab;
>> imshow(b)
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>> a=ch2_matlab/ch3_matlab;

>> b=ch2_matlab./ch3_matlab;

>> imshow(a)

>> imshow(b)

The first result on the left is nonsense (if our intention was to carry out pixelwise division) since
the matrices were divided by each other according to the rules of matrix division. If the images
are to be multiplied or divided by each other, the elementwise multiplication (.*) or elementwise
division (./) operators are to be used.
The same principle applies to using statistical functions discussed in Chapter 4. These
functions will treat the images as multidimensional numerical arrays, and they will carry out the
operations along a certain dimension. Accordingly, if you issue the command mean(ch1_matlab),
the screen will be inundated with 1,024 numbers, the mean of every column in the numerical
array ch1_matlab. If you would like to calculate the mean, SD, maximum (or any other statistics)
for the whole image, you have to use the ’all’ modifier, or you can also use the ‘mean2’ and ‘std2’
functions to determine the mean and SD of the whole array (image):
>> mean(ch1_matlab,'all')
ans =
19.8497
>> std(ch1_matlab,[],'all')
ans =
35.8950
>> max(ch1_matlab,[],'all')
ans =
250

>> mean2(ch1_matlab)
ans =
19.8497
>> std2(ch1_matlab)
ans =
35.8950
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The situation is quite different if arithmetic or statistical operations are carried out with
dip_image variables. MATLAB will perform all arithmetic operations with dip_image variables
elementwise or pixelwise by default even without explicitly using the elementwise operators.
>> ch2_dip/ch3_dip
Displayed in figure 3

The same result would be obtained by
performing elementwise division:
>> ch2_dip./ch3_dip

Statistical calculations with dip_image variables are carried out with the whole image by
default.
>> mean(ch1_dip)
ans =
19.8497

The mean and SD of image ch1_dip returned by the ‘mean’ and
‘std’ function without any modifier are identical to results

>> std(ch1_dip)

produced after issuing the same commands for MATLAB numerical

ans =

variables in a more complicated way.

35.8950
>> max(ch1_dip)
ans =
250

12.6. Comparison of handling images stored as a MATLAB numerical variable or as a
dip_image variable
The table below summarizes the major differences of how images stored in the two different
variables types are handled by MATLAB:
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1. What happens when the
name of the variable is typed
at the command prompt?
2. How to carry out pixelwise
multiplication and division?
3. How to carry out statistical
calculations with the whole
image?
4. Meaning of the first and
second dimension

5. Indexing of pixel position

MATLAB numerical variable
The numerical array is
displayed in the command
window.
By explicitly using elementwise operators (.*, ./).
By instructing MATLAB to do
the calculation for the whole
array using the ‘all’ modifier.
1st dimension: row number (y
coordinate)
dimension:
column
2nd
number (x coordinate)
Beginning from 1 (MATLAB
default)

dip_image
The image is displayed in a
figure window.
Without the need to use
elementwise operators.
By issuing the statistical
function
without
any
modifier.
dimension:
column
1st
number (x coordinate)
2nd dimension: row number (y
coordinate)
Beginning from zero.

Ad 4.
Let us extract part of image ch1_matlab:

200

>> part_ch1_matlab=ch1_matlab(1:100,1:200);
>> part_ch1_dip=dip_image(part_ch1_matlab);

100

>> size(part_ch1_matlab)
ans =
100

200

>> size(part_ch1_dip)
ans =
200

100

The size of part_ch1_matlab, i.e., the MATLAB
numerical variable is 100×200 (number of rows ×
number of columns), but the order of the dimensions
is swapped in the dip_image variable.
When the images are displayed using the
appropriate commands, they look identical:
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The upper left corner of the image is
extracted.

dipshow(part_ch1_dip)

imshow(part_ch1_matlab,[min(part_ch1_matlab,[],'all'),max(part_ch1_matlab,[],'all')])

Ad 4 and 5:
If you would like to return the value of a single pixel from an image stored as a MATLAB numerical
array or as a dip_image, you have to index the pixels differently:

1, 2, …

300

1,
2, dimension 1
…
200

White: indexing according to MATLAB

0,
1, dimension 2
…
199

Yellow:

numerical variables.

dimension 2

0, 1, …

299

indexing

according

to

dip_image variables

dimension 1

>> ch1_matlab(200,300)

If you are interested in the value of pixel at position [200,

ans =
64
>> ch1_dip(299,199)

300] in a MATLAB numerical array, the corresponding
pixel in a dip_image is at position [299, 199].

ans =
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Scalar (grey-value) image:
Image of type dfloat
dimensionality 2
size 1x1
pixel size 1px x 1px
value 64

12.7. Image smoothing
Smoothing has already been discussed in Chapter 9, but it was only applied to one-dimensional
data sets. Smoothing is used in image processing for the same purpose, i.e., for noise reduction.
In this section, we are going to review what kind of functionalities MATLAB and DipImage provide
for smoothing images. Both MATLAB and DipImage obviously have much more functions
dedicated to smoothing, and this section intends to provide a very brief overview. We are going
to use the image stored in variables ch3_matlab and ch3_dip.
First, let us perform averaging with the image stored as a MATLAB variable. Performing
smoothing entails applying a filter to the image. A filter implementing moving averaging replaces
pixels with the mean of their neighborhood:

In the example above, a small image consisting of 55=25 pixels is shown, and the
numbers represent the pixel intensities. The image is smoothed with an average filter with a size
of 33, i.e., pixels are replaced by the average of their 33 neighborhood. In order to calculate
the average of these nine values, each number is multiplied by 1/9, so the filter, shown in pink in
the figure, consists of nine fields, with 1/9 in each field. After the filter calculates the smoothed
value of the current pixel, it moves to the next pixel:
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The MATLAB function imfilter is used for smoothing images. It requires two input arguments, the
image to be smoothed and the filter smoothing is performed with. The following lines of code
smooth the image with a moving average filter of size 55:
>> kernel=ones(5)/25;
>> s_ave_matlab=imfilter(ch3_matlab,kernel);
>> kernel2=ones(10)/100;
>> s2_ave_matlab=imfilter(ch3_matlab,kernel2);
>> montage({ch3_matlab,s_ave_matlab,s2_ave_matlab},'displayrange',[0
max(ch3_matlab,[],'all')])

ch3_matlab

s_ave_matlab

It can be seen that the smoothed
images are less noisy.
Furthermore, the larger the size of
the filter, the more smoothed
(less noisy) the image becomes.

s2_ave_matlab
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‘montage’ places images provided as a cell array (first input parameter) side-by-side. The modifier
'displayrange',[0 max(ch3_matlab,[],'all')]

tells MATLAB to adjust color scale of the

displayed intensities to the range between 0 and the maximum of the unsmoothed image.
Applying a moving average filter to a dip_image image is done with the ‘unif’ function
requiring three input parameters:
smoothed_image=unit(input_image, size_of_filter, shape_of_filter);


input_image: the image to be smoothed



size_of_filter: size of the filter specified as an integer



shape_of_filter: ‘rectangular’, ‘elliptic’ or ‘diamond’.

In order to smooth the image with a moving average, elliptic filter with a size of 5, issue the
following command:
>> s_ave_dip = unif(ch3_dip,5,'elliptic')

The command is also available in the graphical user interface of DipImage under ‘Filters’.

Median filtering of an image stored as a MATLAB numerical variable is performed with the
‘medfilt2’ function:
output=medfilt2(input,[m n]) performs median filtering of input, where each output pixel is
replaced by the median of the m-by-n neighborhood.
Median filtering of an image stored as a dip_image variable is carried out with the ‘medif’
function:
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output=medif(input, size_of_filter, shape_of_filter) performs median filtering of input. The
second and third input arguments are the same as explained for the ‘unif’ function. The following
two lines perform median filtering of ch3_matlab and ch3_dip.
>> s=medfilt2(ch3_matlab,[5 5]);
>> s2=medif(ch3_dip,5,'rectangular');

Gaussian filtering is very commonly used in image processing. It improves the major
shortcoming of an average filter, i.e., the removal of structures and edges from the image. A
Gaussian filter gives more weight to the pixel whose value is replaced by the weighted average of
its neighborhood. The weights are calculated according to a 2D normal (or Gaussian) distribution.
A

C

The probability density function of a
2D Gaussian distribution is shown in A.
Part B displays the probability density
function plotted as a density plot, and
its digital version. This Gaussian filter
is implemented by the same principle
as any other filter: it is placed on to
part of an image, and the central pixel
is replaced by the average of its
neighborhood weighted by the
Gaussian weights.

B

Since a Gaussian filter differs only by the filter values from an average filter, you can use
the imfilter function with a filter designed according to the figure above for Gaussian filtering of
an image stored as a MATLAB numerical variable. However, there is a dedicated command,
imgaussfilt, that prevents you from having to calculate the filter yourself.
output = imgaussfilt(input, sigma) filters the input image with a 2-D Gaussian filter with standard
deviation specified by sigma. The larger sigma is, the more smoothed the output image will be.
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For smoothing images stored as dip_image variables, you have to use the ‘gaussf’
command, which has the same syntax as the imgaussfilt command:
output = gaussf(input, sigma)
The following two lines of code perform Gaussian filtering of the sample images:
>> s3=imgaussfilt(ch3_matlab,2);
>> s4=gaussf(ch3_dip,2);

‘gaussf’ is also available in the graphical user interface of DipImage under ‘Filters’.

12.8. Segmentation, generating masks
During image analysis, it is essential to restrict evaluation of pixels to those areas that contain the
signal. Image segmentation is the process that classifies pixels by identifying what kind of object
or structure they belong to. Image segmentation produces an image in which integer pixel values
correspond to classes. The simplest such image is a binary image in which zeros and ones
correspond to the background and foreground, respectively. The foreground constitutes that area
of the image that is of interest. Foreground pixels with a value of binary one constitute a mask.
Generation of such masks is the aim during image segmentation since


logical indexing in MATLAB makes it possible to restrict analysis of a gray-scale image to
those pixels that are part of the mask



multiplication of a gray-scale image by the mask sets all pixels outside the foreground to
zero.

Due to the extremely large number of algorithms and recent developments in applying artificial
neural networks to image segmentation, it is impossible to cover the whole topic in a single
section of this tutorial. The aim of this section is to demonstrate some simple segmentation
procedures, which will be used in the next section for analyzing only certain parts of images.
Thresholding is probably the simplest image segmentation approach that assigns a one to
every pixel whose intensity is above a certain cutoff value. Thresholding rarely generates a mask
of high quality due to cell-by-cell variation in intensities of the same structure. Nuclear staining,
on the other hand, is typically amenable to segmentation by thresholding due to the good
separation of the background and the foreground (nuclei) in terms of their intensity. In order to
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choose the cutoff value, let us create a histogram of
ch1_matlab (nuclei stained by DAPI) as explained in
section 4.7, and adjust the range of the Y-axis:
>> histogram(ch1_matlab(:))
>> set(gca,'ylim',[0 1e4]);

The Y-axis range can also be changed using the dot
notation:
>> myAxis=gca;
>> myAxis.YLim=[0 1e4];

Background pixels, corresponding to the large peak at low intensities, and foreground pixels
constituting the other, wider peak are nicely separated. Let us choose the value at the valley
between the peaks as the cutoff for thresholding since it seems to separate the two peaks the
best.
>> nucmask=ch1_dip>25
Displayed in figure 2

ch1_dip (original DAPI image)

nucmask (segmented image)

It can be seen that this simple approach results in a perfect identification of nuclei. In a
binary dip_image, pixels with a value of 1 are shown in red.
It is sometimes required to analyze individual objects separately (in this case individual
nuclei). Labeling of a segmented image assigns a different pixel value to every noncontiguous
object in the image:
>> l_nucmask=label(nucmask,2)
Displayed in figure 12
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The second input argument of ‘label’ is connectivity. Connectivity specifies what can be
considered a neighbor of a pixel. In a 2D image, there are two distinct connectivities. ‘1’ and ‘2’
as the second argument of ‘label’ specifies a 4-connected and an 8-connected neighborhood,
respectively. If you omit the second input parameter, 8-connectivity will be used.

The result of the previous command is shown below:
In order to see this colorful
version of the image, Mapping
must be changed to ‘Labels’.
If you click on individual nuclei,
you will see that each and every of
them has a different value.

The command is available under ‘Segmentation’ in the graphical user interface of DipImage.
Thresholding and labeling can also be performed with images stored as MATLAB numeric
variables. The command ‘bwlabel’, having the same syntax as ‘label’, is used for this purpose:
>> l_nucmask2=bwlabel(ch1_matlab>25,8);
>> imshow(l_nucmask2)
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If you check the values of individual nuclei using Data Tips, you will see that the index of each
nucleus is different.
You can use a labeled image to analyze individual objects:
>> myNucleus=l_nucmask==46
Displayed in figure 6
>> mean(ch3_dip(myNucleus))
ans =
2.2267

binary image in which only the nucleus
with a label of 46 contains binary 1s.
myNucleus is used for logical indexing. The
command calculates the mean of those
pixels in ch3_dip to which binary 1s
correspond in myNucleus.

Another useful segmentation approach is the watershed algorithm. This approach virtually
pours water on to the contour of the cells, and it finds boundaries where water spills over
between the catchment basins.

Unaided watershed segmentation typically results in oversegmentation (identification of
boundaries even there where none exists) due to the noise present in images.
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Automatic watershed segmentation on
the left, and user-assisted watershed
segmentation on the right.

User assistance is provided by manually setting the positions at which water is poured on to the
surface. This approach is called manually-seeded or marker-controlled watershed segmentation.
Such algorithms are present in both MATLAB and DipImage, but placing the seeds (markers) is
challenging without a graphical user interface. The program ‘watershed_segment’ is a graphical
user interface-controlled implementation of the watershed algorithm for 2D images. In order to
test the program, load the image ‘A488-herceptin.tif’ from the folder ‘Chapter 12_Data’ into a
dip_image variable using the graphical user interface of DipImage:

You can also use command-line mode of ‘readim’:
a488 = readim('A488-herceptin.tif','');
Alternatively, you can also load the image using the ‘openpicture’ program.
Type watershed_segment at the command prompt, and the following graphical user interface will
be displayed:
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Provide the input image to be segmented in the
‘Input image (variable)’ text box, and leave
everything else as is, then click on ‘OK’.
Place seeds in every cell and follow the onscreen
instructions. If the quality of segmentation is not
appropriate, try smoothing the image with a
Gaussian filter, and then segment the smoothed
image.
Three different options are available under “Type
of output” (blue rectangle):
- Membranes are highlighted: background and
membrane pixels will be 0 and 1, respectively
- Cells are highlighted: Cells will be labeled by
different integers.
- Both: Both kinds of outputs are generated.
Seed positions can be exported, and previously
exported seed positions can be imported (green
rectangle).

Marker-controlled watershed segmentation generates nice membrane contours whose superior
quality becomes even more apparent if we compare them to what kind of a membrane mask can
be generated by thresholding. Thresholding generates even too thick membranes or omits
dimmer membranes depending on the cutoff chosen.

Seeds placed on
the image

Membranes in the
segmented image

Thresholding with a
high cutoff value
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Thresholding with a
low cutoff value

Manually-seeded watershed segmentation has also been implemented for 3D images in a
graphical user interface-controlled program available in the same folder. Type the name of the
program (watershed_segment3d) at the command prompt, and segment the 3D image
stack_matlab.
Specify the stack to segment, and choose
‘Both’ as ‘Type of output’, then press ‘OK’.

Place seeds in the 3D orthogonal view provided by the program according to the onscreen
instructions:
You can move between slices using the
scroll wheel of your mouse.
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The program can successfully identify cells and the intracellular space with the provided seeds:

Membranes (red) and the intracellular
space (colored objects) in the orthogonal
view of the program.

A slice of the segmented image.

12.9. Analyzing a region in an image based on a mask
In this section, you are going to analyze an image series in which fluorescence decays
exponentially due to photobleaching. You will have to segment the image to generate a
membrane mask, and evaluate the intensity of every image in the membrane mask. Finally, you
will plot the mean intensity in the mask as a function of time, add error bars, and fit an exponential
function to the extracted data.
1. Read the images: The sample image series can be found in the subfolder “Decay” in “Chapter
12_Data”. The files were saved in ICS format that consist of two files for each image. There are 50
images beginning with a name of ‘3000’ and ending with a name of ‘3049’. You can read an image
series with the DipImage command ‘readtimeseries’.
a = readtimeseries('3000.IDS','',[]);

-

1st input argument: name of the first file

-

2nd input argument: extension of the image files (optional)
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-

3rd input argument: range of files to be imported (optional). A two-member array with the
index of the first and last files.

The command is also available in the ‘File I/O’ menu of the graphical user interface of DipImage.

The command read the image series into a 3D image stack named ‘a’.
2. Smooth the image with a Gaussian filter with an SD of 2.
a=gaussf(a,[2 2 0]);

gaussf is also available in the ‘Filters’ menu of the graphical user interface of DipImage. What is
the reason for providing a 3-element vector for the SD parameter (2nd input argument)? The three
elements in the SD corresponding to the SD of the smoothing kernel in the X, Y and Z directions.
When smoothing is performed, pixel values are intermixed with each other. We would not like
pixels in different slices of the image to be intermixed with each other. Therefore, the SD of the
Gaussian to be used in smoothing is specified in 3D, and by setting the SD in the Z direction to 0,
we achieve that adjacent slices do not influence each other.
3. Correct for image shift in the time series. During long acquisitions in microscopy, the stage may
drift resulting in lateral displacement of cells. Use the ‘correctshift’ command of DipImage to
correct for this phenomenon.
[a,shift]=correctshift(a);

The command is also available in the ‘Manipulation’ menu in the graphical user interface of
DipImage. In the command line mode shown above, fewer parameters are specified than
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available in the graphical user interface. If a parameter is not provided, a default value is usually
assumed. ‘shift’ contains by how many pixels each slice was shifted in the X and Y directions.
4. Perform manually-seeded watershed segmentation to identify the membrane in the upper
right corner of the image.
a1=a(:,:,0);
watershed_segment;

The first command extract the first slice (with a Z index
of 0) from the dip_image stack, watershed_segment will
use this extracted slice. Increasing the number in the
field “How many times shall I dilate the membrane
image?” field will result in thickening of the membrane
contour. Positions of the seeds and the resultant
membrane mask are shown below.

First slice with the seeds

Membrane mask
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5. Calculate the mean intensity in every slice in pixels corresponding to the membrane mask in
variable m generated in the previous step. In order to determine the mean intensity in a slice in
pixels of the membrane, use logical indexing (section 3.3):
mean(a1(m))
ans =
116.2452

The command above calculates the mean of those pixels in a1 for which m contains a true (binary
1) value. Then, one could repeat the extracting procedure: extract the next slice, and determine
the mean of this slice, etc. In Chapter 13, we will learn how to write a loop to perform these tasks
iteratively, and return to this same problem again.
However, MATLAB provides an even more powerful way for achieving the same aim
without loops. It is always faster to use the matrix- and logical indexing capabilities of MATLAB
than resorting to using loops. Let us expand the membrane mask in variable m in the Z direction
so that its size matches the size of the stack to be analyzed. Stack a contains 50 slices, so we have
to repeat m 50-times along the 3rd dimension using the command repmat (see section 3.6):
m3d=repmat(m,[1 1 50]);

Then, calculate the mean of every slice for pixels in the membrane mask:
am=a*m3d; % this command sets all values in the image outside the mask to 0
decay=squeeze(double(sum(sum(am,[],1),[],2)))/sum(m);
calculates the sum along the 1st dimension
nd
converts it from
calculates the sum along the 2 dimension
dip_image to double

compresses singleton dimension, i.e., converts
the result from a size of 1×1×50 to 50×1.

Calculates the mean. Without
this command the sum of each
slice would be calculated.

From the complicated command above, you can see that


life is not simple 😊



the syntax of ‘sum’ applied to dip_image variables is somewhat different from when it is
used for MATLAB numerical variables. When applying it to dip_image variables, the
second argument is the weight. Providing an empty array as the second argument means
that each value is treated with the same weight, and the sum of the squared deviations
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from the mean is normalized by N-1 (N – number of elements). The same principle applies
to the ‘mean’ function applied to a dip_image variable.
One could also convert both the stack to be analyzed and the 3D membrane mask to a MATLAB
variable, and then calculate the mean of each slice from the MATLAB variables.
a_matlab=double(a);
m3d_matlab=double(m3d);
am_matlab=a_matlab.*m3d_matlab; % use explicit elementwise multiplication
decay=squeeze(sum(sum(am_matlab,1),2))/sum(m);

Interpretation of the last command is the same as the one applied to the dip_image variable, but
there is no need to specify the weight for the ‘sum’ function.
6. Calculate the SD of each slice for pixels in the membrane mask. The SD of the first slice can be
calculated as follows:
>> a1_matlab=double(a1);

Then, the sequence of these three commands could be

>> m_matlab=double(m);
>> std(a1_matlab(m_matlab==1))

repeated for each slice.

ans =
20.2143

Let us calculate the SDs for each slice in single command relying on the power of MATLAB.
>> amask_matlab=a_matlab(m3d_matlab==1); % extracts the membrane pixels from
the 3D stack. ‘m3d_matlab==1’ is required since m3d_matlab is not a logical
variable
>> size(amask_matlab) % amask_matlab is a 1D array, not a 3D array any more
ans =
138550

1

>> amask_matlab=reshape(amask_matlab,sum(m_matlab,'all'),50); % using reshape
we convert it to a 2D array. Each column (1st dimension) of the new array will
contain all the membrane pixels in a single slice of the original image
>> errors=squeeze(std(amask_matlab,[],1)); % determine the SD in the reshaped
array along the 1st dimension, i.e., for each pixel in a single slice of the
original image

7. Plot the decay with error bars placed on every 10th measurement.
>> t=1:50;
>> plot(t,decay);
>> hold on;
>> errorbar(t(1:10:50),decay(1:10:50),errors(1:10:50),'o');
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8. Fit an exponential function to the decay. Type ‘cftool’ at the command prompt to start the
Curve Fitting Toolbox, and then fit a double exponential function to the decay.
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12.10. Contrast stretching
It was discussed in Section 12.3 how to adjust the display range of an image to optimize how the
image looks. Those procedures did not modify the pixel values themselves. Contrast stretching,
on the other hand, optimizes the look of an image by modifying the pixel values themselves. Let
us display a dim image stored in variable ch3_dip, plot its histogram, and adjust its Y scale:
>> ch3_dip
Displayed in figure 1
>> diphist(ch3_dip) % the diphist function generates the histogram of a dip_image
variable
>> set(gca,'ylim',[0 1000])

If the ‘Mapping’ of the image window is adjusted to ‘Normal’, i.e., to a range between 0 and 255,
cells are hardly visible. Now, let us change the ‘Mapping’ of the window showing image ch3_dip
to ‘Percentile stretch’, which will adjust the display range to between the 5th and 95th percentile.
Next, let us generate another image in which the pixel values are changed:
>> s_dip=stretch(ch3_dip,5,95)

The command above contrast stretches ch3_dip so that the lowest pixel value in the output (0)
will be the 5th percentile of the input, and the largest pixel value (255) in the output will be the
95th percentile of the input. The ‘stretch’ command is also available in the ‘Point’ menu in the
graphical user interface of DipImage. If we put the window showing ch3_dip, with ‘Mapping’
adjusted to ‘Percentile stretch’, and the window showing s_dip, with ‘Mapping’ adjusted to
‘Normal’, the two images appear identical:
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However, if we plot the histogram of the two images, it is obvious that ch3_dip still has the original
histogram, while the histogram of s_dip is stretched indicating that the pixel values in this image
have been changed.

histogram of ch3_dip

histogram of s_dip

Contrast stretching of an image stored as a MATLAB numeric variable is performed by the
command ‘imadjust’.
>> ch3_matlab2=ch3_matlab/max(ch3_matlab,[],'all');
>> s_matlab=imadjust(ch3_matlab2,[prctile(ch3_matlab2,5,'all')
prctile(ch3_matlab2,95,'all')]);

The command above contrast stretches ch3_matlab between its 5th and 95th percentile values.
The output of this function ranges between 0 and 1. Putting images ch3_matlab and s_matlab
side-by-side will reveal that we have achieved the same effect as with the dip_image variable
above.
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>> subplot(1,2,1);imshow(ch3_matlab,[0 255]);subplot(1,2,2);imshow(s_matlab);

s_matlab

ch3_matlab

12.11. Generating color images
If microscopy images are recorded in several channels, it is often required to overlay the images
in different colors. This is achieved by the ‘joinchannels’ command of DipImage:
>> color_dip=joinchannels('rgb',ch2_dip,ch3_dip,ch1_dip)
>> Displayed in figure 10

The command above will overlay three images (ch1_dip, ch2_dip and ch3_dip) on each other
according to the RGB color space. The first, second and third image correspond to the red, green
and blue channel, respectively.
Although the color output image is supposed
to contain all three component colors, green
is not visible since the image in the green
channel (ch3_dip) is very dim.

When combining images into a color composite image, it is advisable to contrast stretch all of
them to ensure that all three colors are visible.
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>>
color_dip=joinchannels('rgb',stretch(ch2_dip,1,99),stretch(ch3_dip,1,99),stret
ch(ch1_dip,1,99))
Displayed in figure 14

Each color channel is contrast stretched between
the 1st and 99th percentile values of the original
images.

By adjusting the low and high percentile values in contrast stretching, it is possible to change the
strength of individual colors. If you would like to suppress pixels with a low intensity in a certain
channel, increase the low percentile:
>>
color_dip=joinchannels('rgb',stretch(ch2_dip,1,99),stretch(ch3_dip,1,99),stret
ch(ch1_dip,90,99))
Displayed in figure 2

This command eliminates pixels with low
intensity in the blue channel.
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>>
color_dip=joinchannels('rgb',stretch(ch2_dip,1,90),stretch(ch3_dip,1,99),stret
ch(ch1_dip,1,99))
Displayed in figure 3

This command amplifies the red signal, i.e., it
makes it appear brighter in the composite color
image.

The same effect can be achieved with images stored as MATLAB numeric variables as well. The
first example generates a color image without contrast stretching. In MATLAB, a 2D color image
is represented by a 3D matrix, in which the 3rd dimension corresponds to the RGB color values of
each pixel. The RGB values range between 0 and 1. A 3D color image has a 4th dimension
corresponding to the RGB values, etc.
>> color_matlab=zeros(1024,1024,3); % initializes the 3D array
>> color_matlab(:,:,1)=ch2_matlab/255; % red channel normalized to 1
>> color_matlab(:,:,2)=ch3_matlab/255; % green channel normalized to 1
>> color_matlab(:,:,3)=ch1_matlab/255; % blue channel normalized to 1
>> imshow(color_matlab)

Normalization to 1 is required since MATLAB represents color in the RGB color space by a triplet
of numbers ranging between 0 and 1.
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Green is absent from this image for the same
reason as for the dip_image variable.

In order to reveal all three colors in the image, the component images have to be contrast
stretched.
>> ch1_matlab2=ch1_matlab/max(ch1_matlab,[],'all'); % normalize each channel
to 1
>> ch2_matlab2=ch2_matlab/max(ch2_matlab,[],'all');
>> ch3_matlab2=ch3_matlab/max(ch3_matlab,[],'all');
>> s_matlab=cat(3,imadjust(ch2_matlab2,[prctile(ch2_matlab2,1,'all')
prctile(ch2_matlab2,99,'all')]),imadjust(ch3_matlab2,[prctile(ch3_matlab2,1,'a
ll')
prctile(ch3_matlab2,99,'all')]),imadjust(ch1_matlab2,[prctile(ch1_matlab2,1,'a
ll') prctile(ch1_matlab2,99,'all')]));
>> imshow(s_matlab)

The red, green and blue parts of the fourth
command contrast stretch the red, green and blue
channels, respectively.
The command ‘cat’ concatenates arrays along the
dimension specified by its first input parameter
(dimension 3 in the example above).
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13.

How to write a function in MATLAB

In the last two chapters of this course, we are going to discuss how to make your life easier by
putting the commonly used steps of your workflow together and write a simple script (macro) or
a program (function). The aim is to teach you the most basic building blocks of a program that
could help you get started in writing simple MATLAB applications. In Chapter 7 live scripts have
already been discussed. A live script is a sequence of commands with the generated output (text
and graphical) saved in a file. A script is also a sequence of commands, but if you save your script,
only the commands themselves will be saved. In order to demonstrate the application of scripts,
let us generate a time scale in the command window and assign it to variable t:
>> t=0:0.1:10;

Now, open the MATLAB Editor by clicking on “Script”
under “New”.

In the editor window, type the following two lines of code:

Click on “Save”, and save the script as “first_script.m”. ‘m’ is the extension associated with
MATLAB scripts and functions. Now, you can run the script by typing “first_script” at the
command prompt, or by pressing the ‘Run’ button at the top of the Editor window (similar to how
a Live Script can be executed):
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What do we learn by observing what happened?
 A graph has been generated, but this graph is not part of the script, as opposed to a live script.
 Variables in the MATLAB workspace are also available in the script, e.g., the script knows what
variable t is although it was not defined in the script itself.
 Any variable generated by the script, e.g., variable a, appears in the MATLAB workspace.
The last two points show that a MATLAB script does not generate its own environment. Therefore,
you do not have to pass variables to the script and variables generated in the script are readily
available outside the script in MATLAB. While this feature may seem advantageous, it has severe
shortcomings as well:
 You cannot customize with which variables the script performs the intended calculations
without changing the script.
 Especially in complicated tasks, there can be many variables that are used temporarily by your
script, and you would not like these variables to appear in the MATLAB workspace and
potentially overwrite variables with the same name.

13.1. Defining a function in MATLAB
MATLAB functions get around the problems mentioned at the end of the previous section. You
can generate a function by clicking on “Function” under “New”.
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You can also generate a function by clicking on
“Script”, but then you have to type the components
of the function yourself.

The following editor window is generated after clicking on “Function” revealing the major
components of a function:

The first line of the function has to begin with word ‘function’. The name of the function is
currently ‘untitled4’. The variables preceding in square brackets, [outputArg1, outputArg2],
preceding the function name are the outputs of the function, i.e., the variables the function will
return to the MATLAB workspace (or to the function calling this function). The variables in round
brackets after the function name, (inputArg1, inputArg2) are the input parameters of the
function, which have to be provided when calling the function. Anything after a ‘%’ until the end
of the line is a comment, it is automatically displayed in green, and it is not executed.
Let us write the following function into the editor window:
function a = first_function(t,tau1,tau2)
a=exp(-t/tau1)+exp(-t/tau2);
plot(t,a);
end
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The function calculates a double-exponential decay, assigns it to variable a, plots the exponential
decay as a function of time, and returns the exponential decay (variable a). The function takes
three input arguments, the time scale and the two lifetimes corresponding to the exponential
decay. Save the function. The file into which the function is saved has to have the same name as
the function, in the example above, the file has to be named ‘first_function.m’. Run the function
by issuing the following command at the command prompt:
i=first_function(t,2,7);

If the function call does not end with a semicolon,
the function output will be displayed at the
command prompt.

Input parameters of the function.
t – time scale defined earlier
2,7 – two lifetimes corresponding to the two components of
the exponential decay
The variable that is named ‘a’ within the function will be assigned to
variable ‘i’ in the MATLAB workspace. There will be no variable ‘a’
generated outside the function in the MATLAB workspace.

After the command is executed, a plot is generated, and the exponential decay is returned to the
MATLAB workspace in variable i. Let us write another function to demonstrate variable scope,
i.e., in which part of the program certain variables can be used and referenced. The code will
demonstrate that you can define functions within another function in MATLAB. There will be two
functions in the program, the main function named ‘second_function’, and another one named
‘calculateDecay’. ‘calculateDacay’ is a nested function since it is completely contained within its
parent function ‘secondFunction, i.e., between the function declaration of ‘secondFunction’ and
the closing ‘end’. All variables available in the parent function are also available in the nested
function, but local variables defined in the nested function are not available in the parent
function.
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function [aIndividual,a]=second_function(t,tau)
tauArray=[tau 2*tau 3*tau];
defines three lifetimes
aIndividual=zeros(numel(t),3);
initializes the output array
aIndividual(:,1)=calculateDecay(tauArray(1));
(see section 3.6)
aIndividual(:,2)=calculateDecay(tauArray(2));
calls
the
nested function 3-times to
aIndividual(:,3)=calculateDecay(tauArray(3));
calculate an exponential decay
a=sum(aIndividual,2);
plot(t,aIndividual(:,1));
It could be done with a loop.
hold on;
calculates the sum of the three terms
plot(t,aIndividual(:,2)); plots the results
plot(t,aIndividual(:,3));
plot(t,a);
function decay=calculateDecay(tauLocal)
decay=exp(-t/tauLocal);
end
end

The nested function. Although it requires two variables, the time scale and the time constant,
only the time constant has to be provided, since ‘t’ is available in the nested function as well
because it is a variable in the parent function. Such variables with a global scope are labeled
in green by MATLAB. Refencing variable ‘decay’ outside the nested function would result in
an error message since ‘decay’ is a local variable defined in the nested function.
Execute the function using the following command:
[iSingle,iTot]=second_function(t,3);

The function returns two output parameters that
will be named ‘iSingle and ‘iTot’ in the MATLAB
workspace. They correspond to the output variables
named ‘aIndividual’ and ‘a’ in the function.
Furthermore, the function also generates a plot
shown on the left.

If you do not need all the output variables returned by a function, you can call the function
with fewer output variables than the number of variables the function can return. You can use
the ‘~’ sign as a placeholder for the variables you do not need:
iSingle=second_function(t,3); % only the first output of the function is used
[~,iTot]=second_function(t,3); % only the second output of the function is used

Functions can not only be defined in a nested way. When writing nested functions, it is
required to end the function by explicitly writing the ‘end’ statement at the end of the function.
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If you do not explicitly state the end of the function, but the function ends where another function
begins or at the end of the whole code, your functions are defined in a non-nested way. Let us
modify our previous code so that it no longer contains nested functions:
function [aIndividual,a]=third_function(t,tau)
tauArray=[tau 2*tau 3*tau];
aIndividual=zeros(numel(t),3);
aIndividual(:,1)=calculateDecay(tauArray(1));
aIndividual(:,2)=calculateDecay(tauArray(2));
aIndividual(:,3)=calculateDecay(tauArray(3));
a=sum(aIndividual,2);
plot(t,aIndividual(:,1));
hold on;
plot(t,aIndividual(:,2));
plot(t,aIndividual(:,3));
plot(t,a);
function decay=calculateDecay(tauLocal)
decay=exp(-t/tauLocal);
%end
%end

The function has
been renamed.

The ‘end‘ statement has been
removed from the end of the
function calculateDecay.

The ‘end‘ statement has been removed from the end
of the parent function.

If you run the function, you will receive an error message:
>> [iSingle,iTot]=third_function(t,3);
Unrecognized function or variable 't'.
Error in third_function>calculateDecay (line 15)
decay=exp(-t/tauLocal);
Error in third_function (line 4)
aIndividual(:,1)=calculateDecay(tauArray(1));

MATLAB tells us that it does not recognize variable ‘t’. ‘calculateDecay’ is not a nested function
any more, therefore only variables passed to it as input arguments or variables defined within the
function are recognized by it. Therefore, you have to explicitly pass variable ‘t’ to ‘calculateDecay’:
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function [aIndividual,a]=third_function(t,tau)
tauArray=[tau 2*tau 3*tau];
aIndividual=zeros(numel(t),3);
aIndividual(:,1)=calculateDecay(tauArray(1),t);
aIndividual(:,2)=calculateDecay(tauArray(2),t);
aIndividual(:,3)=calculateDecay(tauArray(3),t);
a=sum(aIndividual,2);
plot(t,aIndividual(:,1));
hold on;
plot(t,aIndividual(:,2));
plot(t,aIndividual(:,3));
plot(t,a);
function decay=calculateDecay(tauLocal,t)
decay=exp(-t/tauLocal);

Now ‘t’ is a variable passed to
‘calulcateDecay’. ‘t’ within the
function ‘calculateDecay’ is a local
variable.

Now, you can execute the function with the same command without any error message.
In order to demonstrate variable scope in non-nested functions, write and save the
following program:
function fourth_function(a)
result1= add2(a);
message1=[num2str(a),'+2=',num2str(result1),newline];
a=a+2;
result2= multiplyWith2(a);
message2=[num2str(a),'*2=',num2str(result2)];
disp([message1 message2]);
function result=add2(numberIn)
a=2;
result=numberIn+a;
function result=multiplyWith2(a)
result=a*2;

Although ‘a’ is also used
as a local variable in
function ‘add2’, ‘a’ in this
line has not been
influenced by function
‘add2’.

This declaration of ‘a’ is local, and will not
overwrite ‘a’ in any other function in the
program.
These are also local variables of the respective
functions. You can give such a variable a
unique name, e.g., ‘numberIn’, that does not
exist anywhere else in the program. But you
can also name it ‘a’. This ‘a’ will be a local
variable, different from any ‘a’ in other
functions in the program.

By executing the function, we obtain the following results:
>> fourth_function(20)
20+2=22
22*2=44

Besides the explanations shown in the figure above, three lines of code are worthy of further
discussion:
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message1=[num2str(a),'+2=',num2str(result1),newline]
…
message2=[num2str(a),'*2=',num2str(result2)];
disp([message1 message2]);

The first line generates the first part of the message by a concatenating a character array (‘+2=’)
with two numbers converted to character arrays by the ‘num2str’ function. The line ends with
the ‘newline’ command that inserts a newline character at the end. The second line generates
the second part of the message, whereas the third one displays the result using the ‘disp’ function.
[message1 message2] puts the two character arrays side-by-side.
There is another way of defining functions in MATLAB. An anonymous function is a
function that is not stored in a program file, but is associated with a variable. Consequently, the
function will be displayed in the MATLAB workspace if it is defined in the command window.
However, you can also define an anonymous function in another, regular function. In such a case,
the anonymous function will be local to the function in which it is defined. Anonymous functions
are typically used for performing relatively simple calculations. Let us define three such
anonymous functions in the command window:
>> powerSeries=@(x) [x x^2 x^3 x^4];
>> hypotenuse=@(a,b) sqrt(a^2+b^2)
>> hypotenuse =
function_handle with value:
@(a,b)sqrt(a^2+b^2)
overtoneFreq=@(a) sin(a*t/max(t)*2*pi);

Color-coded interpretation of different parts of the function declaration:


name of the function



input variables of the function written after an ‘@’ sign in parentheses



declaration of the operations carried out with the input variables by the function



if you close the function declaration with a semicolon, nothing is displayed; otherwise, the
function handle will be displayed.
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>> ps=powerSeries(2)
ps =
2

4

>> hypotenuse(10,20)
ans =
22.3607
>> a=overtoneFreq(3);
>> plot(t,a)

8

 ’powerSeries(2)’ calculates the powers of its input,
and assigns it to the variable ps. As opposed to
functions saved to a file, an anonymous function
16
can generate only one output.
 ‘hypotenuse(10,20)’ calculates the hypotenuse of
a right-angled triangle according to the
Pythagorean theorem. The function requires two
inputs, the two legs of the triangle.
 ‘a=overtoneFreq(3)’ calculates three sine periods.

Let us take another look at the command a=overtoneFreq(3). You can see that the function
used two variables, t and a, but only one of them, a, is passed to it. The other variable, t, is defined
as a constant in the function. When the function was defined, t was already present in the
MATLAB workspace, and the function was defined with this value of t. Whenever the function is
executed, it will use this value of t, independent of whether t has changed in the meantime.
Another point to consider is the scope of variable a. Function ‘overtoneFreq’ uses variable a, but
in the command a=overtoneFreq(3), the result of the function is also assigned to variable a.
These two variables exist in different environments:
overtoneFreq=@(a) sin(a*t/max(t)*2*pi);
a=overtoneFreq(3);

13.2. Returning variables to and importing variables from the MATLAB workspace: evalin
and assignin
Besides providing input as input arguments, function can directly access variables in the MATLAB
workspace using the ‘evalin’ command.
Variable ‘a’ in the 1st line is a local variable of the function, it does not interfere with ‘a’ in the
second line that is a variable in the MATLAB workspace.
output=evalin('base',expression);

The previous command evaluates the ‘expression’ in the ‘base’ workspace of MATLAB, i.e., the
workspace available to the command prompt, and returns it to the variable ‘output’.
The command ‘assignin’ can assign a certain value to a variable in the base workspace
from within any function.
assignin('base',’variable_name’,value);
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The previous command assigns ‘value’ to the variable ‘variable_name’ in the base workspace. In
order to test how these commands work, create the following function:
function directAccess
b=evalin('base','a');
disp(['Variable is now imported, b=',num2str(b)]);
c=2*b;
assignin('base','exported_c',c);

Assuming variable ‘a’ exists in the base workspace, the program will import it, and exports twice
its value back into the base workspace under the name ‘exported_c’. Such import or export of
variables may be useful if you would like to enable the user to determine the name of the
imported or exported variable during running a program.

13.3. User input to a program
Graphical user interfaces, to be discussed in the following chapter, provide different ways for the
user to give input to a program. The input command asks for input at the command prompt
according to the following syntax:
x=input(prompt);

where ‘x’ is the variable in which the user’s input will be stored, and ‘prompt’ is the text that is
going to be displayed. According to this syntax, MATLAB evaluates the expression entered by the
user. Enter the following lines of code at the command prompt:
>> a=10;
>> b=input('How many files should I read?')
How many files should I read?20
b =
20
>> whos('b')
Name
Size
Bytes Class
b
0x0
0 double
>> b=input('How many files should I read?')
How many files should I read?a
b =
10
>> b=input('How many files should I read?')
How many files should I read?aa
Error using input
Unrecognized function or variable 'aa'.
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If a number is entered, ‘b’ will be
a numerical variable.

MATLAB interprets the input, and
since ‘a’ is a variable, ‘b’ will
assume the value of ‘a’.
Interpretation of ‘aa’ is not
possible leading to an error
message.

You can enter mathematical expressions, like sin(a) or pi/10, at the prompt, and MATLAB will try
to evaluate these expressions. If you enter the ‘Return’ key without entering anything, ‘input’
returns an empty variable. If you would like to prevent MATLAB from interpreting the entered
text as an expression, use the following syntax:
x=input(prompt,’s’);

Test how the input command works with the ‘s’ modifier:
>> b=input('What is your name?\n','s')
What is your name?
Peter
b =
'Peter'

As you can see, ‘b’ is now a character array.
‘\n’ adds a newline character at the end of
the prompt making it more convenient to
read.

13.4. Conditional expressions
Conditional expression generate a branching point in the program, i.e., such a program segment
that is only executed if a certain condition is met. The simplest syntax of the function looks like
this:
if condition
code executed if condition is true
end

Condition results in a Boolean true or false.
The code is executed if condition is true.
The code executed must be closed with an
‘end’ statement.

Let us write a simple function that decides if the input is an even number:
function fifth_function(a)
if round(a)==a
disp('Input is an integer');
end

It makes the program easier to read if the code
executed if the condition is true is indented.

‘==’ is the relational operator checking for equality of numbers. ‘=’ is used for assigning a value to
a variable. Consult section 3.3 for other relational operators. In order to compare character arrays
or strings, use the strcmp function (section 3.7b).
You can also write the whole if-segment in a single line, but the code is probably easier to interpret
with the previous writing style:
function fifth_function(a)
if round(a)==a,disp('Input is an integer');end

Executing the function with an even number as an input results a brief statement at the command
prompt:
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>> fifth_function(2)
Input is an integer

You can also write a program in which a code is executed if the condition is true, whereas another
code segment is executed if the condition is false according to the following syntax:
if condition
code executed if condition is true
else
code executed if condition is false
end

Let us rewrite the previous function in the following way:
function fifth_function(a)
if round(a)==a
disp('Input is an integer');
else
disp('Input is not an integer');
end

This code will also inform us if the input is not an integer:
>> fifth_function(2.2)
Input is not an integer

You can generate even more branches of the program, as exemplified by the following code:
function fifth_function(a)
if round(a)==a
disp('Input is an integer');
elseif a>10
disp('Input is a fraction that is larger than 10');
else
disp('Input is fractional number less than 10');
end

Executing the code with three different inputs generates the following outputs:
>> fifth_function(20)
Input is an integer
>> fifth_function(2.2)
Input is fractional number less than 10
>> fifth_function(12.2)
Input is a fraction that is larger than 10

It can be seen that in a single if-elseif-else segment, only a single branch is executed, the first one
that results in a true value.
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function fifth_function(a)
if round(a)==a
code 1
This code is executed if a is an integer.
elseif a>10
This code is executed if the previous one was not executed, i.e., if
code 2
an integer, but it is larger than 10.
else
code 3
This code is executed if none of the previous ones were executed,
end

a is not
i.e., if a

is not an integer and it is not larger than 10.

The conditions tested by the ‘if’ or ‘elseif’ statements can be the result of Boolean operations
generated by the ‘&’ (AND) or ‘|’ (OR) operators. However, in such a conditional operation, ‘&&’
and ‘||’ are used as shown in the following example.
function sixth_function(a,b)
if (a==round(a) && b==round(b)) || (a~=round(a) && b~=round(b))
disp('Both inputs are integers or both of them are fractions');
end

A double && operator exhibits short-circuiting behavior:
if condition 1 && condition2

In the above line, condition2 is not evaluated if condition1 is false (since the result of the AND
operation cannot be true if the first condition is false).
if condition 1 & condition2

In the above code, both conditions are evaluated.
The same principle holds for the ‘||’ operator:
if condition 1 || condition2

In the code above, the second condition is not evaluated if condtion1 is true (since the result of
the OR operation will be true independent of the result of the second condition).
Let us look at the ‘if’ line:
if (a==round(a) && b==round(b)) || (a~=round(a) && b~=round(b))

true if both a and b are integer

true if both a and b are a fraction

true if any of the conditions above is true
Like in arithmetic operations, the parentheses determine the order or precedence of the
operations. Accordingly, the program produces the following outputs:
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>> sixth_function(5,6)
Both inputs are integers or both of them are fractions
>> sixth_function(5,2.2)
>> sixth_function(5.2,2.2)
Both inputs are integers or both of them are fractions

If there are many conditions tested, it is sometimes more convenient to use the switch-caseotherwise structure:
switch variable
case value1
code executed if variable==value1
case value2
code executed if variable==value2
case {value3,value4}
code executed if variable==value3 OR variable==value4
otherwise
code executed if variable is not equal to any of the values tested
end

The variable whose values are tested is specified after the switch statement, and the possible
values are listed after the case commands. The expression after ‘case’ cannot include relational
operators (like ‘&’, ‘|’) or comparisons (like ‘>’, ‘<’). If you would like a certain code to be executed
upon multiple values of the variable, put these values of the variable in curly brackets. If none of
the comparisons by the ‘case’ segments results in a TRUE value, the optional segment defined by
‘otherwise’ is executed. Like the if-elseif-else structure, the switch-case-otherwise structure also
only executes the first branch in which the variable is equal to the value displayed after the
corresponding ‘case’ command.
Let us write and save the following function to show how the switch-case-otherwise
structure works:
function seventh_function(style,year)
switch style
case 'formal'
message1='Respected student';
case 'colloquial'
message1='Hey bro';
otherwise
return; % the function terminates.
end
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switch year
case 1
message2='a freshman';
case 2
message2='getting closer to the defence';
case {3,4}
message2='counting down till the defence';
otherwise
message2='overdue';
end
disp([message1,', you are ',message2]);

The function expects two input arguments. The first one has to be a character array or a string,
and it is tested by the first switch-case-otherwise structure. You can see that the case expressions
contain the possible values of the variable in single quotes. If the first input is neither ‘formal’,
nor ‘colloquial’, the function is terminated by the ‘return’ command. The second input parameter
is numeric, and it is the number of years for which a student has been doing his/her PhD studies.
Depending on the second input, the program composes the second part of its judgement. The
final line of the code compiles the message to be displayed. Test the program at the command
prompt:
>> seventh_function("formal",1)
Respected student, you are a freshman
>> seventh_function('colloquial',5)
Hey bro, you are overdue

13.5. Loops
Besides conditional expressions, loops constitute the foundation of programming. A loop is a
program segment that is repetitively executed. There are two major types of loops in MATLAB:


a loop that is executed a given number of times, implemented by the for command



a loop whose repeated execution depends on a variable that is checked upon every
execution of the loop. This kind of loop is implemented by the while command.

Syntax of the for command is the following:
for variable=array_of_values
code executed for each array element
end
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The code, written in green, is executed for each element of the array (orange). Arrays are defined
according to MATLAB syntax using the colon operator (section 3.6). Create a live script, and

first loop

clear('b',’i’);
tic
for i=1:100000
b(i)=i^2;
end
toc

second loop

clear('b',’i’);
tic
b=zeros(1,100000);
for i=1:100000
b(i)=i^2;
end
toc

third “loop”

execute the following code:

clear('b');
tic
b=(1:100000).^2;
toc

clears variables b and i
starts the stop watch
loops through every element of i
calculates the square of each element of i
a ‘for’ loop must be closed by an ‘end’ statement
stops and displays the stop watch

initializes the array for faster loop execution

the “MATLAB-way” of executing an array operation

Execution of the code displays the time required for calculating the square of integers between 1
and 100,000 by the three different realizations:
Elapsed time is 0.018518 seconds.
Elapsed time is 0.003096 seconds.
Elapsed time is 0.001631 seconds.

The fold-differences are significant, and it is obvious that


initializing an array, i.e., preallocating memory for storing the whole array, speeds up loop
execution



relying on the matrix-processing power of MATLAB allows even faster execution.

Insert a section break into the live script, and enter the following code to demonstrate how to
nest loops and how else one can define the array to loop through:
for i=6:-2:0
for j=[1 2]
disp([num2str(i),'*',num2str(j),'=',num2str(i*j)])
end
end
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‘i’ will assume the following values: 6, 4, 2, 0. For each value of ‘i’, ‘j’ will assume a value of 1 and
2. So altogether, the ‘disp’ command is executed 8-times. Run the current section of the live script
only by clicking on ‘Run Section’:
6*1=6
6*2=12
4*1=4
4*2=8
2*1=2
2*2=4
0*1=0
0*2=0

Sometimes it is impossible to determine in advance how many times a loop is to be executed. In
such a case, you can use the while loop structure in MATLAB.
while expression_to_be_evaluated
code executed as long as expression_to_be_evaluated is true
end

Enter the following lines into a script, which contains a short program asking the user to enter a
prime number. The loop is executed maximum 10 times, and loop execution is terminated if the
number of iterations is larger than 10 or if the user entered a prime number. Save and run the
script:
i=1;
b=0;
disp('Tell me a prime number. You have 10 attempts.')
while i<=10 && ~isprime(b)
b=input('What is your guess?\n');
i=i+1;
end



In a while loop, it is required to manually initialize and increment the variable counting
the number of times the loop has been executed (line 1 and line 4).



Since the condition is checked at the beginning of the loop, variable ‘b’ has to be initialized
before the loop, i.e., variable ‘b’ must exist when isprime(b) is first executed. Otherwise,
isprime(b) would result in an error message. (The isprime function returns a true if its
argument is a prime number.) Variable ‘b’ has to be initialized with a non-prime number
so that ~isprime(b) returns a true, and the loop is executed at least once. This a limitation
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of MATLAB due to the fact that the condition can only be checked at the beginning of the
loop using the ‘while’ command.
There are two useful commands that modify how either a for loop or a while loop is executed.
The continue command skips the remaining commands and a new iteration begins (if the
condition evaluated is true). The break command exits the loop. Create a new script, enter the
following code, save the script and run it:
for i=1:10
if i==3
break;
end
disp(i);
end
disp('Second loop');
for i=1:10
if i==3
continue;
end
disp(i);
end

The first loop will display numbers 1 and 2 only, while the
second one will display all numbers up to 10 except for 3.

Let us write a somewhat more complicated program to demonstrate how the execution of a while
loop can be modified by ‘continue’ and ‘break’. Create another new script, enter the following
code, save and run it:
i=0;
Besides ‘\n’, another way of placing
yourPrimeNumbers=zeros(5,1);
a newline character at the end.
numErrors=0;
while i<5
i=i+1;
temp=input(['Tell me a prime number, round ',num2str(i),newline]);
if ~isprime(temp)
‘isprime’ returns TRUE for a prime number.
numErrors=numErrors+1;
if numErrors>1
disp('Too many mistakes');
break;
If the number of mistakes is more than one, the
end
loop will not be executed any more due to the
continue;
break command.
end
disp('You are clever.');
Because of the ‘continue’ command, this part of
yourPrimeNumbers(i)=temp;
end
the code is not evaluated for non-prime numbers.

While the ‘break’ and ‘continue’ commands are useful, their application can make the code more
difficult to read, and in most cases, they can be eliminated by if-else commands. In a new version
of the previous code, ‘continue’ is replaced by the ‘else’ branch of an if-else structure:
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i=0;
yourPrimeNumbers=zeros(5,1);
numErrors=0;
while i<5
i=i+1;
temp=input(['Tell me a prime number, round ',num2str(i),newline]);
if ~isprime(temp)
numErrors=numErrors+1;
if numErrors>1
disp('Too many mistakes');
break;
end
else
disp('You are clever.');
yourPrimeNumbers(i)=temp;
end
end

13.6. Basic file operations: selecting a file or a folder and getting folder contents (uigetfile,
uiputfile, uigetdir, dir)
While getting user input with a graphical user interface will be discussed in Chapter 14, prompting
the user for selecting files or a directory will be explained here since these commands will be used
for practicing the basic programming skills learned so far.
a. uigetfile, uiputfile
The commands ‘uigetfile’ and ‘uiputfile’ open a file selection dialog box for returning the path to
an existing file for opening it (uigetfile), or for specifying the path to a new file for creating it
(uiputfile). The syntax of the two commands are completely identical (except for their name),
and it will be only described for uigetfile.
>> [filename,pathToFile]=uigetfile
filename =
'MATLAB for All Beginners_Peter Nagy.docx'
pathToFile =
'D:\Peter\Oktatás\Biofizika\Lectures\Matlab For All Beginners\'

Without any input parameters, ‘uigetfile’ opens the default file selection dialog in the current
folder, and the file selected by the user and the path to it are returned. If you click on ‘Cancel’ in
the dialog box, both returned variables will be equal to 0. You can customize the dialog box by
providing input parameters:
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>> [filename,pathToFile]=uigetfile('*.docx','Select a Word file','d:\Temp')
filename =
'MATLAB for All Beginners_Peter Nagy.docx'
pathToFile =
'D:\Temp\'

The first input argument specifies what kind of files can be selected, the second one defines the
title of the dialog box and the third one specifies the folder whose content of the dialog will show.
If you provide a cell array of characters as the first input parameter, the user will be able to select
what kind of files to choose.
>>

[filename,pathToFile]=uigetfile({'*.docx','DOCX

file';'*.doc','DOC

file';'*.*','All files'},'Select a Word file','d:\Temp')

You can also see that you can provide a description for every file type by specifying the file types
as a two-column cell array:
{extension_of_first_file_type},

{description_of_first_file_type};

{extension_of_second_file_type},

{description_of_second_file_type};

You can provide fourth and fifth input parameter specifying that multiple files can be selected:
>>

[filename,pathToFile]=uigetfile({'*.docx';'*.doc'},'Select

a

Word

file','d:\Temp','multiselect','on')
filename =
1×2 cell array
{'MATLAB For All Beginners_Outline.docx'}

{'MATLAB for All Beginners_Peter

Nagy.docx'}
pathToFile =
'D:\Temp\'

If multiple files can be chosen, the files are returned as a cell array.
b. uigetdir
The ‘uigetdir’ command opens a folder selection dialog:
>> selectedPath=uigetdir
selectedPath =
'D:\Temp'

Clicking on ‘Cancel’ in the dialog returns 0 as the selected folder.
You can specify the folder to be displayed first and the title of the dialog according to the following
syntax:
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>> selectedPath=uigetdir('d:\Temp','Select a folder')
selectedPath =
'D:\Peter'

MATLAB recognizes the type of the first input argument, and if you would like to specify only the
title of the dialog box without specifying the folder location to open, you can provide the prompt
text as the first input parameter:
>> selectedPath=uigetdir('Select a folder')
selectedPath =
'D:\Temp'

c. dir
You can use the ‘dir’ command to list folder contents:
>> files=dir('d:\Temp')
files =
4×1 struct array with fields:
name
folder
date
bytes
isdir
datenum

In the absence of any input parameter, the command returns the contents of the current folder.
The file list is returned as a structure array:

The first two elements of the structure array are not actual files, but the current folder (‘.’) and
the parent folder (‘..’). In order to display the first real file, type the following command:
>> files(3).name
ans =
'MATLAB For All Beginners_Outline.docx'

You can use the following command to extract the names of all files:
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>> fileNamesOnly={files(3:4).name}
fileNamesOnly =
1×2 cell array
{'MATLAB

For

All

Beginners_Outline.docx'}

{'MATLAB

for

All

Beginners_Peter Nagy.docx'}

If you have the folder of a file, e.g., from the uigetdir command or the ‘folder’ field of the result
of ‘dir’, and the file name, and you would like to put them together to build a file name with the
full path, you have two options:
>> nameWithPath=[files(3).folder filesep files(3).name]
nameWithPath =
'd:\Temp\MATLAB For All Beginners_Outline.docx'
>> nameWithPath=fullfile(files(3).folder,files(3).name)
nameWithPath =
'd:\Temp\MATLAB For All Beginners_Outline.docx'

In the first example, the full file access path is built from its constituents as a regular character
array. ‘filesep’ is the file separator character for your operating system (‘/’ or ‘\’). In the second
example, the ‘fullfile’ command automatically inserts the default file separator in between the
strings specified as its input parameters.

13.7. Revisiting the photobleaching evaluation problem
With some programming skills in our hands, let us revisit the problem of evaluating the decay of
fluorescence in a series of images from section 12.9. The following program performs the same
evaluation steps as those performed previously, i.e., it


reads the image series, in this case, from a folder interactively selected by the user using
‘uigetdir’



corrects them for lateral shift



smooths them using a Gaussian filter



defines a membrane mask using manually-seeded watershed segmentation



and calculates the mean and SD of pixels in the membrane mask in each image slice. This
latter operation is performed in two different ways:
o using a loop to iterate through every image, and perform the statistical calculations
individually for each image
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o using the matrix processing logics of MATLAB
The program is available in folder “Chapter 13_Data”, and it is named “analyze_bleaching.m’. The
purple part performs the loop calculation, whereas the yellow one carries it out using the matrixprocessing approach of MATLAB.
function allResults=analyze_bleaching
[filename,filepath]=uigetfile('*.ids','Select a file from the sequence');
disp('Reading image series');
a=readtimeseries([filepath filename],'',[]);
a=gaussf(a,[2 2 0]);
Starts watershed_segment without the
disp('Correcting for shift');
graphical user interface, using the
a=correctshift(a);
m=watershed_segment(a(:,:,0),1,8);
 first slice of the image as input, a(:,:,0)
% calculation using a loop
 producing a membrane mask only (1)
tic;
 using 8-connectivity (8)
decay_loop=zeros(size(a,3),1);
errors_loop=zeros(size(a,3),1);
Initializes the arrays
for i=1:size(a,3)
tempSlice=a(:,:,i-1);
Steps through every slice, and calculates
decay_loop(i)=mean(tempSlice(m));
the mean and SD in the mask.
errors_loop(i)=std(tempSlice(m));
end
disp(['Duration of the loop: ',num2str(toc)])
% calculation with MATLAB matrix algebra
tic
m3d=repmat(m,[1 1 50]);
a_matlab=double(a);
performs
the
m_matlab=double(m);
same calculation
m3d_matlab=double(m3d);
using
matrix
am_matlab=a_matlab.*m3d_matlab;
processing
(as
decay=squeeze(sum(sum(am_matlab,1),2))/sum(m);
amask_matlab=a_matlab(m3d_matlab==1);
discussed
in
amask_matlab=reshape(amask_matlab,sum(m_matlab,'all'),50);
section
12.9)
errors=squeeze(std(amask_matlab,[],1))';
disp(['Duration of MATLAB matrix calculation: ',num2str(toc)])
% plot results
t=1:50;
plots the results and
plot(t,decay);
generates the output as
hold on;
errorbar(t(1:10:50),decay(1:10:50),errors(1:10:50),'o');
a structure variable:
% put results together into a structure
result of the loop
allResults.decay_loop=decay_loop;
calculation
allResults.errors_loop=errors_loop;
allResults.decay=decay;
result of the matrix
allResults.errors=errors;
calculation

Running the program shows that


matrix calculations are faster than using a loop



but both approaches generate exactly the same results.
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>> results=analyze_bleaching;
Reading image series
Correcting for shift
MANUALLY SEEDED WATERSHED SEGMENTATION REPORT
Input image: provided as input argument (2D), connectivity: 8-connected
Minimum area of a cell: 9, line color: g, radius of dots: 3
Create skeleton: YES, Membrane is dilated 1-times.
Binary membrane image: m, overlay output image of membranes: o1

Duration of the loop: 0.14662
Duration of MATLAB matrix calculation: 0.081616

13.8. P-files
Besides M-files, MATLAB can also save your programs as a protected file with an extension of ‘.p’.
Such a P-file cannot be generated from the editor window, but from the command prompt. Once
you save the program as an M-file, you have to issue the ‘pcode’ command at the command
prompt to generate a protected file.
>> pcode analyze_bleaching.m

The previous command will translate the program ‘analyze_bleaching.m’ to a P-file named
‘analyze_bleaching.p’. A P-file can be run by MATLAB like an M-file, the difference is that the code
in a P-file cannot be viewed in the editor.

13.9. Review exercise for programming 1
Folder ‘Chapter 13_Data’ contains three image series, the names of images belonging to a single
condition begin with ‘1_’, ‘2_’ and ‘3_’. Cells expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) were imaged in two different channels:


images with ‘GFP’ in their name show the GFP intensity corresponding to the expression
level of EGFR



images with ‘pY’ in their name show the global tyrosine phosphorylation recorded in
another fluorescence channel. The cells were stained with an antibody against phosphortyrosine.
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The third files with a ‘mask’ in their name contain the membrane mask generated by watershed
segmentation. Binary 1s and 0s correspond to the foreground (membrane) and the background,
respectively. Furthermore, there is a TXT file corresponding to each condition containing the
coordinates of a rectangle (ROI – region of interest) in which the average intensity for background
subtraction will be calculated.
Write a program performing the following tasks:


ask for user input using ‘input’. Check the response, and accept only one of the two
allowed choices.
o option 1: calculate the ratio of the mean pY intensity and the mean GFP intensity.
ratio1 

pY
GFP

o option 2: generate an image showing the pixelwise pY intensities normalized by
EGFR expression, i.e., divide the background-corrected pY image by the
background-corrected EGFR image, and calculate the mean of these pixelwise
ratios:
ratio2 

pY
GFP



Ask the user to select the folder containing the images.



Determine how many experimental conditions are stored in the folder by counting how
many text files you can find.



Use a loop to load the data corresponding to the different conditions, and perform the
following tasks in each iteration:
o load the three images into MATLAB numeric variables
o load the TXT file with the ROI coordinates
o smooth the GFP and pY images with a Gaussian filter with an SD of 1
o determine the mean background intensity of the GFP and the pY image in the
rectangle defined in the TXT file. The TXT file contains the following data:


X,Y,width,length


X and Y coordinates of upper left corner of the ROI
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X dimension of the rectangle



Y dimension of the rectangle

o subtract the background from both the GFP and pY images
o determine the background-corrected mean GFP intensity and the backgroundcorrected mean pY intensity in the membrane mask
o depending on the choice of the user, determine either ratio1 or ratio2 with the
background-corrected intensities in the mask
o store this ratio


Return an array of the ratios

A possible way of implementing the following program, also available in folder ‘Chapter 13_Data’,
can be seen below:
function ratioArray=determineRatio
% ask for user input
while true
% '\n' inserts a newline character
choice=input('1. Determine ratio of means\n2. Determine mean of
ratios\n');
if choice==1 || choice==2
break;
else
disp('You have to choose 1 or 2.');
end
end
% ask the user to select a folder and read the names of TXT files
pathToFolder=uigetdir('Select folder containing the images');
fileList=dir([pathToFolder,filesep,'*.txt']);
% initialize the result array
ratioArray=zeros(numel(fileList),1);
% analyze the images using a loop
for i=1:numel(fileList)
% build the names of the image files to read
nameOfGFP=buildName(fileList(i).name,'GFP');
nameOfpY=buildName(fileList(i).name,'pY');
nameOfMask=buildName(fileList(i).name,'mask');
% read the image files and the TXT file
gfp=imread([pathToFolder,filesep,nameOfGFP]);
py=imread([pathToFolder,filesep,nameOfpY]);
mask=imread([pathToFolder,filesep,nameOfMask]);
roiData=importdata(fileList(i).name);
% smooth images
gfp=imgaussfilt(gfp,1);
py=imgaussfilt(py,1);
% determine background
% The first and second coordinates are the row and column numbers,
% respectively, in a MATLAB array. This is why the second piece of data
% in roiData, which is the Y coordinate, is used in the first position.
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gfpBg=mean(gfp(roiData(2):roiData(2)+roiData(3)1,roiData(1):roiData(1)+roiData(4)-1),'all');
pyBg=mean(py(roiData(2):roiData(2)+roiData(3)1,roiData(1):roiData(1)+roiData(4)-1),'all');
% subtract background
gfp=gfp-gfpBg;
py=py-pyBg;
% calculate background-corrected intensities in the mask
gfp=gfp(mask==1);
py=py(mask==1);
if choice==1 % ratio of means
ratioArray(i)=mean(py)/mean(gfp);
else % mean of ratios
ratioArray(i)=mean(py./gfp);
end
end
function nameOfFile=buildName(fn,text)
pos=find(fn=='_');
% The number of the experiment can be found before the '_' character.
% Keep this part, and append it with 'GFP', 'pY' or 'mask' passed to the
% function as the input parameter 'text', and with the extension of the image.
nameOfFile=[fn(1:pos-1),'_',text,'.tif'];

13.10. Review exercise for programing 2
It was discussed in chapter 12 how image segmentation combined with the ‘label’ function can
be used for analyzing individual objects (nuclei). Let us write a function that analyzes the
phosphotyrosine level of individual nuclei and returns them in an array. Before writing the
function, let us load the required images after changing the current folder to ‘Chapter 12_Data’:
>> dapi=readim('dapi.tif');
>> ptyr=readim('pTyr.tif');

The function performing these tasks:
function nuclData=getIndividualNuclei(dapiImage,otherImage,thr)
nmask=dapiImage>thr; % generates a nuclear mask, a binary one will be assigned
to pixels whose DAPI intensity is above thr
nmask=label(nmask); % assigns different labels to individual objects
nuclData=zeros(max(nmask),2); % initializes the array
for i=1:max(nmask)
currentNucl=nmask==i; % in every loop iteration an individual nucleus will
be chosen
nuclData(i,1)=mean(otherImage(currentNucl)); % the first column contains
the mean intensity
nuclData(i,2)=sum(currentNucl); % the second column contains the area
end

Run the program using a threshold of 25:
results=getIndividualNuclei(dapi,ptyr,25);
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If you look at the results, you can see that some of the ‘nuclei’ are very small.

Calculate the mean intensity of those nuclei whose area is more than 100 pixels:

>> largeNuclei=results(:,2)>100;
>> mean(results(largeNuclei,1))
ans =
4.4890

generates a logical indexing array based on the
2nd column containing the areas
the mean of those intensities, stored in the 1st
column, is calculated to which a TRUE value
corresponds in the logical indexing array

>> mean(results(results(:,2)>100,1))
ans =

the same as above, but in a single line

4.4890
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14.

Building simple, graphical user interface-controlled applications in

MATLAB
In the final chapter, the basic elements of a graphical user interface-controlled application will be
introduced. Although user input can be provided as input parameters of functions or by the ‘input’
command discussed in section 13.2, a graphical user interface provides a more convenient and
user-friendlier way of interacting with users. Section 13.5 has already covered how to ask the user
to select a folder or a file, but this chapter will provide a more general, albeit admittedly noncomprehensive overview of how to ask for user input in a graphical user interface.


At first, individual dialog boxes will be discussed that can be used for collecting user input
and displaying messages (inputdlg, questdlg, listdlg, msgbox, errordlg). These tools do not
enable the development of a full-featured graphical user interface-controlled application.
The MATLAB programming language contains all the functionalities required to develop
such applications. These commands are beyond the scope of this tutorial.



MATLAB provides a graphical user interface for building your own graphical user interfacecontrolled programs. MATLAB currently contains two such tools, an old one, named
Guide, which is going to be removed soon from a future release of MATLAB. Therefore, it
is not recommended to develop new applications using Guide. The second tool, named
App Designer, has been developed to replace Guide, and it will be briefly discussed in the
last sections of this chapter.

14.1. Creating an input dialog box (inputdlg)
Depending on how detailed you would like to define the input dialog box, the command inputdlg
can be used in different formats. The following command will display a dialog box with the prompt
“Your input”:
>> response=inputdlg('Your input')
response =
1×1 cell array
{'Anna'}

After entering your input and clicking on ‘OK’, it will be returned as a cell array. If you click on
‘Cancel’, an empty cell array will be returned. Optional further input parameters define a dialog
title, dimensions of the input fields and default responses:
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response=inputdlg('Your input','Important',[2 50],{'Anna'});

The previous command will display a dialog box with


a title ‘Important’,



an input field whose width is 50 characters and height is 2 lines



a default value of ‘Anna’. The default value has to be specified as a cell array of character
vectors.

You can also design an input dialog box with several input fields if you provide the first input
argument as a cell array of characters or as a string array. In such a case, you can define the size
of each input field and the corresponding default values according to the following syntax:
>> response=inputdlg({'First name','Last name','Department','Phone'},'Student
data',[1 20;1 20;2 40;1 10],{'','','Department of',''})
response =
4×1 cell array
{'Albert '

}

{'Einstein'

}

{'Department of Physics'}
{'12345'

}

‘inputdlg’ has four input arguments:


{'First name','Last name','Department','Phone'}

input fields as a cell array of characters
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defines the titles of the four



'Student data' defines the title of the dialog box



[1 20;1 20;2 40;1 10]

defines the sizes of the four input fields as a 42 array with

each row defining the height and width of an individual entry field


{'','','Department of',''}

defines the default values as a cell array of characters.

Only the third input box will have a default value, since the other three cells contain empty
character arrays.

14.2. Creating a question dialog box (questdlg)
The ‘questdlg’ command creates a dialog box in which a question is displayed with a default
number of three buttons. The command can be issued with different number of input arguments.
If only one input parameter is provided, it specifies the question. Two input parameters specify
the question and the title of the dialog box. The following command creates such a dialog box
with a title of ‘Just checking’, with a question of ‘Are you happy’, and three buttons:
>> response=questdlg('Are you happy?','Just checking')
response =
'Yes'

The response is a character array containing the title of the button clicked. You can customize the
content of the dialog box further. If you provide more than two input arguments, the last one is
the default button. In the example below, the ‘No’ button will be the default.
>> response=questdlg('Are you happy?','Just checking','No');

You can customize the title of the buttons. If you provide customized button titles, it is required
to provide a default button as the last input parameter. In the example below, the title of the
three buttons in the dialog box will be ‘Very much’, ‘So-so’ and ‘Feeling blue’, and the default
button will be ‘Very much’.
>>

response=questdlg('Are

you

happy?','Just

so','Feeling blue','Very much');
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checking','Very

much','So-

The dialog box can have two or three buttons. The following command defines a question dialog
box with two buttons, with the last input argument specifying the default button. It is mandatory
to specify the default button in this case as well:
response=questdlg('Are you happy?','Just checking','Very much','So-so','Very
much');

14.3. Creating a list selection dialog box (listdlg)
The ‘listdlg’ command has several name-value argument pairs, out of which ‘liststring’,list is
mandatory. This name-value argument pair defines the list of values the user can choose from:
>> [indx,tf]=listdlg('liststring',{'Moon','Earth','Sun'})
indx =
1

3

tf =
1

‘liststring’ is followed by a cell array of characters defining the items
shown in the list box. The ‘listdlg’ function returns two values:


indx is an array of integers corresponding to the selected items.
In this example, the first and third items, ‘Moon’ and ‘Sun’, were
selected.



tf indicates whether the user made a selection. It is true if the
user clicked OK, double-clicked an item or presses the Return key
on the keyboard. If the user clicks ‘Cancel’, presses the ‘Esc’ key
or closes the dialog box by clicking on X in the upper right corner,
tf will be false. In this case, indx will be an empty array.

By default, multiple selections are allowed.
Other, optional name-value arguments pairs can also be provided:


'selectionmode','single' specifies that only a single item can be selected
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'promptstring','Select an item' defines the prompt string, in this case ‘Select on item’,
displayed above the list box. If your prompt message does not fit into one line, you have
to provide it as a cell array of strings or character arrays.



'listsize',[200 50] specifies the size of the list box is pixels, in this example 200-pixel wide
and 50-pixel high



'initialvalue',3 or ‘initialvalue’, [1 3] specifies as a single number or an array of numbers
which item or items are selected at first.

The command below displays the list box shown under the command:
[indx,tf]=listdlg('liststring',{'Moon','Earth','Sun'},'selectionmode','single'
,'promptstring','Select an item','listsize',[200 50],'initialvalue',3);

14.4. Displaying a message (msgbox)
The ‘msgbox’ function creates a message dialog box. It can be used with one, two or three input
parameters. These define the message, the title of the dialog box and the icon displayed.

msgbox('You are finished.')

msgbox('You are finished.','State')

msgbox('You are finished.','State','help')

msgbox('You are finished.','State','warn')
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msgbox('You are finished.','State','error')

14.5. Displaying an error dialog box (errordlg)
Besides the msgbox command used with the ‘error’ icon, there is another, dedicated type of
dialog box for displaying error messages. The ‘errordlg’ command can be used with one or two
input parameters. These specify the error message and the title of the dialog box.

errordlg('File not found')

errordlg('File not found','File error')
14.6. Block program execution with the uiwait command
The ‘inputdlg’, ‘questdlg’ and ‘listdlg’ commands suspend program execution until the user closes
these dialog boxes, e.g., by clicking OK. However, program executes continues after the ‘errordlg’
or ‘msgbox’ commands even without the user clicking on any button in these windows. However,
it is usually required to manually block the program from continuing in these cases. You can use
the ‘uiwait’ command to achieve this aim. When written after an ‘errordlg’ or ‘msgbox’ command,
‘uiwait’ blocks program execution until the dialog boxes are closed.

14.7. Getting the coordinate of a point clicked in a figure window
The ‘ginput’ function determines and returns the X and Y coordinates of a mouse click in a figure
window. The command
[x,y]=ginput(n);

returns the X and Y coordinates of n clicks in the current figure window. ‘x’ and ‘y’ are column
vectors containing n numbers. The command
[x,y,button]=ginput(n);
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also returns identifiers corresponding to which button was clicked. The left, the middle and the
right mouse buttons are indicated by 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Plot a function, and return the coordinates and type of a click in the figure window:
>> plot(0:10,(0:10).^2)
>> [x,y,button]=ginput(1)
x =
4.0025
y =
16.1483
button =
1

You can also retrieve click coordinates and properties from images stored as MATLAB numeric
variables or a dip_image variable:
>> a_dip=readim('1_GFP.tif')
>> [x,y,button]=ginput(1)
x =
194
y =
206
button =
1

If you change the ‘Mappings’ to ‘Linear stretch’,
and perform the operations shown above, you
will immediately see that you do not see
anything, i.e., you do not see the crosshair. In
order to get around this limitation, you can use
a modified version of the ‘ginput’ MATLAB
function, ‘ginputColor’, available in the folder ‘Chapter 14_Data’:
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>> [x,y,button]=ginputColor(1,[1 0 0])
x =
317
y =
149
button =
1

where the second input parameter, [1 0 0] in the
above case, is the RGB code of the crosshair.

14.8. Review exercise for GUI-controlled programs 1
In the first, simple review exercise, let us write a program that asks


whether you would like to have dinner



if the answer to the previous question is ‘Yes’, proceed.



what kind of special requirements you have. The user can choose from the following list:
'None','Diabetic','Vegetarian','Gluten free','Nut free','Kosher','Halal'. Return the words
the user chose.



what your name is and how many persons you are accompanied by. Convert the number
of persons to a numeric variable.

The program is named ‘dinner.m’ in the folder ‘Chapter 14_Data’. Ample remarks are provided
for interpretation of the code:
function [participate,reqList,yourName,numOtherPersons]=dinner
% ask the user if he/she will have dinner in a quest dialog
participate=questdlg('Will you have dinner','Dinner','Yes','No','Yes');
% if the answer is yes, ask further questions
if strcmp(participate,'Yes')
% define the list string
specialList={'None','Diabetic','Vegetarian','Gluten free','Nut
free','Kosher','Halal'};
% ask if the user has any special requirements in a list dialog
reqList=listdlg('liststring',specialList,'promptstring',{'What kind of
special','requirement(s) do you have?'},'listsize',[150 100]);
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% using logical indexing return those special requirements that the user
chose
reqList=specialList(reqList);
% ask for additional data using an input dialog
yourData=inputdlg({'What is your name?','How many persons are you
accompanied by?'},'Your data',[1 20;1 50]);
% separate the data, and convert the second one to a numeric variable
yourName=yourData{1};
numOtherPersons=str2double(yourData{2});
else % if the user won't have dinner, you must assign values to those
variables that were defined in the 'if' part of the program
reqList='';
yourName='';
numOtherPersons=[];
end

14.9. Review exercise for GUI-controlled programs 2
In this example, we are going to write a program that processes the input in a more complicated
way. The program will


ask the number of children of a family by a list box



ask the children’s first and last names and ages as an input dialog box



display an error message if a piece of data is missing



ask the user if the provided data is correct in a quest dialog box



display a confirmatory message otherwise.

The program, named ‘hotelcheckin’, can be found in folder ‘Chapter 14_Data’. Please interpret
the program using the remarks provided.
function childrenDataStruct=hotelcheckin
% Initialize the 'response' variable to a value of 'No' so that the while
% loop is executed at least once.
response='No';
while strcmp(response,'No')
% Initialize childNum to not-a-number so that the while loop is
% executed at least once.
childNum=nan;
while isnan(childNum)
% display a list dialog box
childNum=listdlg('promptstring',{'How many children are','travelling
with
you?'},'liststring',{'0','1','2','3'},'selectionmode','single','listsize',[150
70]);
end
% decrement childNum by one since the first entry corresponds to no
children
childNum=childNum-1;
% if the number of children is zero or the cancel button was pressed,
% stop program execution with the return command
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if isempty(childNum) || childNum==0
childrenDataStruct=[];
return;
end
% Prepare the input fields for the inputdlg command according to the
% number of children. For each child, three input fields are required.
childrenInputFields=strings(childNum*3,1);
for i=1:childNum
childrenInputFields((i-1)*3+1)=strcat("First name, child
",num2str(i));
childrenInputFields((i-1)*3+2)=strcat("Last name, child ",num2str(i));
childrenInputFields((i-1)*3+3)=strcat("Age, child ",num2str(i));
end
sizes=[1 50;1 50;1 15];
% repeat the sizes array for every child
sizes=repmat(sizes,[childNum,1]);
% ask for children data using inputdlg
childrenData=inputdlg(childrenInputFields,'Enter children data',sizes);
% if the user pressed Cancel, stop the program
if isempty(childrenData)
childrenDataStruct=[];
return;
end
foundempty=false;
% check if any of the input fields are empty
for i=1:childNum*3
if isempty(childrenData{i})
foundempty=true;
end
end
% if empty input field found, show an error message
if foundempty
% If this branch of the program is executed, variable 'response'
% has no chance to change its value to 'Yes'. Therefore, the outer
% loop will be executed again.
errordlg('At least one field is empty.','Oops');
% wait for the user to click on OK in the error message
uiwait;
else
% initialize the structure array with three fields in each array
element
childrenDataStruct(childNum)=struct('first_name','','last_name','','age',[]);
for i=1:childNum
% display the data and store it in a structure array
disp(['Child ',num2str(i)]);
childrenDataStruct(i).first_name=childrenData{(i-1)*3+1};
disp(['First name: ',childrenDataStruct(i).first_name]);
childrenDataStruct(i).last_name=childrenData{(i-1)*3+2};
disp(['First name: ',childrenDataStruct(i).last_name]);
childrenDataStruct(i).age=str2double(childrenData{(i-1)*3+3});
disp(['First name: ',num2str(childrenDataStruct(i).age),newline]);
end
% Ask the user if the data is correct. If it is correct, 'response'
% will be 'Yes', and the outer loop will not be executed any more.
response=questdlg('Is the data correct?','Confirm','Yes','No','Yes');
end
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end
msgbox('Thanks for your input');

14.10. The App Designer tool
App Designer is an application itself that allows you to build a graphical user interface-controlled,
full featured application with minimal programming skills. Writing the program involves the
following major steps:
Step 1: you drag and drop components, like buttons, plot windows, radio buttons, check
boxes, etc., into your canvas corresponding to the graphical user interface of your program
Step 2: you define the properties of the component by clicking on it, e.g., the list string
associated with a list box
Step 3: you define the actions associated with different components by writing simple callback
functions. A callback function is executed what the component is clicked, e.g., when a button
is pressed or when an item is chosen in a list box. You can define such a callback function by
right-clicking on a component.
You can start App Designer by typing appdesigner at the command prompt, or by selecting ‘App’
under ‘New’. (App Designer in MATLAB 2020b conflicts with DipImage 2.9, conflicts between
different versions are also possible. Start MATLAB without the DipImage Toolbox for this section.)

The following welcome screen is displayed:
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You can start building your application by clicking on ‘Blank App’ taking you to the following page:

User interface of your app

Drag and drop
components into
your app
Properties of
components will
be displayed here

Step 1: Drag a ‘Drop Down’ menu and a ‘Text Area’ on to the user interface of your program, and
click on the dropdown menu with your mouse:
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If you click on the
dropdown menu, its
properties will be
displayed in the
component browser.

Step 2: Change


title of your dropdown menu to ‘Location’



the items shown in the list (‘Membrane’, ‘Intracellular’, ‘Extracellular’)



and the default choice (‘Intracellular’)

by simply typing into the respective input box.

title of the dropdown menu
default choice
items shown; type them into
separate lines
Step 3: Now, right-click on the dropdown menu, and choose ‘Add ValueChangedFcn Callback’.
This function will be executed when the value of the dropdown menu changes.
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App Designer switches to ‘Code View’, and an empty callback function is automatically created:

You can change between
‘Code View’ and ‘Design
View’ here. Code View
displays the program, while
Design View displays the
graphical user interface.

The almost empty callback
function is here, and you
have to fill it with content.
A code snippet is present by default in the callback revealing how you can reference different
items in your program. Let us take a closer look at this line:
app.LocationDropDown.Value
refers to your app

refers to your dropdown menu. Its
name
is
‘LocationDropDown’
because you defined the label of the
dropdown menu to be ‘Location’
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refers to the ‘Value’ of the
dropdown list from among the
available
properties
of
the
dropdown list.

Complete the callback function. Begin typing ‘app’ followed by a dot, and a dropdown menu will
show you the options you can choose from. ‘app’ stands for the application you are building, and
the dropdown menu displayed will contain the items already added to your program. Choose
‘TextArea’, then type another dot, and choose ‘Value’ from the next dropdown menu.

Finish the callback function as shown below:
% Value changed function: LocationDropDown
function LocationDropDownValueChanged(app, event)
value = app.LocationDropDown.Value;
app.TextArea.Value=value;
end

You have just specified that


upon changing the value of the dropdown menu (since you are editing the ‘ValueChanged’
function)



you would like the ‘Value’ property of the text box to change to the value of the dropdown
menu.

Click on ‘Run’ in the top part of the App Designer, and save your program as ‘myFirstApp’.
Applications built by the App Designer will have an extension ‘mlapp’.
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The app is automatically executed, and it will behave as expected. The text box will display the
item chosen in the dropdown menu.

If you look at the current folder, it will contain a file named ‘myFirstApp.mlapp’. (The program is
also available in the ‘Chapter 14_Data’ folder.) You can also execute the program by typing
‘myFirstApp’ at the MATLAB command prompt. You can load and modify the app by doubleclicking on it, which will open it in App Designer, or by opening it in App Designer if it is already
running:
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You have just unwittingly completed your first MATLAB program developed in App Designer.
Since you now understand the basic components of apps developed in App Designer, let
us embark on a more complicated task. The last section of the tutorial will provide a step-by-step
description of how to develop a program that


reads and displays an image of a Western blotting experiment



analyzes band intensities in regions of interest (ROI) defined by the user



determines molecular weights (MW) corresponding to bands based on molecular weight
markers.

Start building the application by dragging the following components to the graphical user
interface of your app:

The users identifies MW markers whose
The user can define ROIs number is determined by the spinner below.
by clicking on this button.
Determination
of
ROI intensities and
The user will have to click the
MWs is carried out
buttons on the top to start
by this button.
different parts of the program.
Results are saved to
This button on the left reads the
a variable specified
blot image selected by the user.
in the box.
The blot image will be
shown here. It will be
used for identifying MW
calibration bands and for
drawing ROIs.

A certain number of MW
markers will be identified.
The MWs corresponding
to each band will be
entered by the user.

This graph will show
the density profile of
a ROI selected by the
spinner above it.

This graph will show the
MW calibration curve.
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four Buttons, rename them according to the figure.
Disable the three button on the right by unticking their
‘Enable’ property in the ‘Interactivity’ section of the
property inspector. If a component is disabled, it will be
grayed out, and the user will not be able to click on it.



three Axes. One of them, the top one, will be for
displaying the image. Remove the scales from the X and
Y axes by deleting all entries from the ‘XTick’ and ‘YTick’
properties. Delete the title by deleting the default title.
Then, customize the other two axes according to the
figure.



Two Spinners and replace their label with ‘Number of
MW markers’ and ‘Lane’. For the one labeled ‘Number of
MW markers’, set the ‘Value’, i.e., the default value, to
3, the ‘Limits’, i.e., the lowest and highest allowed
values, to ‘2,5’. For the one labeled ‘Lane’, set the ‘Limits’
to ‘1,Inf’.



Five ‘Edit Field (Numeric)’ components, and rename them according to the figure. Disable
the 4th and 5th one by unticking ‘Enable’ in the ‘Interactivity’ section of the property
inspector.



One ‘Edit Field (Text)’ component and rename it ‘Result
variable’.

Select the whole graphical user interface, and name it ‘Blot
Analyzer’.
Different parts of the program will share information using
shared variables called ‘Properties’. You can add such a
property to the program by clicking ‘Property > Private
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Property’ in the Editor tab in ‘Code View’. This will create a ‘Properties (Access = private)’ section
in the code. A private property is only available within the application, while a public property is
also available outside the application. Enter the following variables (the green remarks are not
necessary, but it is always a good idea to add remarks to programs so that you and other
programmers can understand the purpose of an item):

‘
properties (Access = private)
mwdistances=zeros(10,1); % MW marker positions
coeffs=0; % coefficients of the fit of log MW vs distance
roisCoords=zeros(50,4); % stores the X, Y coordinates of ROI rectangles
(X1,Y1,X2,Y2)
n=0; % number of ROIs
whatdone=[false false]; % stores if ROIs have been added, if MW markers have
been identified
blot=0; % the blot image
phs=[]; % handles of plots in the MW calibration graph
lanedensities=cell(50,1); % a cell array containing ROI density profiles
lanebackgrounds=cell(50,1); % a cell array containing the background profile
in ROIs
end

Switch back to Designer view, and begin adding the callback
functions that will be launched when you click a certain
component. Right-click on the ‘Read blot’ button, and
select ‘Add ButtonPushedFcn callback’. This will generate a
new section in the code in which you have to enter the code
executed when the button is pressed:
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% Callbacks that handle component events
methods (Access = private)
% Button pushed function: ReadblotButton
function ReadblotButtonPushed(app, event)
[file,folder]=uigetfile({'*.tif','TIFF file';'*.jpg','JPG
file';'*.*','All files'},'Select the blot image');
if file~=0
app.blot=imread([folder,file]);
imshow(app.blot,'parent',app.UIAxes);
set(app.AddROIButton,'enable','on');
set(app.SetMWmarkersButton,'enable','on');
end
end

App Designer only allows the white part of the program to be modified. The code above performs
the following actions:


uigetfile: shows a file selection dialog box allowing the user to select TIFF, JPG or any kind
of file. The path to the file is returned in two variables.



if file~=0: if the user pressed ‘Cancel’ (resulting in the returned variables to be zero), the
rest of the code is not executed.



imread: reads the blot image, and stores it in the ‘blot’ shared variable or property.
Properties can be referenced by ‘app’ followed by a dot and the name of the variable.
When you type ‘app’ followed by a dot, App Designer will show you all the available
components in a dropdown list.



imshow: displays the image in the Axes object on the top left of the graphical user
interface. The name of this object is ‘UIAxes’, and it is referenced by ‘app.UIAxes’ in the
code. Depending on in which order you added the axes, the name of this object may be
different.



the two set… commands at the end: once an image has been read, two buttons will be
enabled. These commands set the ‘enable’ property of two buttons, referenced by
‘app.AddRoiButton’ and ‘app.SetMWmarkersButton’ to ‘on’.

Now add the callback function to the ‘Add ROI’ button:
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function AddROIButtonPushed(app, event)
msgbox('Click on opposite apexes of the ROI');
uiwait;
app.BlotAnalyzerUIFigure.HandleVisibility = 'callback';
[xnew,ynew]=ginput(2);
lh=line([xnew(1) xnew(2) xnew(2) xnew(1) xnew(1)],[ynew(1) ynew(1) ynew(2)
ynew(2) ynew(1)],'color','red','parent',app.UIAxes);
response=questdlg('Is the ROI OK?','ROI OK?','Yes','No','Yes');
if strcmp(response,'Yes')
app.n=app.n+1;
app.roisCoords(app.n,:)=[xnew(1) ynew(1) xnew(2) ynew(2)];
app.whatdone(1)=true;
if app.n>1
app.LaneSpinner.Limits=[1 app.n];
end
if sum(app.whatdone)==2
set(app.MeasureButton,'enable','on');
end
else
delete(lh);
end
end

Let us analyze the code line-by-line:


msgbox, uiwait: The program will be display a message box briefly explaining what the
user will have to do, and suspends program execution until the user presses ‘OK’ in the
message box.



app.BlotAnalyzerUIFigure.HandleVisibility…: for ‘ginput’ to work with the graph in the
graphical user interface of your application, the handle visibility of the axes object you
would like to query has to be modified. You can read more about this issue here:
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/answers/392617-how-can-i-use-ginput-inapp-designer



[xnew,ynew]=ginput(2) – collects the coordinates of two successive clicks on the blot



lh=line… - draws a red rectangle, and returns the reference (handle) to the object in
variable ‘lh’.



The program then asks if the user is happy with the ROI as is. If no, the ROI is deleted. This
is why, the handle of the lines had to be returned in variable ‘lh’. If the user is satisfied
with the ROI, the ROI coordinates are stored in the shared variable app.roisCoords, the
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counter containing the number of ROIs (app.n) is incremented by one, and app.whatDone
variable is also updated to indicate that at least one ROI has been defined.


if app.n>1 – if the number of ROIs is larger than one, the limits on the spinner above the
graph showing the lane densities is updated.



if sum(app.whatdone)==2 – if both elements of the ‘whatdone’ property are equal to 1,
i.e., if at least one ROI has been defined and the MW markers have been set, the ‘Measure’
button is enabled.

Add the callback function to the button ‘Set MW markers’:
function SetMWmarkersButtonPushed(app, event)
edits=[app.Maker1kDaEditField.Value,app.Marker2kDaEditField.Value,app.Marker3kDaE
ditField.Value,app.Marker4kDaEditField.Value,app.Marker5kDaEditField.Value];
if any(edits(1:app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value)==0)
errordlg('MWs must be provided')
else
msgbox(['Click on the ',num2str(app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value),' MW
markers.']);
uiwait;
app.BlotAnalyzerUIFigure.HandleVisibility = 'callback';
[~,y]=ginput(app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value);
app.mwdistances(1:app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value)=y;
calibrateMW(app);
app.whatdone(2)=true;
if sum(app.whatdone)==2
set(app.MeasureButton,'enable','on');
end
end
end



edits=… - generates an array with the molecular weights of the markers



if any(edits(1:app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value)==0) – the function ‘any’ checks if
any of its arguments is true, i.e., if any of the values in the array ‘edits’ is equal to 0. If
yes, an error dialog is displayed, and the rest of the function is not executed.



[~,y]=ginput(app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value) – the Y coordinates of the MW
markers is collected. The number of clicks is equal to the number present in the spinner
with a title ‘Number of MW markers’.



app.mwdistances(1:app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value)=y – the Y coordinates are
stored in the property ‘mwdistances’.
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calibrateMW(app) – a function named ‘calibrateMW’ is called (see below).



app.whatDone variable is also updated to indicate that the MW markers have been set.

In order to define a function, you have to click on the ‘Private Function’ button under ‘Function’,
which will create a function in the ‘methods (Access = Private)’ section of the program:

methods (Access = private)
function calibrateMW(app)
edits=[app.Maker1kDaEditField.Value,app.Marker2kDaEditField.Value,app.Marker3kDaE
ditField.Value,app.Marker4kDaEditField.Value,app.Marker5kDaEditField.Value];
dist=app.mwdistances(1:app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value);
dist=sort(dist,'descend');
logmw=zeros(app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value,1);
for i=1:app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value
logmw(i)=log(edits(i));
end
logmw=sort(logmw);
if ~isempty(app.phs)
delete(app.phs);
end
app.phs(1)=plot(dist,logmw,'ob','parent',app.UIAxes2);
set(app.UIAxes2,'nextplot','add');
% logMW = a * dist +b;
app.coeffs=polyfit(dist,logmw,1);
x=linspace(dist(1),dist(end),30);
y=polyval(app.coeffs,x);
app.phs(2)=plot(x,y,'r-','parent',app.UIAxes2);
end



The sorted Y coordinates of clicks on the MW markers is stored in variable ‘dist’.



Array ‘lowmw’ is initialized followed by filling it with the logarithm of the molecular
weights of the markers specified by the user.



If a plot is already present, delete it, and plot the logarithm of the MW markers as a
function of their migration distance.
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Fits a line to the log(MW) – migration distance plot, stores the coefficients in the
property ‘coeffs’, and plots the line.

Now add a callback to the spinner ‘Number of MW markers’:
function NumberofMWmarkersSpinnerValueChanged(app, event)
value = app.NumberofMWmarkersSpinner.Value;
switch value
case 2
set(app.Marker3kDaEditField,'enable','off');
set(app.Marker4kDaEditField,'enable','off');
set(app.Marker5kDaEditField,'enable','off');
set(app.Marker3kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','off');
set(app.Marker4kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','off');
set(app.Marker5kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','off');
case 3
set(app.Marker3kDaEditField,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker4kDaEditField,'enable','off');
set(app.Marker5kDaEditField,'enable','off');
set(app.Marker3kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker4kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','off');
set(app.Marker5kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','off');
case 4
set(app.Marker3kDaEditField,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker4kDaEditField,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker5kDaEditField,'enable','off');
set(app.Marker3kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker4kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker5kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','off');
case 5
set(app.Marker3kDaEditField,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker4kDaEditField,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker5kDaEditField,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker3kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker4kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','on');
set(app.Marker5kDaEditFieldLabel,'enable','on');
end
end

The code enables the edit fields and their corresponding labels according to the number specified
in the spinner.
Now add a callback function to the ‘Measure’ button:
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function MeasureButtonPushed(app, event)
whichLane=app.LaneSpinner.Value;
quantities=zeros(app.n,1);
mws=zeros(app.n,1);
for i=1:app.n
lane=app.blot(round(app.roisCoords(i,2)):round(app.roisCoords(i,4)),round(app.roi
sCoords(i,1)):round(app.roisCoords(i,3)));
app.lanedensities{i}=sum(lane,2);
highestValue=max(app.blot,[],'all');
app.lanedensities{i}=double(highestValue)-app.lanedensities{i};
app.lanebackgrounds{i}=polyval(polyfit([1
size(lane,1)],[app.lanedensities{i}(1)
app.lanedensities{i}(end)],1),1:size(lane,1));
if i==whichLane
If the currently calculated lane is the one shown by the
plotLaneDensity(app,i);
spinner, plot it (see function below).
end
The
backgroundbgCorrected=app.lanedensities{i}-app.lanebackgrounds{i}';
corrected lane density is
quantities(i)=sum(bgCorrected);
calculated by subtracting
maxPosition=find(bgCorrected==max(bgCorrected));
the background from the
upperY=min(app.roisCoords(i,2),app.roisCoords(i,4));
densities. The peak if
peakPosition=upperY+maxPosition;
found by the ‘find’
mws(i)=exp(polyval(app.coeffs,peakPosition));
function, and the MW is
end
determined from the
if app.n>1
calibration curve.
app.LaneSpinner.Enable=true;
If the number of ROIs is larger than one, the spinner is
app.LaneSpinnerLabel.Enable=true;
enabled.
end
If the edit field for
if ~isempty(app.ResultvariableEditField.Value)
the output variable
resultsTable=table(quantities,mws);
is not empty, the
assignin('base',app.ResultvariableEditField.Value,resultsTable);
results are saved in
end
a table.
end



Initialization of two arrays storing the lane densities and the lane MWs. Variable
‘whichLane’ is read from the spinner with the label ‘Lane’, and it will be used for choosing
which lane to plot in the graph.



A rectangle corresponding to the ROI is excised from the blot, its density is summed along
dimension 2 (Y coordinate) generating a line profile of the intensity. This line profile is
stored in the shared cell array ‘lanedensities’. Subtraction of the sum from the max
intensity is required since the densities are darker, i.e., lower intensity, than the
background. A background is calculated by drawing a line between the first and last values
of the density profile.

Add a new function named ‘plotLaneDensity’:
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function plotLaneDensity(app,laneToPlot)
delete(app.UIAxes3.Children);
y1=app.lanedensities{laneToPlot};
x1=1:numel(y1);
plot(app.UIAxes3,x1,y1);
app.UIAxes3.NextPlot='add';
plot(app.UIAxes3,x1,app.lanebackgrounds{laneToPlot});
x3=[x1 x1(end:-1:1)];
y3=[y1' app.lanebackgrounds{laneToPlot}(end:-1:1)];
fill(app.UIAxes3,x3,y3,'green');
end



delete(app.UIAxes3.Children) – deletes any children of the ‘Axes’, i.e., if a plot is present,
it is deleted.



Plots the lane density profile and sets the ‘NextPlot’ property to ‘add’ so that the
background profile will not replace this plot. The lane to be plotted is determined from
the variable ‘laneToPlot’ passed to the function.



Plots the background profile.



Generates a filled area between the background and the lane intensity. The ‘fill’ command
creates fills the polygon whose vertices are defined by arrays x3 and y3.

x3(50),y3(50)

Density

lane density
background

x3(1),y3(1)
x3(200),y3(200)
x3(100),y3(100)

x3(150),y3(150)

Distance
Finally, add a callback function to the spinner labeled ‘Lane’:
function LaneSpinnerValueChanged(app, event)
value = app.LaneSpinner.Value;
plotLaneDensity(app,value);
end
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Assuming
the
profile
contains
100 points, arrays
x3
and
y3
circumscribe the
object enclosed by
the lane density
and
the
background line.

Test the program by either clicking on the ‘Run’ button or typing ‘blotanalyzer’ at the command
prompt. Load the image ‘WB_markers_250-150-100.tif’, define ROIs by drawing rectangles
around the lanes, and define the three molecular weight markers by clicking on them in the image
after entering their molecular weights in kDa: 250, 150, 100.

14.11. Review exercise for the App Designer
Let us write a very simple program that


reads a two-column matrix from a text file



plots the second column as a function of the first one.

Create a new blank app in App Designer, and drag two buttons and an axes object to the app, and
rename them according to the following figure:
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Disable the ‘Plot’ button so that it is only active when data has already been imported:

Add a private property, i.e., a variable, named ‘dataForPlotting’ to the app:
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properties (Access = private)
dataForPlotting % imported data to be plotted
end

Add a callback function to the ‘Read text file’ button:

function ReadtextfileButtonPushed(app, event)
[filename,pathToFile]=uigetfile('*.txt','Chooose a text file');
app.dataForPlotting=importdata([pathToFile,filesep,filename]);
app.PlotButton.Enable=1;
end

Add a callback function to the ‘Plot’ button:
function PlotButtonPushed(app, event)
plot(app.UIAxes,app.dataForPlotting(:,1),app.dataForPlotting(:,2),'o-r');
end

Save and run the application. There is a sample data set named ‘DataToPlot.txt’ in the folder
‘Chapter 14_Data’. The program named, ‘myplotter.mlapp’, is also available in the same folder.
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